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INTRODUCTION 

The time has arrived for Gerald Manley Hopkins to 

take his place among the major poets of the Victorian Age. 

For too long critics have been attacking or defending his 

-ideas and his highly innovative style in terms o:E modern 

poetry without considering the Victorian sensibilities and 

attitudes toward poetic expression that bear on his practice 

as a writer. Now the task at hand is to establish the real 

social and historical context of this writer's life and the 

cultural and intellectual tradition that nurtured his po~tic 

genius. 
,: 

Born in 1844, Hopkins lived and died within the 

Victorian Age. He attended Highgate Grammar School; earned 

a deg.1>~e from Oxford, entered the Society of Jesus, min

istered as a priest and a teacher in ~ngland, Wales, and 

Ireland, and composed a small body of exquisite poetry--all 

within the space of forty-five years. Beca.use he felt that 

publishing his poems was inconsistent with his vows as a 

priest, he died without seeing his poems in print. Not until 

1918, when his friend Robert Bridges published the first 

volume of his works, did Hopkins' poems enjoy a public 

audience and even then only a very selective onee Actually, 

enthusiastic reception_ of Hopkins' poetry did not necessitate 

1 
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a new edition unti l 1 930, when t he Second Edition , with an 

Introduction by Charle s lvilliarns, appeared . 1 

Since 1930 the growth of i nterest in the wo r k s of 

Hopkins has been tremendou s . Twentieth-century critics have 

claimed Hopkins as a modern poet , born somewhat ahead of his 

time. Partly because of this chronological dispiacement and 

partly because of his highly innovative style, literary 

scholars have devoted more attention to Hopkins ' influence 

upon modern poetry than they have to his relationship to the 

1The definitive text of Hopkins ' poems is now that of 
the fourth edition : Gerard Manley Hopkins, The Poems of Gerard 
Manley Hopkins , ed . W. II. Gardner and N. H. Mackenzie, 4th ed. 
T1:ondon: Oxford University Press, 1967; New York: A Galaxy 
Book, 1972). Subsequent references to the poems are taken from 
this edition and will appear in the text. References to the 
standard edition of The Sermons and Devotional Writings of 
Gerard Manley Hopkins'-;-ed. Chrfstopher Devr.:Ln-(London: Oxford 
IEiiversityPr.ess, 1959; reprint 1967) appear in the text as 
Sey.mans with page numbers following . Likewise The Journals and 
I-?ai:,;e.r-s of Gerard Manley Hopkins, . ed. ·Humphry House, - cornpletecr-
Ey G::ca.ham Storey (London: Oxford University Press, 1959) are 
ref~~l.Ted to in the text as Journals wit~ page numbers follow
ing. References to the three-volume definitive edition of 
Hopkins! letters appear in the text as Letters , followed by 
both volume and page nurnber, designating the source: The 
Letters of Gerard Manley Hopkins , ed .. Claude Colleer Abbott , 
vol~ 1: · ~he Letters of Gerard Manley Hopkins to Robert 
Bridges; voI. 2: The-·correspGndence of Gerard-Y.ianley Hopkins 
anlfRTchard Watson.Dixon; voL 3:. Further Letters of Gerard 
ganley Hopkins Including His Correspondence with Coventry 
~atmore; 3 vols. {London: Oxford University Press, 1935~56 ). 
No definitive biography has yet been published, but several 
~plendid b i ographical wo.rk~1 do exist: Gerard ManlE;y Hopkins, 
by G. Fe Lahey; Gerard Manley Hopkins, Priest and Poet, by 
J·ohn Pick; Gerard Manley Hopkins,· by Eleanor Ruggles . · Stil l 
•the most scholarly cr1.tical work is W. H. Gardner~ s Gerard 
~-~nl~ Hopkins: A Study of Poetic Idiosyncrasy in Relation 
to Poetic Tradition, in two volumes~ These works were con
·sultea:iin·d are ci~ed in footnote ref2rence:.:L 
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literature of his own age. Consequently , few studies have 

been directed toward an understanding of his literary achieve

ments in relation to Victorian society . Although he lived in 

the midst of that social millieu and witnessed and partic i 

pated in the development and fruition of its literature , he 

has attracted very little attention as a Victoria~ writer . 

Even though the influences that shaped the works of other 

nineteenth-century writers also affected his literary achieve

ments, the extent to which he was influenced by his own age 

and the extent to which his works reflect the major social 

issues of his time are questions that have not been resolved 

in Hopkins scholarship . 

In 1944, one hundred years after Hopkins • birth , a 

special iss·ue of the Kenyon Review carried articles devoted to 

the poet and his works.2 Arthur Mizener~s essay, entitled 

11 Victo:c~an Hopkins," called attention to the conspicuous 

neglect by earlier critics of the poet ' s Victorian sensi

bilities. In 1958, Alan Heuser ' s The_ Shaping_ Vision, of Ger a.rd 

!\1.a?ley Hopkins traced the growth of Hopkins ' mind as it was 

influenced by Ignatian and Scotist doctrine , the Greeks, and 

the Pre-Raphaelites . 3 In 1968 , Wendell Stacy Johnson ' s G~rard 

- ... -·- .·~----·---------
2The essays from Kenyon Review 6 (1944) were reprinted 

in The Kenyon Critics , Gerard Manley Hopkins (Nor folk, Conn . : 
New-Dfrecflons, 1945). · -----

3 h l' .. f'G d 1 -Alan Heuser, Te S1ap1ng Vision o Jerar Maney 
Hopkins (London: Oxford University Press, 1958). -----·---
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Manley Hopkins: The Poet as Victorian explored the poetffs 

sensibilities from the standpoint of his self-consciousness, 

a very narrow concept of Victorianism. 4 By far the most 

scholarly study to da.te has been Allison G. Sulloway' s Ge~.Ei 
r.:: 

~anley Hopkins and th~ yictorian Temper, published in 1972.:> 

Far less limited in scope than previous studies, 'this work 

explores religious, social, and aesthetic concepts that influ

enced his poetic qualities~ Aside from several essays , these 

works constitute attempts to present Hopkins as a Victorian 

writer .. 

Some of these works fail because of the corn.plexity of 

the problem; some because of the narrowness of the approach, 

some because of a biased predisposition; and some because of 

incom.plete. exploration of the social forces at work in 

Hopkins ' lifetime~ Most of these critics fail to pinpoint 

Hopkins' distinctive Victorian character because they do not 

place the poet in the societal structures, functions, and 

processes of his time. They lack the sociological perspective 

tha.t treats the author a .s an articulate part of his comrnunit:~{· 

· The sociological approach to criticism employed for 

this study begins with the assmnption that thought is 

'-----·---
4wcndell Stacy Johnson, Gerard Manley Hopkins: the 

Poet: as Victo_-r~ian (Ithaca: Cornell University Press,"' 1968)., 

5Alison G~ Sulloway, Gerard Manley Hopkins and the 
Victorian. T12:mp\;;c:r (New York: Columbia University Pres.,s , 1972) . ------ ---·-... ,-
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conditioned by society . Then it seeks out the relationships 

between certain forms of thought and the cultural · configura

tions in which they occur. 6 This study attempts to plac e 

Hopkins in the societal structures of Victorian· society , to 

ascertain its influences upon his poetic achievements , and to 

identify reflections of social thought in his poe~s . It does 

not attempt to explain away genius or to disregard insight 

and inspiration, only to present the ways in which Hopkins 

was influenced by and the manner in which he responded to 

Victorian society . Only those social functions and processes 

that find expression in his poems , letters , and sermons are 

relevant to this study . Unless required for clarification , 
,: 

Victorian figures , events , and social theory not reflected in 

his works are not discussed . 

Since the literature of any given period and the 

social , ,,economic , and political forces of that period are in 

some important ways interconnected, criticism that relates 

Hopkins ' works to certain features of the structure and 

dev·elopment of Victorian society should stress his relation

ship to his own age and should also enhance the understanding 

and appreciation of his literary accomplislments . 

62\lexander Kern , "The Sociology of Knowledge in the 
Study of Literature," Sewanee Review 50 (1942) :506. 



CHAPTER I 

THE FAMILY : INFLUENCE AND REFLECTION 

Hopkins was born in the midst o f a decade of social 

unrest and agitation . Karl Marx ' s The Comrnunist ~1a.nifesto , 

commissioned by the London Communist League , was embraced a s 

the outstanding literary work of the time. Hopkins was to be 

swayed by teachings of Communism while still a young man . 

John Ruskin published Mode_rn Painters , Volume I, and Seven 

Lamps of Architecture during the forties .. Hopkins was to come 

under the influence of Ruskin at Oxford and to remain a disci

ple of his views on the morality of art . RoberL Browning 

publ i shed Pipea Passes and Dramatic ~,yr_~5::s and was criticized 

for not dealing with vital issues confronting Victorian 

England. 1 Hopkins was to dislike . Browning ' s style so intensely 

as to d!rect the following t~rade of superlatives against him : 

"But Browning has , I think, many frigiditie s .. • a way of 

t alk i ng (And making his people talk) with the air and spirit 

of a man bouncing up from table with a mouth full of bread 

and c heese and saying that he meant to stand no blasted non-

s e rn1e 11 (Letters 2 : 74) . Many writers. revealed a concern f6r 

social issues. Charles Dickens wrote of the sweat shops and 

'----,·----· 
1Roy E. Gridley, Browning , Routledg-e Author Sr::"~ries, 

gen . ed .. , B . c .. Southam (London: Routledge & Keqan Paul , 
1972) , PP~ 39-40 ~ 

6 
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the horrors of living in the crowded slums of the cities, while 

Thomas Carlyle lashed out against mammonism and laissez

faire .2 Alfred, Lord Tennyson, still torn between his art and 

his sense of social responsibility, became Poet Laureate. 

Hopkins was to read and to absorb the great literature of 

these Victorian writers and to be influenced by it in his own 

writing . He was to react to the same social stimuli that 

affected the literary achievements of other Victorian writers, 

yet to develop a poetic rhetoric in some respects unlike that 

of hi~ contemporaries. The influences that first shaped his 

rare genius came from a family of unusual artistic talen~ and 

strong moral and religious values. 

Considering that many attitudes toward life are formed 

in childhood, the importance of the influence of Hopkins' 

family in shaping the poet's sensibi~ities can be appreciated. 

Considering, too, that a child's grasp of the grammar of his 

language is also learned by this tender age, the influence of 

Hopkins ' family upon his poetic achievements is further empha

sizedw Although heredity is a factor that should never be 

uVL~rlooked, .it is not the only instrument. of g-enius nor the 

sole explanati6n of the poet's inspiration. His family con

tribut~::d to the development of his talent in providing for him 

.., 
~Ibid., pp. 40-41. 
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a wholesome environment of unusual literary, artistic , and 

religious values. 

Hopkins, oldest of nine children in a High-Church 

Anglican family, was born at Stratford , Essex, to Manley 

Hopkins, who was Consul-General to Hawaii (stationed at 

London ), and Katherine Smith Hopkins, oldest daughter of 

Samuel Smith, a London physician. By Victorian standards, 

Hopkins ' family was not unusually large. Large families were 

customary even into the eighteen-seventies and eighties . 3 

None of the children in the Hopkins family experienced hunyer 

or suffering as did the working-class families. Manley 

Hopkins was a respected man of the business world and pro-
'" 

vided for his family not only the ordinary comforts of life 

but also the benefits. o f education and cultural endeavors . 

Katherine Hopkins was a warm, tender mother , who devoted her

self primarily to the role of homemaker. Actually, Hopkins ' 

fanlily maintained a remarkable stability in a time when 

Victor ian family life was fee.ling the impact of great social 

change~ His home was for him and f or hi s brothers and sisters 

a refuge from the outside world . 

Ti1is uµper middle-class Victorian family exerted an 

1wus1::.a.ll.y fir..e .intellectual influr-mce .upon .the , formative years 

of the poet, encouraging his precocious natural inclinations 

·-----··· .. ··--·- ·---

4 vols . 
4 : 190,, 

JG~ M. Trevelyan , Illustrated English So~ial History, 
(Hiddlesex, England: Penguin Books-;-Ltd .. , 1942), 
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and supplying impressive examples of artistic achievement from 

various relatives. A paternal uncle wrote poetry of some dis

tinction, and an aunt, Annie Hopkins, lived in the Hopkins 

home and taught the child to sing and to paint before he 

entered school at Highgate in 1854. His maternal aunts were 

artists and musicians, and another uncle became known for his 

landscape paintings.4 Hopkins' brothers and sisters were also 

encouraged to develop their talents. His sister Grace became 

an accomplished musician, another sister drew sketches fairly 

well, and another wrote poetry. His brothers Authur and 

Everard became artists .. .5 Apparently, the environmental influ·

ences of Hopkins' home ~ere conducive to the development of 

the literary, artistic , and musical capabilities of the 

children. 

The greatest family influence on Hopkins' writing of 

poetry seems to have been exerted by his father, who, besides 

being a businessman, was a writer. Manley Hopkins published 

a book of poems entitled Th~ Phi~~sopher's Stone in 1843, just 

one year prior to the birth of his first child~ Throughout 

his lifetime he continued to write poetry in addition to some 

highly technical publications on shipping law and insurance 

---·---
4c. H~ Lahey, Gerard Manley Hopkins (London: Oxford 

University Press, 1930;··-reprint ed .. ,. Folcroft, Penna .. : 
Folcroft Press [1969])~ p. 1. 

5 
John Pick, Gerard Manley Hopkins : Priest and Poet , 

2nd ed. (Hew York : Oxford· Univers.ity Press.· 1966),-·p:- 2-.. --
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in connection with his business activities. He often sub

mitted pieces to his son for his perusal and criticism. The 

father's poems bear a close resemblance to his son's in their 

sensitivity to nature. Both see nature as a teacher and 

reveal sensuously erotic strain in their use of imagery_ They 

also reveal a preoccupation with death in its moral aspects 

and a fascination with physical horrors. Manley often chose 

the sea, ships, and shipwrecks for his subjects. His son also 

found shipwrecks fascinating. 6 That their views should be 

similar does not appear strange. After all, they shared 

common experiences in their father-son relationship. 

However, being the oldest son of a strong-willed 

father placed a great deal of stress and tension upon Hopkins, 

for the father in Vic~orian society reigned as supreme author

ity in the h::;me. All other members of the family, including 

the mother, were subservient to him. He looked upon his home 

as his refuge from the outside world and expected his wife to 

handle household affairs, to see to the welfare of his chil-
.., 

dren , and to make home a haven for the entire family.' Manley 

6w~ H. Gardner, Gerard Manley Hopkins: A Study of 
~?-~_tic Idi~ncrasy in RelafTon--fo-PoetlcTradit1on-;Tvols. 
(New Haven: Yale University Press, 1949), 2:3-7. Gardner 
has made an intensive study of Manley Hopkins' poems ancl 
has found in them sensi ti vi ties similar to thosr~ of his son's. 

7
Richard D. Altick, Victorian People and Ideas: A 

Companion. for the Modern Reader of vfctorTan LITeratu£e (New 
York: W. t,'-7. Norton & Compan~l, Inc., 1973), pp .. 53, 58. 
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Hopkins' success in business provided an excellent• livelihood 

for his family, but even more important, perhaps, · it provided 

the means for raising the status of his family. Social 

mobility was important to middle-class fru'Tiilies·, especially 

to ambitious fathers who wanted their sons to attend the best 

colleges and to go into socially acceptable profeisions.B 

Apparently, Hopkins' father was somewhat autocratic and even 

a bit pompous . 9 He was the authority in the home, and his 

will was not to be questioned, especially by his oldest son. 

The special bond betv1een Hopkins and his fathe r was 

tested in a most crucial contest when Hopkins decided to con

vert to Catholicism in 1866 . Both of his parents objected to 

his decision, but the father reacted as only a strong High

Church Anglican of his· day could be expected to respond. His 

son had dared to challenge his authority. Thereafter ensued 

verbal battles of wit and emotion as father and son vehemently 

dr~fended their positions. That Hopkins' brea.k with his family 

cost him dearly is ..-ipparent in his letters .and i n his poetry 

as well . On October 15, 1866, Hopkins wrote a letter to 

CL4rJ.h1al Newman in which he expresses the anguish of spirit 

tha~ he felt because of his parents' rejection: 
---...,. ______ _ 

~\valter Edward Houghton, The Victoria:n Frame of Mind: 
183J}-1870 (Hew Haven: Yale University Press, . 1957) l' p·,:- 342. 

9GarCner, A Study, 2:7. ___ _..,.,_ 
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VERY REVEREND FATHER,--I have been up at Oxford 
just long enough to have heard from my father and 
mother in return for my letter announcing my con
version. Their answers are terrible; I cannot 
read them twice. If you will pray for them and 
me just now I shall be deeply thankful . 

(Letters 3:29) 

Hopkins' parents requested that he wait until he had com

pleted his degree before being received into the Church, but 

Hopkins did not wish to wait. On the following day, he wrote 

a letter to his father, stating his case in tones of serious 

rhetorical rebuttals None of the emotion which was so appar

ent in his letter to Newman appears in the one written to his 

father . On the contrary, this letter is deliberately business

like and strictly to the point, at times e~en impertinent. 

For example, he writes the following : "I am surprised you shd .. 

say fancy and aesthetia tastes have led me to my present state 

of mind: these wd. be better satisfied in the Church of 

England, for bad taste is always meeting one in the acces

sories of Catholicism" (LE:tters 3:93). Hopkins displayed 

courage and determination to stand by his decision no matter 

what the personal consequences. •ro his fa.ther to wrote: "You 

ask me if I have had no thought of the estrangement . I have 

had months to think of everything'' (Letter~ 3:94). Hopkini, 

like any first son, surely knew what was expected of him and 

p lanned for him. However , he was willing to reject it all f or 

a higher calling: 
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P.S. I am most anxious that you shd . not think of 
my future. It is likely that the positions you 
wd. like to see me in wd. have no attraction for 
me, and surely the happiness of my prospects 
depends on the happiness to me and not on intrinsic 
advantages .••. My only strong wish is to be 
independent . 

(Letters 3:95) 

It was no light matter for Hopkins to renotince the 

Angelican faith in which he had been reared and to which his 

family subscribed. Only after long, agonizing soul-searching 

did he commit himself to Roman Catholicism and to the 

Church's spiritual authority. But in so doing, he succeeded 

in divesting himself of the authority of a Victorian father 

who intimidated and antagonized him. 10 The last line of 

Hopkins! letter to his father curiously su~gests a young man's 

eagerness to escape a domineering father. Ironically enough, 

submission to an autocratic Victorian father prepared the 

young Hopkins for complete submission to his Heavenly Father . 

Although it is true that Hopkins' relationship with 

his father suffered bitterly, there seems to have been no 

lasting estrangement: . Hopkins visited his family occasionally 

and corresponded with. them regularly,, He maintained an active 

interest in family affairs, particularly the achievements of 

his brothers and his sisters. He always remembered to include 

details of his own health, knowing the parental concern for 
-~--....._____ ___ , 

lOThat Hopkins' brother Arthur was also intimidated. 
by their fa thE!r is noted by Gardner, A Study 1 2: 7. 
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his welfare. He wrote most often to his mother, telling her 

of his activities, of the people whom he encountered, and of 

the wonders of nature that he observed in his surroundings. 

But whereas he was always respectful when writing to his 

father, he was also very formal and reserved. The separation 

from his family influenced the poet to write in later years: 

To seem the stranger lies my lot, my life 
Among strangers. Father and mother dear, 
Brothers and sisters are in Christ not near 
And he my peace my parting, sword and strife. 

("To seem the stranger," 11.1-4} 

The familiar Victorian theme of alienation and loneli

ness that found expression in the above lines echoed through

out Victorian England. In attempting to d~al with the 

breakdown of religious authority, families often became 

divided . Sons at Oxford debated religious questions, some 

converted to different religions, and others turned to agnos

ticism. Their families suffered greatly, for religion was 

extremely important to the family. When they converted to 

Catholicism , as Hopkins did, the ordeal was especially pain

ful to their families because .anti-Catholic feelings were 

very strong in Victorian England. To enter the Roman Church 

meant exile from one's family and from English life .. Yet it 

was not uncommon for young men especially to question their 

beliefs in view of new scientific and intellectual debates 

on the validity of scripture and to leave the faith of their 
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earlier years. 11 Like many others, Hopkins found his answer 

to the religious traumas of · his day in Catholicism. 

Religion was very important to the stability of the 

Victorian family, and the family was important to organized 

religion. The Christian tradition more than ever before 

resided in the home and depended upon the family for its 

nurture. At a time when schisms rent and tore theological 

dogmas asunder, the church was declining in its influence 

upon society .. Much of the moral and religious authority was 

transferred from the church to the home; where God's love was 

represented in a father's love for his children and where 

Christ's love for his Church was represent~d in a husband's 

love for his wife. For the woman, doing good things for her 

family was a divine responsibility.12 Her home was a place 

where moral and spiritual values were to be preserved and 

disseminated to the family members. Cohsequently, her role 

of wife and mother was that of guardian of the faith antl 

teacher of moral values.13 

As in most middle-class Victorian homes, Hopkins' 

mother exerted the greatest religious influence. Father 

Lahey contends that she 11 gave her son her gentle nature and 
---.... ._ __ ___ 

llHoughton, pp. 83-84~ 

1 2Ibid., pp. 346-47. 

13rbid. , pp. 347-48. 
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love for metaphysical speculation .. 1114 . An unusually well

educated lady for her day in the study of philosophy, history, 

and politics, she was devout in her religious beliefs .and 

attempted to instill a strong faith in her oldest son. 

C. N. Lu.xmoore , a school friend of Hopkins, sai d she exacted 

a promise from her son when he was yet a small boy that he 

would read portions of scripture from the New Testament daily 

(Letters 3:394-95). By her example and her training of her 

son, she helped to mold his personality and his character. 

Certainly, Hopkins always exhibited warmth and filial 

love and affection toward his mother. Although he almost 

always remembered special occasions, he forgot her birthday 

in 1872, a.nd he was indeed apologetic. In 1877 he sent two 

sonnets--God ~ s Grandeur" and "The Starlight N.ightn---to her 

for her birthday prese·nt. Their relationship was enhanced by 

their mutual respect. They shared a love of poetry and often 

wrote to each other about literary figures of the day . They 

shared a love of philosophy and politics as well and dis

cussed current events in their letters .. Theirs was a com

fortable relationship that influenced his attitudes and 

brought comfort to him when he needed it. The security that 

his mother helped him to feel made his childhood a happy one. 

Hopkins did have a happyr active boyhood, cli.mbing 

trees and looking at the sky . He was a keenly sensitive yet 

------·---·----
J..4Lahey, p .. l> 
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very determined child. On one occasion he insisted that his 

younger brothers bite into some leaves so that they might 

taste their intrinsic qualities. 15 He was encouraged to 

examine his world and to develop his natural curiosity. He 

loved the beauties of nature and developed a keen sensitivity 

to the beautiful things in his environment • 

. At the same time, he reacted ·with equal intensity to 

ugliness. His mother related an incident concerning Hopkins 

and his brother Cyril. On an occastion when the children 

were suffering a childhood disease, she found her oldest son 

in the nursery crying bitterly. She tried to comfort and to 

console him, asking why he cried so. Looking at his brother, 

he replied, "'Because Cyril has become so ugly! 11116 Although 

as a child of a middle-class family he knew little of human 

suffering, in later life the poet-priest was to react with 

compassion and repugnance to the suffe~ing and the ugliness 

of huind.n kind in the masses of working people whom he saw in 

Liverpool, Manchester, and Dublin. 

Although always somewhat frail and sensitive by 

nature, Hopkins developed another characteristic in tempera

ment that affected l1im as a priest and a poet in later life--

self-discipline. Two incidents recalled by Hopkins' brothet 

l5Gardner, !::. St'l~dy, p .. 8~ 

16L ,.. a11ey, p .. 3. 
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Cyril demonstrate this side of his personality. 17 Convinced 

that everyone at his school ·drank too much liquid, Hopkins 

abstained from drinking water for an entire week to prove his 

contention. Of course, he became dehydrated, and while on 

the drill field, he fainted. The drill sergeant allowed the 

boy to return to his boarding house but expressed disbelief 

when told of Hopkins' abstinence. Thereupon a fell.ow student 

exclaimed, "'A lie indeed! He tell a lie? Why, he would 

rather die!' ,,18 Hopkins' determination was exceeded only by 

his honesty. At another time, the young lad decided that 

everyone ate an excessive amount of -salt, so he refused to use 

any for a week. This time the consequences of his abstinence 

were not so costly. 1 9 

Such early conduct reveals that Hopkins' personality 

was becoming extremely ·complicated. He was a precocious child 

whose talents were encouraged in the home. As the oldest son 

he was expected to excel in everything that he did. His 

younger brothers and sisters followed his directions, and they 

enjoyed telling of his escapades. He had the love of both 

parents and exhibited affection and admiration toward them. 

17Both Lahey and Gardner retell these events. Lahey 
prefers nmoral courage" (p. 6) as the trait. that they illus
trate; Gardner pre.fers "moral scrupulosity" (~. -S~dy, 2:4) .. 

18! ·:-ih -~y 
. 1C.i J.t.:;: I p. 6 • 

19Ibid ., p. 7. 
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He loved beautiful things but was totally repulsed by ugli

ness . He indulged his senses on the one hand a nd exercised 

extreme s e lf·-control on the other. He was frail in body , but 

strong in determination . When he thought that he was right, 

he defied a uthority--his headmaster at school and finally , 

even his own father . 

Hopkins was aware of his own self-consciousnesa : 

uthat taste of myself , of I and me above and in al l t hings, 

which is more distinctive than the taste of ale or a lum, more 
' 

d i stinct ive than the smell of walnutleaf or ,;amphor . 1120 His 

extreme self-cons c i ousness led to a distinctive originality 

in his poems and abetted his search .tor new avenues of rhetori

cal expressions . In his sonnets of extrem~ pathos a nd anguish, 

he probes the salf caught up in loneliness : 

and 

I ,m1 gall r I arn heartburn. God's most c.leep d egree 
Bitter would have me tar;te: my taste was me ; 
Bones built in me, flesh filled, blood brimmed the cursG . 

Selfycast of .spirit a dull dough sours. I see 
The lost are like this , and their scourge to be 
As I am mine, their sweating selves; but worse . 

( 
11 I h'A.KE and feel the fell cf a.ark," 11 . 9-14) 

Hy own hear t let me more have pity on; let 
Me live to my sad self hereafter kind , 
Charita.ble ; not live this torrt,ented rnind 
With this tormented mind tormenting yet . 

( r•My own heart, 11 11 . 1-4) 

20Hopki ns , "On St . Ignatius ' s Spiritua l Ex ercises : The 
Principle or Foundation ," in A Hopkins Reader , ed. John Pick , 
rev. and enl . ed . (Ga:r.de.n Ci ty, New Yor~ Dou~leday & Company, 
Image Books, 1966), pp . 396-97. 
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While self-consciousness was not a Victorian dis

covery, it did become a cultural mode of the nineteenth 

century. It was deeply rooted in the Romantic tradition of 

Rousseau and Wordsworth , and it was the vogue of biography. 

The difference between Romantic self-consciousness and 

Victorian self-consciousness lay in the degree of probing. 

The Romantics revealed a fascination with the self while the 

Victorians exhibited an embarrassing, tormenting absorption. 21 

This kind of self analysis tended to isolate and to alienate 

the individual . While many poets of the nineteenth century 

felt alienated from the world , Hopkins thought his distinc

tiveness had made him peculiar (Letters 1:291) ~ His self

analysis led him to painful explorations ot frustration . Not 

only did he feel alienated from his family; he also felt 

alienated from his creative impulse. He appeared to be 

posessed by two selves, always in competition with each other 

as he struggled to suppress the natural desires of the senses. 

Although his relationships with women were apparently 

Platonic, erotic imagery in his poems indicates a knowledge 

of sexual matters. Growing up in a home where brothers and 

sisters competed for attention, he would have had no 

--------·-·-------
,,, " . . 1 d --Jerome H~ Buckley, Victorian Eng .an: The Self-

Coru:icious Society, 11 in The Mind and ·Art of Victorian England , 
ed., Josef L. ]\.lthol z (Minneapolis: The University of ____ _ 
Minnesota Press, 1976), pp. 13-14. 
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difficulty with sexual identification. A poem written in 

1864 indicates an imaginary ·or a real flirtation: 

DID Helen steal my love from me? 
She never had the wit. 

Or was it Jane? She is too plain, 
And could not compass it. 

It might be Helen, Jane, or Kate, 
It might be none of the three: 

But I'm alone, for my love's gone 
That should have been true to me. 

( "DID Helen steal") 

Any attempt to relate this poem to Hopkins' personal J.ifi:~ 

would prove fruitless. No mention is ever made of any 

affairs involving women in a romantic way, even after he went 

to Oxford to school. 

Admittedly, Hopkins' attitudes toward the women in his 
\. 

life are conservative, but they reveal an admiration for 

women who are intelligent and talented in their own right. 

For example, he admired Christina Georgina Rossetti's a.ccom

plishments but assumed her brother's superiority: 

When you next meet Miss Rossetti give her my 
kind remembrances and do not forget. I am most 
glad to hear of the success and appreciation of 
her book •••. But she has been, I am afraid, 
thrown rather into the shade by her brother. I 
have not read his book. From the little I have 
been and gathered o f it I daresay he has more 
range, force, a n '.: i n terest, and then there is 
the difference b~ we en a man and a woman, but 
for pathos and p u. e beauty of art I do not think 
he is her equal: in fact the simple beauty of 
her work cannot be matched. 

(Letters 3:119) 
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While Hopkins does not seem to think women completely inferior 

to men, he does see them in a condescending way as "different." 

The ambivalence in his attitude can be traced to his relation

ships ~ith the females in his own family. Thei were accom

plished in music, art, religion, politics, philosophy, and 

verse. They were not typical Victorian ladies in their educa

tional and cultural pursuits, and recognition of their compe

tence did not overcome the typical Victorian male chauvinism 

in himself. Hopkins took great pride in the musical ability 

of his sister Grace and defended her capabilities when Bridges 

apparently questioned her knowledge of harmony. The following 

excerpt from his reply to his friend reveals again the ambi

valence in his attitude: 

I cannot at all make out your meaning of 1 If your 
sistAr has learnt harmony I can't understand what 
the moderns mean' . · Gr ace did lear~1 harmony, but 
girls are apt not to study things thoroughly and 
perhaps she has not kept it up. as she should. 

(Letters 1:264) 

Hopkins obviously thought Grace 1 s sex a hindrance to her 

accomplishments. This view was a typically Victorian attitude 

toward women, and even though their role in society was chang

ing , traditional attitudes did not change easily~ 

Hopkins held rather traditional convictions concer~ing 

the woman's place i.n the home .. In a letter to Coventry 

Patmore, in which he offers his criticism of a passage from 
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Patmore's "Husband and Wife," Hopkins forcefully asserts the 

conservative Victorian viewi 

••. a wife calls her husband lord by courtesy, 
meaning, as I understand, only by courtesy and 
'not with her least consent of will' to his being 
so. But he is her lord. If it is courtesy only 
and no consent then a wife's lowlines.s is hypo
crisy and Christian marriage a comedy, a piece of 
pretence .•.. And now pernicious doctrines and 
practice are abroad and the other day the papers 
said a wretched being refused in church to say 
the words 'and obey': if it had been a Catholic 
wedding and I the priest I would have let the 
sacrilege go no further. 

(Letters 3:310) 

Hopkins resisted all attempts to change the structure of the 

family in Victorian society. Like other Victorians he saw 

the family as the last bulwark against those forces in society 
1 

that threatened the moral ~nd spiritual values of the culture. 

Victorians tended to idealize the family. They saw 

it as a link with the p~st when as children they had felt 

secure. Even agnostics, who did not bejieve in the Christian 

concept of the family, thought that it was the basic source 

of those altruistic emotions that they relied upon to take 

the place of the Christian ethnic. Clearly, this emphasis 

upon the importance of the family and family life emerged from 

the attempt to make secure one institution in which man might 

recover his sense of humanity, which he seemed to be losing.22 

Con sequently, a much exaggerated concept of the ideal role of 

-------·-·----
22 Houghton, pp. 434-47. 
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the woman arose. Often the mother was pictured glowingly as 

the emblem of self-sacrifice and devotion--the ideal woman 

who would triumph over all of the moral degradation in the 

outside world .. 23 Ev2n so, the ideal woman must "obey .. her 

husband in all things. 

This concept, though fraught with contradictions, 

placed upon the man the responsibility for protecting and 

honoring the woman in the home. He was to vie:w her with awe 

and respect. A young man was admonished to remeITLber his 

mother and to do nothing that would bring shame upon the 

sacred aura of womanhood. He was to observe premarital con

tinence as he would a religious commandment. His sex educa

tion consisted of whispers at school, for any childish 

questions were met with shocked silence which produced a 

feeling of shame and guilt. He was never to speak of sexual 

desire, for it represented a yielding to one's animal 

instinct.:.s.. Fu.rtherm.ore r as con.tinence was the ideal before 

marriage, so fidelity was the ideal after marriage. 2 4 This 

ethic of purity was held to be necessary for the preservation 

of society itself. 

t:rO,...,kJ
0 

rleo rec•1' cted tI~.10~,e 11 _r._.)Prnl' C~_i OU . ... '~ a1oc·'l..··~r1'.nec:" .(1 .i! • - .::J - ... , ,._, . - - - - ' .., that 

would destroy the Victorian concept of the family and the 

23-'"-bJ. d 
~L . .._ " I p. 350., 

24Ibid., pp8 350-56~ 
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role of the woman in the home . He s t rongl y supported conser

vative attitudes toward marriage and gave it enthusiasti c 

endorsement . . When Bridges became engaged in 188 4, Hop kins 

was extremely happy and wrote the following obs~rvations: 

Next I am glad: I say everyone should marry, 
and do not see why you did not, years ago •••• 
The reason of course why I like men to marry i s 
that a single life is a difficult , not altogether 
a natural life : to make it easily manageable 
special provision, such as we have , is needed , 
and most people cannot have this. 

(Let ters 1 : 193-94 ) 

In a later letter to Bridges, Hopkins admits to being somewhat 

emotional and sentimental about marriage : " • I have a 

kind of spooniness and delight over married people, espec i ally 

if they say 1 my wife ' , ' my husband ' , or shew the wedding ring " 

Hopkins held other, more serious, views about marriage 

than those expressed to Bridges . He believed in the sanctity 

of marriage and asserted that it must b~ preserved and 

defended against the evil forces in society itself . He also 

believed that divorce was forbidden by Christ. He preached 

that the law might allow divorce, but that Christ did not 

(I~~ rrnons_, p .. 85 ) . He also held that adultery was a mortal 

s i n .. In his spiritual writings on the "General Examination .of 

Conscience: 9£ Thoughts," he asserted that the guilt lies in 

the consent to comrai t the act a.s well as in the actual commis

sion (Sermons, p . 143) . Admittedly thes e beliefs represent 
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Catholic doctrine, but they also represent the Victorian ethic 

of purity that tended to idealize the family as an institution 

in society. As a priest Hopkins gave serious attention to 

marriage and the sanctity of the marriage vows. He also 

stressed the Lmportance of parental responsibility in the 

rearing of children_ In the following excerpt from a sermon 

that he preached November 23, 1879, at Bedford Leigh, Hopkins 

notes that parents are accountable for their children: 

Our Lord Jesus Christ, my brethren, is our hero , 
a hero all the world wants •••. Children as soon 
as they can understand ought to be told about him, 
that they may make him the hero of their young 
hearts. But there are Catholic parents that shame
fully neglect their duty: the grown children of 
Catholics are found that scarcely know or do not 
know his name. Will such parents say they left 
instruction to the priest or the schoolmaster? 
Why, if they sent them very early to the school 
they might make that excuse, but when they do not 
what will they say then? It is at the father ' s or 
the mother's mouth first the little one should 
learn. But the p~rents may be gossipping or drink
ing and the children have not heard· of their lord 
and savioure Those of you, m~ brethren, who are 
young and yet unmarried resolve that when you marry, 
if God should bless you with children, this shall 
not be but that you will have more pity, will have 
pity upon your own. 

(Sermon~, pp. 34-35) 

Hopkins thougl1t that marriage was a sacred union that carried 

with it the ideals of purity, fidelity, and responsibility. 

He viewed his own position in the priesthood as a mystical 

union like that o f marriage. Christopher Devlin explains as 

follows : "The complete and utter union of desire and choice 
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is true love, a pledge of heaven. (This applies, of course 

to the married state, as a sharing in the Mystical Body, as 

well as to the religious, mutatis mutandis.)'125 This concept 

of marriage provides ·the underlying structure for most of 

Hopkins' poems on the subject. 

In this lyric poem entitled "At the Wedding March," 

Hopkins uses a two-part structure that relates the physical 

union of the bride and groom to the mystical union of the 

priest who pronounces the blessing upon the nuptial co~ple: 

God with honour hang your head, 
Groom, and grace you, bride, your bed 
With lissome scions, sweet scions, 
Out of hallowed bodies bred. 

Each be other's comfort kind: 
Deep, deeper than divined, 
Divine charity, dear charity; 
Fast you ever, fast bind. 

Then let·the March tread our ears: 
I to him turn with tears 
Who to wedlock, his wonder· wedlock, 
Deals triumph and immortal years. 

Hopkins referred to this poem as "too personal" and "too 

plainspoken" in a letter to Canon Dixon (Letters 2:132). The 

The voice is that of Hopkins himself, asking a blessing upon 

a young bride and groom~ Hopkins asks God to give the couple 

descendants ·who are "lissome" · and "sweet," who are sound in 

body and in character. Children are a blessing from God 

because marriage is a sacred union. In stanza two, the priest 

25christopher Devlin, Introduction to 11 Spiri t.ual 
W "t' " 11° r 1. ings"" §_ermons, p.. . 8 • 
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admonishes the couple to "comfort" each other that their love 

may bind them together with spiritual bonds. "Hallowed 

bodies" signifies a mystical union. 11 Divine charity" signi

fies the higher love of God himself. Then at the "March,. in 

stanza three, the priest turns to his own "wonder wedlock," 

his marriage to Christ 1 with "tears" in his eyes. Whether the 

ntears" are tears of joy or tears of anxiety, the· poet does 

not say. Perhaps they are both. In attempting to resolve 

the question , Gardner says the "tears" shed by the priest are 

tears of joy because this is a Christian wedding , and Hopkins 

shows a certain !? spooniness and delight" in his atti t.ud<.~ · 

tmvar<l marria~1e . On the other hand, the ntears" may ex.press 

anxiety because marriage is difficult, and a.ny breach of the 

holy bonds is a "blasphemous denial of man 's holiness .'' 26 

In another poem on the · subject of marriage, "The 

Elopement.," Hopkins uses a planned elopement to present a 

spiritual truth. The persona is a young girl who sneaks from 

her bed at night to meet her lover, whose name is Stephen: 

ALL slun1bered whom our rud red tiles 
Do cover from the starry spread, 
When I ·with never-needed wiles 

Crept trembling out of bed. 
Then at the door what work there was , good la.ck, 
To keep the loaded bolt from plunging back . 

26Gardner, A Stu~, 2 :2 8 9 n 
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When this was done and I could look 
I saw the stars like flash of fire. 
My heart irregularly shook, 

I cried with my desire. 
I put the door to with the bolts unpinned, 
Upon my forehead hit the burly wind. 

No tumbler woke and shook the cot, 
The rookery never stirred a wing, 
At roost and rest they shifted not, 

Blessed be everything. 
And all within the house were sound as posts, 
Or listening thought of linen-winded ghosts. 

The stars are packed so thick to-night 
They seem to press and droop and stare, 
And gather in like hurdles bright 

The liberties of air. 
I spy the nearest daisies through the dark, 
The air smells strong of sweetbriar in the park . 

I knew the brook that parts in two 
The cart road with a shallowy bed 
Of small and sugar flints, I knew 

The footway, Stephen said, 
And where cold daffodils in April ~are 
Think you want daffodils and follow as far 

As where the l i ttle hurling sound 
To the po~nt 6£ silence in the aii 
Dies off in hyacinthed ground, 

And I should find him there. 
O heart, have done , you beat you beat so high, 
You spoil the plot I find my true love by. 

In her highly emotional state of mind, the girl becomes more 

3Ware. of the '~burly wind," the "stars, 11 the strong smell of 

n sweetbr iar, •• and II the hurling sound" than she is of eloping 

with her lover . Indeed, her heart beats so nhigh" she cannot 

find him. Poor Stephen must still be waiting. In spite of 

the carefu lly laid plan and the very specific instructions 

concerning the landmarks-·-the n brook, 11 the "cart road," and 
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"footway"--the girl seems unable to control her passion enough 

to find her lover there where the hyacinths grow. The plot is 

spoiled, not because of a lack of planning, but because of the 

girl's intense response to her own desiree Because the world 

is too much with her, the girl becomes confused even though 

she started out with good intentions. Her own sensitivity 

leads her in the wrong direction. In the closing .couplet, the 

physical experience attains a level of spiritual significance 

in that sensuous desire is viewed as an . obstacle to the pur

suit of heavenly love ("true love") .27 

This poem is not one of Hopkins 1 great lyrics, but it 

is delightful in its description of the beauties of nature, · 

and it does create a mood of excitement. The spiritual sig

nificance seems more of an afterthought than a part of the 

actual structure of the poem. It comes through only in the 

couplet that serves as a little epigram. However, what is 

abundantly clear is the gi.rl 1 s confused state of mind, her 

excitement, and her uncontrolled, intense emotion. 

Control of passion is Hopkins' theme in several short 

love poems. In "She schools the flighty pupils of her eyes," 

the poet paints a thoroughly Victorian picture of a young 

girl in love who is struggling to keep her composure: 

---·-------
?'7 
£ , Paul L. Mariani, A Commentary on the Complete. Poems 

of Gerard Manley Hopkins (Ithaca: Corne l l University Press, 
19 6 91·--;--p:- 41 • ----
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She schools the flighty pupils of her eyes, 
With levell'd lashes stilling their disquite; 
She puts in leash her pair'd lips lest surprise 
Bare the condition of a realm at riot. 

If he suspect that she has ought to sigh at 
His injury she'll avenge with raging shame. 
She kept her love-thoughts on most lenten diet, 
And learnt her not to startle at his name. 

As in "The Elopement" the girl's heart runs "riot" at the 

thought of her lover. In this poem the girl struggles to 

conceal her beating heart lest her lover guess that she loves 

him. She "schools" the "pupils" (an obvious pun) so that he 

will not see the emotion in her eyes. She leashes her pas

sions as one would leash an animal so that he will not suspect 

what is in her heart. If he should detect her passion, she 

would feel ashamed, so she must starve her __ "love-thoughts," 

her t-;..··notions, so that she will not show them at the mention 

of his na.me. In the intensity of effort to control the erotic 

impulses lies the success of this poem. Hopkins teases with 

gentle and delightful sensuousness. 28 

In other poems, however , Hopkins shows a reluctance 

to deal openly with passion. He writes about love with great 

difficulty. In ''A Voice from the World" Hopkins makes a plea 

for t h~; :rejected lover in answer to Christina Rossetti's "The 

Conven t Threshold." Hopkins a ttempts to express the feelings 

of the lover whom the girl in Rossetti's poem has renounced 

28rbid. 1 p .. 8. 
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in order to become a nun . The spurned lover compares the 

cloistered lady to a bird singing alone . He pleads with her 

to change her mind and to come back to him , but she does not 

heed his pleas . She seems not to care about th~ pain that he 

is suffering. The lady sees "but with a holier mind." The 

lover must accept her decision and must learn patience , 

humility, and penitence . Hopkins succeeds in capt:uring some 

sympathy for the rejected lover, but he is unable to veil his 

own sympathies . The poet clearly favors spiritual love. 

Though it fails to be convincing , the poem is interesting for 

the light it sheds on the subject of Hopkins ' internal con

flict between poetic sensualism and religious asceticism . 

This is a conf lict that he never seems quite able to resolve . 

In "Brothers, " Hopkins describes the .filial love of an 

older brother for his younger , rather roguish and outgoing 

sibling: 

How lovely the elder brother ' s 
Life all laced in the other ' s, 
Love-laced!--what once I well 
Wi tnessed; so fortune fe l l. 
When Shrovetid~ , two years gone, 
Our boys ' plays brought on 
Pa rt was picked for John , . 
Young John; then fear, then joy 
Ran revel in the elder boy . 

(11 . 1 - 9) 

When the time arrives for the younger brother 's per formance , 

the older br~ther, Henry , watches nervously: 
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For, wrung all on love ' s rack . 
My lad, and lost in Jack , 
Smiled, blushed, and bit his lip ; 
Or drove , with a diver's dip , 
Clutched hands through clasped knees ; 
And many a mark like these, 
Told tales with what heart•s stress 
He hung on the imp ' s success. 

(11. 17-24) 

So great is Henry ' s anxiety that he cannot bear to look when 

John at last receives his cue . Unlike Henry, Johl) is nbrass

bold" and "roguish" and has no difficulty in speaking his 

lines : 

Dog, he did give tongue! 
But Harry--in his hands he has flung 
His tear-tricked cheeks of flame 
For fond love and for shame. 

(11 . 34-37) 

As the priest watches the off-stage drama, he contrasts the 

mere natural talent of the younger brothet with the older 

brother 1 s self-forgetful Christian love. He points out the 

dangers of talent, showing that the proud, talented creature 

may be dangerous to others as well as·to himself. The priest 

m2kes it quite clear that he prefers Henry's tender concern 

a.nd devotion to John's performcmce on the stage. Hopkins 

knew from his own family relationships how important self~~ 

sacrificing love was to the stability of the home. He feared 

that: weakness in the moral fibre of family members would 

corrupt the family from within. He recalls in the closing 

lines of the poem that human nature, though naturally perverse: 
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can be kind and self-giving. In the "tender byplay" the 

priest finds ''comfort" and ·~salt": the performance of human 

kindness which he witnesses in Henry's love for his brother 

rescues "Nature, bad,· base, and blind" (1. 40) and shows that 

it "canst be kind." 

One of Hopkins' sonnets written at St. Beuno's 

College in Wales reveals the poet's concern for t~e family in 

Victorian society. .It is a very simple, yet moving poem 

entitled "In the Valley of the Elwy": 

I remember a house where all were good 
to me, God knows, deserving no such thing: 
Comforting smell breathed at very entering, 

Fetched fresh, as I suppose, off some sweet wood~ 

That cordial air rnade those kind people a hood 
All over, as a bevy of eggs the mothering wing 
Will, or mild nights the new mqrsels of Spring: 

Why, it seemed of course; seeraed of right it should. 

Lovely the woods, waters, meadows, combes, vales, 
All the air things wear that build this world of Wales; 

Only the innate does not correspond: 

God, lover of souls, swaying cionsiderate scales, 
Complete thy creature dear O where it fails, 

Being mighty a master, being a father and fond. 

In this poem, Hopkins calls to memory a house where he once 

visited and was well received by the inhabitants. Their 

gracious hospitality and the atmosphere of the house made him 

feel welcome.. The house had a certain "air'' about it that 

was n comforting, " n fresh, " and II cordial .. " The "air II fo~cmed 

a 0 hood" like a protective covering for these "kind," "goodl( 
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people. The "air" was like a "mothering wing" over a "bevy 

of eggs," or like "mild nights" to "new morsels." The "air" 

of the place was almost too good. The poet seems to question 

in his mind the reliability of his memory. Can memory be 

trusted? Or can "air" be trusted? The poet asserts, "Why, 

it seemed of course; seemed of right it should." But "seemed 11 

is not a confident verb, and Hopkins uses it twic~ in reflect

ing upon the experience described in the octave: first , it 

"seemed" after a period of time, and his memory may not be 

accurate; and second, it "seemed" or "should" have seemed 

"right." The poet is not sure that all is "good" in this 

house. It may only seem to be . 

In the sestet Hopkins makes a contrast between the 

beauty of Wales and the moral imperfections of the people . 

Gardner comments that." · ... the freshness, the evidences of 

God~s grandeur are discerned only in the inferior creation-

in the still beautiful setting of man's struggle to conquer 

everything but his o-wn sinfulness ." 29 As the poet looks out 

at the Valley of the Elwy, he sees a beautiful picture of 

nature where man is the only misfit. 

Hopkins ' memory of the home as described in the octave 

precipitates his reflection in the sestet. His mind moves 

from a house that seems 900d to another setting that is good 

·-------·-·-·-----· 
29ra-c1 r u r: __ ne __ , A S\Ed:Y._, 1: 158 .. 
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except for sinful man. It is not just one family but the 

family in Victorian society · that appears or "seems" to be 

"good" and "right." Appearances deceive. The reality is the 

same in England or in Wales~ Unless one is constantly alert 

to spiritual decay, he can be misled by a false sense of 

security . Even in this happy period o f Hopkins' life, he 

was aware that England and Wales were becoming more and more 

unchristian as religious authority was undermined by advances _ 

in science and technology. Thus, he appeals to God to 

"complete " man so that he will correspond to the beauties of 

nature and the home will be a place where everyone is really 

"good .. " 1',or when something i s wrong in the home, something 

is also wrong in the society. 

During his childhood, Hopkins knew little of the 

injustices in society . . . His was a happy upper-middle class 

family-.w-economically secure and cultura1ly cultivated. His 

parents encouraged his precociousness and provided oppor

tunities fer the development of his talents. They also 

instilled strong religious and moral values in their son. 

As long as he lived, Hopkins stressed the importance of the 

family as an institutio~ in society, and until he entered 

Oxford University, his family was the most important influ

ence in his life. 



CHAPTER I I 

EDUCATION AND RELIGION : INFLUENCE 

AND REFLECTION 

The intellectually stimulating family life which 

Hopkins enjoyed as a child provided an adequate foundation 

for his formal education outside the home . Because of his 

family's socio-economic status, Hopkins received traditional 

schooling which , in Victorian society , was available only to 

the privileged classes . But education in Victorian society 

was undergoing changes that paralleled England ' s growth from 

an aristocracy to a more democratic state . Education for the 

privileged few gradually gave way to education for the masses , 

but the transition was slow. New educational concepts tended 

to reject the humanis~ic literary tradition that had prevailed 

in .England since the Renaissance and to substitute studies in 

science and technology which had greaier utilitarian value . 1 

At a time when science and technology were bringing about 

changes in the physical c:nvironment and increasinq England ' s 

wealth and prestige, educators of the utilitarian persuasion 

contended that practical educat ion held golden hopes for 

---·---------
li'lill.iam S . Knickerbocker, ~'Victorian Education and 

the Idea of Culture, 11 in The Re.interpretation of Victorian 
.!:lterature, ed. lToseph E.Baker (New York: Ru-ssell & Russell, 
1950), p. 97. . 
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continued economic and social progress. 2 Education also 

served as a tool to supplement parliamentary acti6n, helping 

to avoid a violent revolution and promoting social content 

and or.der. 3 

The new educational concepts met with opposition as 

new educational institutions tended to abandon classical 

humanistic traditions that ha.d been in effect since the 

Renaissance and to substitute technological and scientific 

studies that fostered changes in the social order. Hopkins• 

alma mater, Oxford University, resisted change more strongly 

than did Cambridge, which was already stressing mathematics 

and science rather than the literary approach to higher 

education . 4 

\. 

As might be expected , writers defended the traditional 

humanitarianism and the idea of culture. In Hard Times , 

Di ckens attacks the utilitarian concept of practical schools. 

He portrays the Gradgrind school as a ·factory where pupils 

are fed facts in an assembly-line technique that destroys 

imagination and creativity. Disseminating culture is not the 

purpose of the teacher, appropriately named Mr . M'Choakumchild. 

Fron Gradgrind's purely utilitarian standpoint, the sole 

2Altick , p. 247 .. 

3Knic kerbocker , p. 97. 

4 I bid . , pp. 97-98. 
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purpose of the school is to create a steady supply of docile 

recruits for the labor force. 5 

A product of the utilitarian educational concept him

self, John Stuart Mill came to the realization that he found 

no personal joy or happiness in the purely utilitarian pur

suits and that his "love of mankind and of excellence for its 

own sake had worn itself out. 116 Likewise, Charles Darwin, who 

loved music and literature as a young man, confessed that he 

lost his aesthetic sense in the pursuit of science. As an 

old man he admitted sadly that he regretted having allowed 

this part of learning to die. 7 

Curiously enough, Hopkins' philosophy of education as 

expressed in the following lines is more democratic than the 

cultural view and more humanistic than the utilitarian point 

of view: 

Wha.t a.re works of art for? to educate, to be 
standards. Education is meant fo~ the many , 
standards are for public use. To produce then 
is of little use unless what we produce is known , 
if known widely known, the wider known the 
better, for it is by being known it works , it 
influences, it does its duty it does good •••• 
Besides, we are Englishmen .. A great work by a.n 
Englishman is like a great battle won by England . 
It is an unfading bay tree. It will even be 

5 Charles Dickens, Hard Times for These Times (New . 
York: Walter iJ.. Black, Inc-.. -, -n. d .. ) , p .. -1:---- ----

6 John Stuart Mill, Autobiography (London: Oxford 
University Press, 1924; reprint 1969), ie 114. 

7char l es Darwin, The Life and Letters of Charles 
Darwi~, ed. Francis Darwin, 2 vols. (New York: D. Applet.on 
a.nd Company, ·lg 19) , 1: 31). 
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admired by and praised by and _do good to those 
who hate England (as England is most perilously 
hated), who do not wish even to be benefited 
by her. 

(Letters 1:231) 

Hopkins' contention that the masses are entitled to an educa

tion and that education through art influences the Commonwealth 

lays particular responsibility upon the artist in Victorian 

society for supplying a standard of excellence for public 

education and for the good of the society. Like Matthew 

Arnold, Hopkins believed in the study of great literature for 

preserving the best in the culture. The poet's purpose is to 

educate, to edify, and to produce works of artistic excellence 

that will serve as standards of education~ He has not only a 

social responsibility in the education of the masses but also 

a duty to his countryn His particular vision of life, if made 

known, powerfully inf~uences his readers and becomes a part 

of their public and historic experience as well as their 

private and aesthetic one. A great work of art plays a vital 

role as a cultural force in society by providing standards 

for education and recognition for England as a great nation. 

Hopkins believed in the transforming power of educa

tion as did other eminent Victorians of his day • . Always a 

perfectionist, he held to the hope that an ideal society 

might be achieved, but he also believed that no such society 

could be realized until men accepted God's purpose and His 
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divine plan for their lives. His own education was classical 

and religious, and he taught in private Catholic schools after 

becoming a Jesuit priest. He urged Bridges and Patmore to 

publish their works, yet he never published his own. In spite 

of his assertion of the social responsibility of the poet to 

provide a standard for education of the public, he did not 

assume that responsibility himself. 

Although scientific education finally dis~laced 

humanism in Victorian schools, education during the late mid

century remained strongly humanistic, not scientific, and it 

produced a great literary civilization. 8 Hopkins' education 

took him into all of the established disciplines of formal 

classical education of his day. This educational environment 

had a recognizable bearing upon his literary achievements and 

his philosophy of education, first as a student and later as 

teacher, priest , and poet. Concomitant with his intellectual 

pursuits in the nineteenth century were the effects of scien

tific and technological advancements upon religious thought 

and practice. As student, teacher, and po~t, Hopkins could 

not escape the influences of these intellectual and religious 

crises, nor could he fail to r<-:::spond to them. 

When he was ten years old, Hopkins entered Robert 

Cholmondley 's boarding school at Highgate~ The poet said · 

in later years that he did not like his school days. The 

8Trevelyan, 4:107~ 
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sensitive boy, known as "Skin" by his fellow students, defied 

the Reverend John Bradley Dyne, headmaster and "Victorian 

Goliath," who thereafter became Hopkins' enemy. Other boys, 

too, came under the condemnation of this man with the black 

gown and birch rod, to whom insurrection was a mortal sin to 

be punished with severe flogging. In spite of several con

frontations with the headmaster, Hopkins held tenaciously to 

his own concept of what was right. 9 

At Highgate School, Hopkins' course of study was based 

upon the classics. He studied the following writers: 

Demosthenes (pe Coron~); Aeschines (In Ctesiphontern) ; Homer 

(.!__!.i~l and Odyss~), Xenophon (Anabasis); Plato (parts of the 

Dialogt~s); Aristotle (~etoric); Aeschylus ; 'I1hucydides ; 

Euripides ; Sophocles; Cicero (De O~fic~es, pe Senectute , 

De Amicitia, De Oratore, Orator , Tusculanarum Quaestionum -- ---· - -----·..-- ---
Libri. Qui11;gue, and many speeches); Hora·ce; Livy; and Sallust .lo 

Thus , grammar-school education had changed little since Tudor 

times. Like other boys , Hopkins was tutored at home before 

attending Highgate School, London , from 1854 to 1863, where 

he translated, parsed, imitated, and memorized the works of 

Greek and Latin authors .. Such a methodology was presumed to 

9Eleano:r. Ruggles, Gerald Manley Hopkins (New York: 
W~ W. Norton, 1944), pp. 21-23. 

10John McLaughlin, "The Pulpit Rhetoric of Gerard 
Manley Hopkinsi' (Ph.D .. dissertation, Colwnbia University , 
1967), ppe 15-16, 
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have disciplinary as well as literary value. Hopkins analyzed 

classical authors' grammar and rhetoric as exercise for the 

mind but also for an understanding of the humane content of 

the works themselves. In addition to the classics, he studied 

some modern hi.story, science, English, French, and German. 

Largely because of the earlier efforts of Dr. Thomas Arnold 

at Rugby, these latter subjects had been added to ·the train

ing of pre-university students in grammar schools in England. 

This broadening of cultural interests in education laid great 

stress upon character building. 11 

At Highgate School Hopkins achieved recognition as a 

scholar and also as a young poet, receiving at least one prize 

for his verse, which at that early period showed clearly the 
'" . 12 

influence of John Keats in his use of sensuous detail. 

This sensuous awareness of nature persisted throughout his 

more mature works, but in these earlier pieces it is not 

tempered with religious asceticism. F. X. Shea asserts that 

"So powerfully did the Victorian sensitivity to external 

nature work in Hopkins that he was incapable of dealing with 

any other objecto 1113 Hopkins' careful attention to sensuous 

detail also appears in the sketches that he made in the 

llAltick, ppft 252-253. 

12P. k 1C, "Introduction" to A Hopx,:.ins _R~ader , p. 15. 

13 F.. X. Shea, ".?\nother Look at ' The Windhover, 1 
" 

yictori~ Poetry 2 (1964):27~ 
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Pre-Raphaelite manner while at Highgate. At that time he was 

considering a career as a painter. 14 

This close attention to sensuous detail is the dis

tinctive poetic characteristic of those poems written before 

he went to Oxford. Only three complete poems from this early 

period survived Hopkins' destruction of his verses upon his 

entering the priesthood: "The Escorial" (prize-winning poem 

of 1860) ; "A Vision of the Mermaids" (1862); and "Winter with 

the Gulf Stream" (1863). These poems are valuable to critics 

in that they show the young poet's experimentation with 

several stanzaic patterns that he undoubtedly learned as ·a 

student of literature .. nThe Escorial " reveals the influence 

of the Keatsean mode, but it is written in Spenserian form. 

"A Vision of the Mermaids " resembles Keats 's "Endymion" and 

is written in heroic c~uplets, "Winter with the Gulf Stream," 

another nature poem, employs _terza rima_. The Keatsean influ

ence dominates , but other influences from the English literary 

tradition are also present. Mariani makes the following 

observation about these poems: 

Whatever the specific influence of a particular 
poem •.• still the informing spirit of the 
lyrical Tennyson and, even more, of Christina . 
Rossetti and the Pre-Raphaelite painters, hovers 
above , diffusing a sw~etness and honeyed tone 
which finally cloys.i~ 

14Heuser, 

15M . . ... arianJ., 

p. 2 .. 

p. 2 ~ 
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None of these poems approaches the exellent stylistic · 

characteristics of Hopkins' ·later p'oems, but they do have a 

certain charm. He was only fifteen when he wrote "The 

Escorial ," a lavish description of the Spanish buildings tha.t 

conunemorate the martyrdom of St. Lawrence. The poem reveals 

a remarkable knowledge of architecture. "Winter with the Gulf 

Stream" abounds in vivid descriptions of the winter season. 

The images appeal to various senses in expressions like 

"frost-furred," "sighing wind," "choking sound," nbugle moon," 

"scarves of silky shot and shine," and "beryl-covered fens.n 

At a very young age, the poet learned to use language for 

expression of sensuous impressions. 

Perhaps the best of these early poems is "A Vision of 

tbe Mermaids ,n a poem that abounds in lush visual imagery and 

vivid description of th~ phenomenon of a sunset viewed from a 

rowboat a mile away from the "blue shores" : 

Plurn-purple was the west; but spikes of light 
Spearid open lustrous gashes , crimson-white; 
(Where the eye fix'd , fled the encrimsoning spot , . 

And gathering , floated where the gaze was not;) 
And thro' their parting lids there came and went 
Xe.en glimpses of the inner firmament: 
Fair bads they seem'd of water-lily flakes 
Clustering entrancingly in beryl lakes : 
Anon, across their swimming splendour strook, 
An intense line of throbbing blood-light shook 
A quivering pennon; then, for eye too keen, 
Ebb'd back beneath its snowy lids, unseen . 

(11. 7-18) 

While staring at the sun , the poet's eyes play tricks on him 

so that the "encrimsoning spotn fl(~es and he perceives "keen 
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glimpses of the inner firmament." Then glazing at the waters, 

the poet sees "Mermaids six ·or seven,/Ris'n from the deeps to 

gaze on sun and heaven" (11. 34-35). The young man watches 

the strange creatures of the sea, "Some, diving merrily," and 

nswimming," "But most in a half-circle watch'd the sun" 

(11. 116-25). In this mood of Keatsean sadness, the Mermaids 

begin to sing: 

Only with utterance of sweet breath they · sung 
An antique chaunt and in an unknown tongue. 

(11. 130-31) 

They sing until "the sweet strain" ;iSlurnber'd at last in one 

sweet, deep, heart-broken close" (1. 135). The poet's vision 

of the Mermaids passes with the setting sun, and now, no 

matter how often he watches, he is unable to see them again. 

Like Tennyson and Arnold, Hopkins used mermen and 

mennaids a.s subjects f.or expressing the alienation that they 

experienced . Mermaids and mermen are also alien, or in

between; therefore, they serve as perfect objective correla

tives for expressions of loneliness and isolation . 16 In the 

following lines Hopkins ' description of the sea's inhuman 

stranqeness faintly echoes llrnold' s "rrhe Forsaken Merman n: 

•.•••.•.•••.. or that it is a pain 
:

10 know the dusk depths of the ponderous sea, 
The miles profound of solid green, and be 
With loath'd cold fishes, far from nan--or what;-
I know the sadness but the cause know not~ 

(11. 121-25) 

16aoward Fulweiler, nHermen and Mermaids: A Note on 
an 'Alien Vis ion' .in the Poetry of 'rennyson , Arnold, and 
Hopkins ," Victcr5 .. an Newsletter 23 (1962): 16. 
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Perhaps the young poet was already feeling the alienation 

from society that was so characteristic of Victorian poets. 

Unsuccessful as these early poems are, they do show 

Hopkins following poetic traditions alive in hi·s day and 

expressing sentiments that are typically Victorian. His 

vocabulary is ·extensive; his style is imitative; his stanzaic 

pattern and rhythms are those which he would have Learned from 

his studies of classical works. 

Clearly, this early training in the classics prepared 

Hopkins for entrance to Oxford, where he won an exhibition to 

Balliol College in 1863. When he entered the University, it 

was, as it had been for centuries, one of the two centers of 

Britain's intellectual life. Devoted to the teaching of the 

classics, Oxford sought to preserve a kind ~f intellectual 

orthodoxy against the infiltration of educational reformers 

who sougbt more liberal educational concepts. At Balliol 

College, Hopkins studied the Greek and ·Roman authors--Vergil, 

Demosth8ne~ , Homer , Aristotle, Herodotus, Thucydides, Livy, 

Tacitus, Plato, Aeschines, Cicero, and Aeschylus, He studied 

'I1he New ri.1estament, 17 and his Oxford Journal also reveals 

titles of other books, such as Vanity Fair, The Christi.ans of 

St . Thomas, Sakoontala, Le Marte d'Arthur, Modern Painters,. 

and The Mill on the Floss$ His notes written in the Journal 

17McLaughlin, p. 1 8. 
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indicate that his mind was exploring many avenues of thought 

and that his fascination for words was continuing. 18 His 

Oxford notebooks and Journal reveal that he wrote essays for 

Robert Scott, who was Master of Balliol and co-editor with 

Henry Parry Liddon of the Greek-English Lexicon . These 

essays, "On the Signs of Health and Decay in the Arts" and, 

"Poetic Diction," were written during Hopkins ' fir£t year . 

He also wrote at least one essay, "The Origin of our Moral 

Ideas, 11 for Walter Pater . 19 Other essays in the notebooks 

testify to Hopkins' knowledge of logic , rheforic, poetics, 

metaphysics, and classical literature. They also present 

Hopkins as a very intelligent and industrious scholar. 

He was influenced by his professors at Oxford in par

ticular ways. Under the leadership of Pater, Hopkins began 

to formulate his own philosophy of art. He admired Pater 

immensely, and they evidently formed a ·lasting friendship 

while Hopkins was at the University. On numerous occasions , 

they walked together in the evenings, they had lunch together, 

and they enjoyed a vacation together at Pater's sununer house 

(!ou~nR~~, pp. 80, 133, 138,167). Pater influenced his 

student to develop a purity of style, but most critics agree 

with McLaughlin that Hopkins repudiated his t eacher'·s extreme 

18 Ruggles, pp. 33-35. 

19storey , "Preface'i to J?urnal~ and _?ap~.£~.J 
pp. xxii-xxiii .. 
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"philosophical, religious and aesthetic subjectivism . 1120 

Even though Hopkins ' sensibilities are strongly aesthetic, he 

never follows the precept of "art for art ' s sake." 

Hopkins was also influenced significantly by Ben j amin 

Jowett, who tutored him in Plato, the Epistles of S t . Paul , 

Thucidides, and Sophocles. Hopkins developed a devotion to 

Plato which led later to his interest in Duns Scotu s . 

Hopkins ' sermons indicate how much he relied upon his knowl 

edge of St . Paul--knowledge largely gleaned from Jowett ' s 

teachings . Hopkins very likely developed his own devotion to 

the apostle while being tutored by Jowett , himself a Pauiine 

scholar . Hopkins certainly learned from Jowett much of hi s 

Platonism and his Pauline apprehension of reality. Hi s belief 

in Christ's presence in mankind permeates his mature poetry , 

and his gallant attemp! to live each day in that divine 

presence motivated his every endeavor . Hopkins rejected what 

he thought to be his teacher's excesses in rationalism; never

theless, they remained friends in later years, and Jowett ' s 

recomrnendi.:1.tion was largely responsible for Hopkins ' receiving 

the chair of Greek at Dublin University College in 1884 . 21 

In remarks about Hopkins' career in A P~=i.ge of Ir~~sh History , 

Father Darlington makes the following observation : 

---·--·----------
20M~Laughlin, .P· 21~ 

21rb'd 22 26 1 . ' pp "' - • 
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The genius of Hopkins was i ndeed r emarkable , nor 
was it confined to one branch of mental excel lence. 
As a Greek scholar , had he fully utilized hi i 
talents, he could have stood in the first r ank ; i n 
fact , at Balliol College, Oxford , the celebrated 
Master, Dr . Jowett, had declared that he never met 
a more promising pupil . 

(Letters . l . 21 6, n. 2 ; 319) 

It was also 1..Towett who called Hopkins " the star of Bal l i ol." 

Another professor , Edmund Bouverie Pusey , made a last

ing impression upon the young student . Hopkins wrote the 

following evaluation of his professor of Old Testament to h i s 

mother: 

Dr . Pusey I revere most of all men in the world, 
but being pressed to explain how with all his 
learning and genius he did not become a Catholic 
I said he had a confusion of mind which in talk 
(I shd~ not have said it in writing) I called 
'puzzle-headed' (not ' muddle-headed ' , which is 
a worse word) . It has been said by friendly 
people of his Eirenicon and one who v?a'"s wholly 
devoted to Dr. Pusey said the same thing and 
more strongly. 

Although Hopkins revered his teacher, h~ questioned his 

teacher's judgments. For example , in a letter to the Rev .. H.P . 

Liddon, dated 15 October 1866, in which Hopkins attempts to 

explain his conversion as a natural and logical consequence 

of sound deliberation on his part, he argues that "to say 

schism is not a deadly sin as Dr . Pusey does is useless , for a 

true Church cannot command any sin however small" {~~!=,ters 

3:32) . Furthermore, in Hopkins ' well-known letter to his 
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father, the young convert credits Tractarianism, or Puseyism, 

as being partly responsible . for his conversion: 
I 

My conversion is due to • •• an increasing knowl
edge of the Catholic system (at first under the 
form of Tractarianism, later in its genuine place ), 
which only wants to be known in order to be loved-
its consolations, its marvelous ideal of holiness , 
the faith and devotion of its children , its multi
plicity, its array of saints and martyrs, its 
consistency and unity, its glowing prayers , the 
daring majesty of its claims .. 

(Letters 3:93 ) 

Knowing that the Church of England assailed Tractarians for 

their extravagances, Hopkins had difficulty in understanding 

Pusey's remaining in the Anglican clergy . Therefore , he 

credited his teacher with an inconsistency in his thinking- - a 

"confusion of mind .. " Ironically , of those influences which 

might have persuaded Hopkins against conve'"rting to Catholicism , 

the young student wrote: 

In fact Dr. Pusey ·and Mr. Liddon were the only two 
men in the world who ed. avail to detain me: the 
fact that they were Anglicans -kept me one, for 
arguments for the Church of England I had long ago 
felt there were none that wd. hold water, and when 
that influence gave way everything was gone . 

(~etters 3:94 ) 

By 1877, Hopkins had developed a complete distrust of Puseyism, 

which he betrays in a letter written to Baillie from St. 

Beuno ' s College on January 6: · 

The e.ld.er:;t f sister] , Milicent, is given to Pusey ism: 
she is what is called an out-sister of the Margaret 
Street Home ........ Consequently she will be directed 
by some Ritualist, whi ch are the worst hands she 
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could fall into: these men are imperious, uncom
missioned, without common sense, and without 
knowledge of moral theology. 

(Letters 3:240) 

Although Hopkins admired Pusey for his vast learning in 

religious, social, and ecclesiastical matters, he believed 

that his teacher foolishly resisted the logic of Catholicism. 

Furthermore, Henry Parry Liddon, as Hopkins' regular 

confessor at Balliol, exerted tremendous personal influence 

on the young student and, like Pusey, attempted to dissuade 

Hopkins from converting. Liddon was Pusey's biographer and 

protege, and although he did not teach at Oxford, he gave 

lectures which Hopkins attended on Sunday evenings at 

St. Edmund's Hall. Lid.don worked pastorally with the students 

and founded the High Church Essay Society .. called Hexameron, 

22 o f which Hopkins was a charter member. The two men were 

friends, and Hopkins turned to Liddon for counsel during his 

religious trauma. But Hopkins resented Liddon's advice: 

"you ought to rest on something more solid than the precarious 

h~rpothesi.s of a personal illumination" (Letters 3: 403; 31-34). 

Li ddon was aware of Hopkins' state of mind and of the anxie

t i es suffered by the sensitive young man who found himself 

i n the midst of religious ferment and controversy on the 

Universi t y campus .. 

Already unusually sensitive to the world about him, 

Hopkins was likely to impose strenuous discipline upon his 

22McLaughlin , P~ 27. 
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physical body, and under the emotional stress and tension to 

which he was subjected, Hopkins practiced more stringent con

trol of natural desired: 

F6r Lent. No pudding on Sundays. No tea 
to keep me awake and then without sugar~ 
once a day. No verses in Passion Week or 
Not to sit in armchair except can work in 
way. Ash Wednesday and Good Friday bread 

(Journals, p . 231) 

except if 
Meat only 
on Fridays . 
no other 
and water . 

In "The Habit of Perfection," written in 1866, Hopkins singles 

out each of the senses and commands them to submit to self

denial as preparation for receiving the spiritual life: 

ELECTED Silence, sing to me 
And beat upon my whorled ear , 
Pipe me to pastures still and be 
The music that I care to hear. 

Shape nothing, lips; be lovely-dumb : 
It is the shut , the curfew sent 
From there v.7here all surrenders come 
Which only makes you eloquent . 

Be shelled, eyes, with double dark 
And find the uncreated light: 
This ruck and reel which you remark 
Coils, keeps, and teases· simple sight. 

Palate, the hutch of tasty lust, 
Desire not to be rinsed with wine : 
The can must be so sweet, the crust 
Sc fresh that come in fast s divine! 

Nostrils, your .careless breath that spend 
Upon the stir and keep of pride, 
What relish shall the censers send 
Along the sanctuary side! 

O feel-of-primrose hands, O feet 
That want the yield of plushy sward, 
But you shall walk the golden street 
And you unhcuse and house the Lord . 
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And, Poverty, be thou the bride 
And now the marriage feast begun, 
And lily-coloured clothes provide 
Your spouse not laboured-at nor spun. 

Hopkins exalts the ascetic ideal of complete renunciation of 

the physical world so as to find the absolute spiritual world. 

He stresses that repression ultimately leads t o spiritual 

insight . Hopkins .has full control of paradox: "elected 

silence n sings; "lovely-dumb lips" speak eloquently; "shelled" 

eyes see God's great creative energy; fasting results in 

sweetest spiritual food. Finally, the poet asks his "spouse " 

("Poverty'') to provide the marriage garment, the habit of per-

fection .23 In the last stanza Hopkins refers to the mys t ical 

union of the priesthood, which he was to enter two years later. 

In "Nondumn (translated "Not yet) ,.._ another poem 

written during Hopkins ! undergraduate years at Oxford, the 

poet writes of the absence of God from His world: 

GOD, though to Thee our psalm we raise 
No answering voice comes ·from the skies; 
To Thee the trembling sinner prays 
But no forgiving voice replies; 
Our prayer seems lost in desert ways, 
Our hymn in the vast silence dies. 

(11. 1--6) 

Hopkins recounts the "glories of the earth" that man can see 

but says that nthe hand that wroughtn these glories is not 

present. rthe poet continues, "We guess; we clothe Thee, 

unseen King'' (lo 13), but each person has a different image 

23u • • J.•.1a r iani , pp .. 35-36. 
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of the "King." The poet contends that even though God was 

present before the sun and the seasons , He is now silent, 

and all atte..mpts to know God are foiled by "blackest night." 

Furthermore, the poet continues : 

And Thou art silent, whilst Thy world 
Contends about its many cre~ds 
And hosts confront with flags unfurled 
And zeal is flushed and pity bleeds 
And truth is heard, with tears impea~led, 
A moaning voice among the reeds. 

(11. 31-36) .. 

While the world struggles with Darwinism, Communism, mammon.ism, 

Hedonism, and false religious doctrines and agnosticism, 

11 truth 11 mourns for what has been allowed to die. Even the 

instruments of "truth" are hollow "reeds." In the last lines 

of the poem , the poet makes a personal plea for "patience" 
\. 

that wi ll at least keep him from "fear" in the "darkness" of 

doubt and conf usion. He cries to God for just one word of 

reassu.ranc2 . 

This poem is a desperate expre~sion of alienation from 

God. It reveals the .r.eligious turmoil suffered by Victorians 

and experienced so deeply by students at Oxford who were 

caught up in the relig ious debates and doctrinal controversies~ 

Because the pain of doubt had become so intensely felt, the 

need fo~ help--for some sign of God's presence--became a 

desperate plea. During the fifties and the sixties, which 

were times of peace and plenty, Victorians were becoming dis

illusioned by the · findings of geology, zoology, and biology 
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that threatened their concept of the universe . God was not 

to be found in society, and faith in a benevolent God was 

gradually diminishing . In Victorian England, peace of mind 

was tainted by despair and doubt . 2 4 

Nowhere were the religious conflicts debated with more 

fervor than on the campus of Oxford University, where Hopkins 

became a second-generation Tractarian . He opposed liberalism 

and rationalism alike. He recognized hollowness in Protes

tantism and confusion even in the minds of the Tractarians 

themselves . For him, as for John Henry Newma.n before him in 

1945 , there was one simple remedy--a return to the authority 

of the Catholic Church. Like other Tractarians , he accepted 

the literal meaning and the divine inspiration of scriptures; 
'-

he ignored German theology except to point out that it tended 

toward skepticism and rationalism; and he ignored, or chose 

not to accept, scientific developments and scientific teach

ings that threatened the validity of ~criptureo Through 

adherence to a conservative theology, Tractarians attempted 

to stem the tide 0£ liberalism . Jowett complained that 

intellectGals would have no religion at all if religionists 

did not make faith consistent with the criticisms. But 

Pusey, leading out against liberalism and rationalism, 

24charles Frederick Harrold, "Introductory Survey," 
to English Prose of the Victorian Era, ed ~ Charles Frederick 
Harrold and Will~arn D. Templeman (New Yor k: Oxford University 
Press, 1938), p. lxi. 
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remained inflexible and intolerant. At a time when 

Victorians sought some accorrunodation between .scholarly criti

cism and theological doctrine, Hopkins, as a student at 

Oxford, caught up in the religious controversies, had three 

choices: to remain a Tractarian with Pusey and Liddon; to 

become a Liberal or rationalist, like Jowett; or to convert 

to the Roman Church. Hopkins rejected the first option 

because it had been so effectively challenged by Jowett. 

Because of Hopkins' own religious values, to choose the ·way 

of rationalism was unthinkable. 25 Hopkins believed devotedly 

in the literal truth of God's word and the holy sacraments: 

"I cannot hold this doctrine confessedly except as a 

Tractarian or a Catholic: the Tractarian ground I have seen 

broken to pieces under my feet'' (Le t ters ~:92) G Hopkins could 

not compromise his principles. Like Newman , he felt that 

liberalism was the halfway house to atheism, and like Newman, 

he found that the Tractarian Movement·was also the halfway 

h . h 1 · . 26 _0 1J.se to Roman Cat .. o 1c1sm. His conversion came in mid-July 

of 1866, and Cardinal Newman received him into the Church the 

fol lowing October. In June 1867, Hopkins left Oxford with a 

11 Double First i n literae humaniones and the · rank of top man 

f o r 'form. '-· 27 

25 McLaughlin, pp. 48-49. 26Altick, Pa 208. 

27 Ruggles, p .. 88. 
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Beginning in September 1867, Hopkins taught Greek 

and Latin at Newman's Oratory School in Birmingham for six 

months. His schedule was so strenuous that he complained of 

having little time or energy for anything except his teaching. 

He spent long hours in the classroom and on the football field. 

In a letter written to his friend Baillie, he confesses that 

"Teaching is very burdensome, especially when you.have much 

of it: I have. I have not much time" (Letters 3:231). 

Hopkins complained of feeling weak and tired all of the time. 

However, during his two terms on the staff he did find time 

for studying the violin and for reading philosophy. He came 

to see Aristotle, he says, as "the end-all and be-all of 

philosophy" (Letters 3:231) . But he continued to have a pro

found respect for Plato's Republic. In addition to teaching, 

studying, and contemplating, under the guidance of 

Cardinal Newman, Hopkins was considering very seriously his 

desire to enter the priesthood . 28 . 

Actually, Hopkins had been considering this decision 

for several years at least. His thoughts on the subject enter 

seve:ca l poems \·/ritten dur-ing his undergraduate years at 

O:s:forcL In "Heaven-Haven ," a short poem written in July 1864 

on the occasion of a nun's taking the veil, the nun expresses 

the poet 's own longing for the rewards of living the 

ascetic life: 

28Gardner, ~ §tudy, 2:23. 
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I HAVE desired to go 
Where springs not fail, 

To fields where flies no sharp and sided hail 
And a few lilies blow. 

And I have asked to be 
Where no storms come, 

Where the green swell is in the havens dumb, 
And out of the swing of the sea. 

The young novice speaks of the peaceful joys of the cloistered 

life. She emphasizes the contrasts between such~ life and 

the stormy seas of the worldly existence. It is interesting 

to note that in "The Hbit of Perfection," Hopkins describes 

the "elected silence" as a life of self-sacrifice and renun

ciation, but that in "Heaven-Haven" he emphasizes the spiritual 

blessings that compensate so richly for self-deniala He 

wrote Baillie of his intentions to take holy orders: 

I am expecting to take orders and sooh, but I wish 
it to be secret till it comes about. Besides that 
it is the happiest and best way it practically is 
the only one. You know I once wanted to be a 
painter. But even if I could I wd. not I think, 
now, for the fact is that the higher and more 
attractive parts of the art put a strain upon the 
passions which I shd. think it unsafe to encounter. 
I want to write still and as a priest I very likely 
can do that too, not so freely as I shd. have liked, 
e.g. nothing or_ little in the verse way, but no 
doubt what wd. best serve the cause of my religion. 

(Letters 3:231) 

F..motionally, Hopkins was a very complex person. He actually 

feared the strain that becoming an artist would place upon his 

passions .. Torn apart by the conflicts between his human 

desires and the desires of the spirit, Hopkins longed for the 
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happiness that he believed would come from complete commitn1ent 

to the service of his religion. He was in all things a per

fectionist, and he longed for the life of perfection that he 

thought he could realize as a priest. 2 9 

Pursuing the realization of his ideal, Hopkins began 

his novitiate at Manresa House, Roehampton, in September 1868. 

He had decided upon the Jesuit order first becau~e of his 

increasing zeal for missionary endeavors . While at the Oratory 

he had worked with boys whose backgrounds were similar to his 

own, and he felt that he could work more effectively in 

relieving human suffering. Always incensed by injustice of 

any kind, he possessed a zeal for helping people in need and 

for stamping out social injustice. 'rhough he shrank from 

ugliness, he also felt a compulsion to arleviate suffering. 

Second , Hopkins' tendency toward extremes drew him toward the 

stringent discipline of the Jesuit order. 30 Third , as Gardner 

points out, the "heroic single-mindedness" of Jesuit saints 

like Campi.on, Walpole, and Southwell "stirred in Hopkins the 

desire to celebrate in verse and emula.te in his life that 

virtue which he prized above all others--self-sacrifice in 

the cause of Christ ." 31 

29
Peter Milward, Landscape ~nd ~nscape: Vis.ion and 

Inspiration in Hopkins's Poetry: (Grand Rapids: Wil1Iam-B .. 
Eerd1nans Publishing Company, 1975) , p. 16. 

30Ruggles, pp. 95-96. 31 
Gardner, A Studv, 2:41. __ .;:;_ 
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· Hopkins' education as a Jesuit began with the two

year novitiate at Roehampton . Here Hopkins studied elocution 

and participated in public practice sessions with other 

novices . In 1869 he ·delivered a panegyric oration honoring 

St. Stanislaus. Here also, Hopkins observed a life of 

strictest discipline. He was awakened by a bell early in the 

morning and summoned to breakfast by another bell. He learned 

to accomplish the most menial tasks with humility and to 

catechize children with utmost tact and patience. He under

went the spiritual exercises of St. Ignatius Loyola and spent 

much time in solitude and meditation reflecting upon h i s voca

tion.32 This period of probation was a very sensitive time 

for Hopkins, and he relates in his Journal that he often wept 

uncontrollably without any reasonable cau~e . 33 Most critics 

agree that the discipline and learnin g of this particular 

time contributed greatly to the development of the poet as 

well as of the priest . 34 

For the second period of his training, Hopkins went 

to Stonyhurst in Lancashire, where he entered a three-year 

course in philosophy and became a disciple of Duns Scotus. 

32Ruggles, pp. 101-103 . 

33McLaughlin, pp. 54-55. 

34John Pick's biography traces the development of 
Hopkins' poetr y directly to his training as a ,Jesuit and in 
particular to the teachings of St. Ignatius . 
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In Scotus' "principle of individuation" Hopkins found cor

roboration of his own theory of "inscape" and "instress·,n 

which Gardner explains in the following passage: 

In his vivid descriptions •.. Hopkins is mainly 
fascinated by those aspects of a thing, or group 
of things , which constitute its individual and 
'especial' unity of being , its 'individually
distinctive beauty ', or .•• the very essence of 
its nature. For this unified pattern of essential 
attributes • • . he coined the word 'inscape ',; and 
to that energy or stress of being which holds the 
' inscape ' together he gave the name 'instress'. 

As Gardner notes, Hopkins' acceptance of Scotus' doctrinal 

views met with the disapproval of the Jesuits, because Scotus' 

teachings were contrary to those of St~ Thomas . 35 But for 

Hopkins, Scotus was the one "who of all men most sways my 

spirits to peace" (Duns Scotus's Oxford ." 1 . 11). 

Besides the study of philosophy, Hopkins read mathe

matics although as a university graduate he was allowed to 

omit secular studies. As in the probationary period, Hopkins 

had times of extreme emotional tension. He laughed and cried 

frequently , but he seemed to find a solace and an outlet for 

his sensitive feelings in close observations of nature .. 36 

In 1873 Hopkins was granted a one-year lectureship at 

Roehampton .. He taught rhetoric, emphasizing the classical 

concepts of poetry and eloquence, largely based on Cicero and 

Aristotle. Hopkins• poetic technique owes much to this year 

35Gardner, "Introduction" to P~~ms, pp .. xx-xxii . 

36McLaughlin, pp~ 56, 60. 
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at Manresa House, his first as an instructor within his order. 

During this year in the preparation of his -lectur~s on the 

metrical systems and devices of the classical poets, Hopkins 

first formulated the theories on prosoday wl1ich were soon to 

. h' . 'd' 37 give is own poetry its 1 10m. 

Leaving Roehampton in 1874, at the end of August, 

Hopkins went to St. Buena 's in North Wales for a ~hree-year 

course in theology, which included a study of Hebrew and the 

philosophy of the Dominican St. · Thomas Aquinas, the founder 

of the Society of Jesus. Hopkins seems not to have enjoyed 

these studies, but he did enjoy the Welsh countryside.
38 

Here 

he began to write poetry again. 

During this time one event which has a profound 

influence upon Hopkins as a poet occurred~on 8 December 1875. 

A German ship, The Deutzchland, wrecked off the Kentish coast 

at the mouth of the river Thames. Among the drowned victims 

were five Franciscan nuns, exiled frofu Germany by the Falck 

Laws . Reports of the disaster which Hopkins read in the Times 

greatly upset him, as they did all of Victorian England. The 

ship, which ran aground in English waters, had sent out dis

tress signals that went unheeded, with no attempts at rescue, 

for some thirty hours . Moreover, some English fishermen 

looted the ship, even taking rings from the fingers of the 

37 Ruggles, p .. 132. 38rbid., p. 136. 
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dead. More than one editorial in the Times called attention 

to England 's guilt and shame. 39 Hopkins responded to the 

situation with characteristic vehemence. Because shipwrecks 

were his father's business, Hopkins had long held an interest 

in maritime affairs, and this shipwreck upset him as a Catholic 

priest and as a.n Englishman. So, at the suggestion of his 

Rector, the poet broke his seven years of "elected silence" 

to compose the first of his mature poems, "The Wreck of the 

Deutschland," which Bridges says "stands logically as well as 

chronologically in the front of his book , like a great dragon 

to forbit all entrance ."40 

Hopkins dedicated his Pindaric Ode to the "happy 

memory" of the nuns , whom he does not mention again until the 

second part of the poem. Par t One (ten stanzas) concerns 

Hopkins' personal experience and begins with an elaborate 

apostrophe a.cknowledg i ng God ' s majesty and the poet 1 s human 

weakneBses and beseeching the presende of the Holy Spirit: 

39Elizabeth Schneider, The Dragon in the Gate: 
Studies in the Poetry of G. M. Hopkins (Berkeley and-Los 
Angeles: University of California Press, 1968) , p. 17 . 

40Robert Bridges , 11 Introduction 1
' to Poems of Gerard 

Ma:1ley Hopkins, 2nd ed . (Oxford: Oxford Universi tyPress , 
19"31)~ p. -104., 
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THOU mastering me 
God! giver of breath and bread; 

World's strand, sway of the sea; 
Lord of living and dead; 

Thou hast bound bones and veins in me, fastened me flesh, 
And after it almost unmade, what with dread, 

Thy doing: and dost thou touch me afresh? 
Over again I feel thy finger and find thee. 

(11. 1-8) 

The poet searches for a balance to sustain him in the perilous 

seas of life and finds it in the gospel of Chrisb: 

I am soft sift 
In an hourglass--at the wall 

Fast, but mined with a motion, a drift, 
And it crowds and it combs to the fall ; 

I steady as a water in a well, to a poise, to a pane, 
But roped with, always, a ll the way down from the tall 

Fells or flanks of the voel, a vein · 
Of the gospel proffer, a pressure, a principle, Christ 3 s gift. 

(st. 4.11. 1-8) 

Then, in a joyous, lighthearted manner, the poet finds God's 

presence in the beauties of nature: 

I kiss my hand 
To the itars, lovely-asunder 

Starlight, wafting him out of it; and 
Glew, glory in thunder; 

Kiss my hand to the dappled-wi th-·damson west: 
S ince , tho' he is under the world's splendour and wonder , 

His mystery must be instressed, stressed; 
For I greet him the days I meet him, and bless when I understando 

(st. 5.11. 1-8) 

and in times of great stress as well: 

Not out of his bliss 
Springs the stress felt 

Nor first from heaven (and few know this) 
Swings the stroke dealt--

Stroke and a stress that stars and storms deliver, 
That guilt is hushed by, hearts are flushed by and melt-

But it rides time like riding a river 
(And here the faithful waver, the faithless fable and miss). 

(st. 6 .. 11 . 1~8) 
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Although God chastens to "wring thy rebel" "with wrecking and 

storm," He is "lightning and love," and He brings·mercy to 

the suffering. Therefore, the poet renews his plea for God's 

mastery and mercy: 

Make mercy in all us, out of us all 
Mastery, but be above, but be adored King. 

(st. 10 .11. 7-8) 

In Part Two, Hopkins relates the actual narrative details of 

the shipwreck, the central incident being the ''call of the 

tall nun": 

She to the black-about air, to the breaker, the thickly 
Falling flakes, to the throng that catches and quails 

Was calling 'O Christ, Christ, come quickly': 
The cross to her she calls Christ to her, christens her 

wild-worst Best .. 
(st. 24 .. 11 . 5-8) 

The poet ponders the meaning of the nun's call and decides that 

she had a vision of the real presence--the self--of Christ: 

Strike: you t'he sight of it? l ook at it loom there, 
Thing that she .•. There then! the Master, 

If->se, the cnly one, Christ, ·King, Head. 
(st. 28.11. 3-sr . 

Father Peter Milward says tha t as Hopkins pondered 

the accounts of the tragedy, ha began to see beyond the events 

to an ideal which he, though in far different surroundings, 

shared with the nuns. Christ~s presence was in the nun's 

cry ''reported in ThE:_ Time~ of 11 December, 'O Christ, Ch~ist, 

come quickly! 1 and of 13 December [,] 'My God, my God, make 

haste, make ha.ste! '" Milward conti nues by pointing out that 

Hopkins, situated at St. Buena's, was, in his way, 
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"professing the same ideal or habit of perfection," and nlook

ing to the same 'heaven-haven of the reward'." Milward 

further contends that the two-part structure of the poem, 

beginning not with the setting of the wreck but with Hopkins' 

own situation at St. Buena's, attests to Hopkins' "inward" 

view of reality: 

. he discerns beneath the outward appearances 
of contrast an inward reality analogous to the 
'wrecking and storm' that had overtaken · those on 
board the Deutschland; and it is at this level of 
reality that the two parts of the poem come to
gether and form a harmonious unity of meaning-
in a kind of reconciliation of opposites941 

What Hopkins emphasizes in this poem is the reality of God's 

presence, whatever the fear that nalmost unmade me." God is 

close to man even when He seems far away. He does not cause 

tragedies (The ship wrecked from natural causes--a snowstorm), 

but He comes, even in the face of death, as the tall nun saw 

Him corning. 

While Elizabeth Schneider agrees that the structure 

of thE~ poern Hgives coherence to the parts, and it alone makes 

intelligible the shape and proportion of the whole," she 

interprets the poem, not as a statement of Hopkins' ideal of 

the "habit of perfection,.n but as "an ode on conversion, con

version to the Catholic Church." The supporting structur.e of 

4 1Peter Milward, Landscape and Inscape : 
Inspiration in Hopkins's Poet~ (Grand Rapids: 
Eerdmans Publishing Company, 1975) , pp. 17-18. 

Vision and 
William B. 
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Part I ' is Hopkins' own conversion and of Part II, the hoped

for conversion of England. All of his adult life Hopkins 

longed for England to return to her faith of the Middle Ages. 

Considering the religious turmoil at Oxford during his under

graduate years and his own conversion, this obsession does 
\ 

not seem unusual. A general conversion of England could have 

reunited him with his family and with friends among whom his 

religion was a barrier to the intimacy that he once had 

. d 42 enJoye. 

In addition to the doctrine of the real presence of 

Christ in the wo:;.ld and the conversion of England, Hopkins 

also deals with the role of nature in the disaster of the 

w~ecked ship. He faces directly the question of cosmic 

justice . Explaining the suffering of th~ innocent within a 

Christian context of a loving, benevolent God was an issue 

sorely tested by Darwin 's doctrine of the survival of the 

fittest . For Hopki~s the necessary teconcilliation of his 

attachment to the beauties of nature to his c01mnitment to 

spiritual things had been resolved in the teachings of Scotus. 

To the natural world and natural events Hopkins brought his 

ability to "inscape" certain spiritual truths . He had no 

trouble dealing with miracles .. In fact: he believed in them, 

and as Schneider and other critics contend, this poem actually 

42schneider, pp. 14-15. 
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turns on the suggestion of the miraculous appearance of Christ 

to the tall nun .. Furthermore, it is this "miraculous presence 

through which the wreck and the conversion of England are 

brought within a single focus." 43 Whatever the· condition, 

however . tragic the situation, Christ still cares and makes 

His love available to humankind. The nuns went to their 

reward . 

In the final two stanzas of the poem , the poet prays 

for Christ 's return to England, not as "a dooms-day dazzle ," 

but "royally reclaiming his own." He implores the nuns to 

intercede for English sou.ls: 

Let him easter in us, be a dayspring to the dimness 
of us, be a crimson-cresseted east , 

More brightening her, rare-dear Britain, as his 
reign rolls , 

Price, rose, prince, hero of us, high-priest, 
Our hearts' charity's hearth's fire, our thoughts' 

chivalry 8 s throng's Lord . 
(st. 35 , 11. 5-8) 

In Alison Sulloway ' s interpreta-t;.ion, 11 'l1he Wreck of 

the Deutschland" goes beyond an affirmation of the poet's own 

spiritual ideal ·and desire to convert England . For her, the 

poem connects Hopkins with the Victorian "calamitarian mood," 

which to her is more than a haunting fear of some national 

catastrophe. She suggests that Hopkins consciously based his 

ode upon the book of Revelat ion in the Bible, "not only in 

S~{rnbolic details , in mood ar:d tone, but in progress from 

-·-·-- ·--- --------
43 Ib ' d l. - • , pp. 1 8~-1 9 ., 
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suffering, horror and fear, to joy and peac e . " Hopkins 

believed that what St. John ' had envisioned was about to 

occur, and he feared that his family , his friends , and England 

would not be saved. lie did not use the Apocalypse in the same 

way that the Romantics and secular writers like Thomas 

Carlyle, William Morris, John Ruskin , and Alfred , Lord 

Tennyson did . In their writings the apocalyptic·material took 

on symbolic meaning for civil and moral corruption. Hopkins 

saw the corrupt nature of society as a direct result of 

England's separation from the true faith . 44 

Indeed , Victorians had a haunting anxiety about the 

future. Frightening visions of divine retribution influenced 

preachers and writers alike to warn of impending doom . As a 

Jesuit of the nineteenth century in England, Hopkins heard 

vehement predictions. of doom from his fellow priests and 

preached his own apocalyptic sermons. He once warned his 

parishioners: 

You hear, my brethren, how the apostle [Paul in 
Romans xiii:11-14] speaks: this life is night, 
it is night and not day; we are like sleepers in 
the nighttime, we are like men that walk in the 
dark. ~ .. we do not know at what hour of the 
night. he our m£:.rnter will come • . . . The time 
then that is passing between Christ's first coming 
and his second is night and his second coming will 
be the day .. ~ . The night has got on, the day is 
nearer . , ,, . E'or time and life are always losing, 
always spending, always running down and running 
out, therefore every hour that strikes is a warning 

44 Sulloway, p. 223, nft 4, ne 5. 
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of our end and the world's end, for both these 
things are an hour nearer than before . 

(Sermons, pp. 39, 41) 

Not everyone has seen the end of time, but everyone 

has seen death, and death is a warning of the second coming 

and of God 's judgment~ I n the wreci of the German liner, 

and more specifically in the drowning of . the five nuns, 

Hopkins perceived an opportunity to witness to his own faith 

and to give warning to Englishmen. His stance reflects· the 

Victorian sense of impending doom . Each level of interpre

tation witnesses to Hopkins ' intellectual and moral earnest

ness , and the structure of the poem attests to his mastery 

of poetic techniques that were to provide a mode of expres-
\. 

sion which he thought best suited the spirit of his age . 

With thr; writing of "1:'he Wreck of the Deu tschland , " his 

seven years ' silence was broken; and although he was refused 

publication of his poem by the Mont~; a Catholic journal , 

because of its "oddnesses" (Letters 2 : 15), he fel t free to 

compose in the future. 

But Hcpkins ' involvement in the Society of Jesus left 

the poet little time for writing . He was uprooted numerous 

times as if the Society nevar quite . found the proper field 

c{ service for him. Following his ordination as a priest in 

1877, Hopkins preached .in London, Chesterfield , Oxford, 

Liverpool, a~d Glasgow . Ee taught the classics at Stonyhurst 
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from 1882-1884 and at the Royal University of Ireland in 

Dublin from 1884 until his death in 1889 . 

Gardner observes that "It was as a teacher that he 

was able to employ most fully and professionali'y his varied 

gifts--his knowledge and thoroughness, vividness and 

originality in exposition, his intense sympathy with the 

young. 1145 Gardner's assumptions may be valid; hGwever , 

according to the opinions expressed by his colleagues at 

University College, Hopkins could not hold the attention of 

his students. The students claimed that his examination 

questions never referred to his lectures and that he was 

"eccentric" and "unpractical." Moreover , his letters do not 

indicate that he was very happy as a teacher . His lecture 
\. 

notes, journals, papers, and letters all reveal that he was 

conscientious and ov~rly careful in the marking of papers. 

He seems to have spent long hours preparing for his lectures 

and grading assignments, a chore which he found particularly 

burdensome .46 His Retreat Notes written in Ireland in 1888 

confirm his dissatisfaction, his ill health, and his 

self-loathing: 

But how is it with me? I was a Christian from 
birth or baptism, later I was conv~rted to the 
Catholic fa.ith, and am enlisted 20 years in the 
Society of Jesus. I am now 44. I do not waver in 

45Gardner, ~ Study, 2:43. 

46 rbid. 
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my allegiance, I never have since my conversion to 
the Church. The question is how I advance the side 
I serve on .•.• Outwardly I often think I am 
employed to do what is of little or no use. Some
thing else which I can conceive myself doing might 
indeed be more useful, but still it is an advantage 
for there to be a course of higher studies for 
Catholics in Ireland •.•. I began to enter on 
that course of loathing and hopelessness which I 
have so often felt before, which made me fear mad
ness and led me to give up the practice of medita
tion except, as now, in retreat and here it is 
again •..• What is my wretched life? Five.wasted 
years almost have passed in Ireland. I am ashamed 
of the little I have done, of my waste of time, 
although my helplessness and weakness is such that 
I could scarcely do otherwiseo ... but what is life 
without spur, without help? All my undertakings 
miscarry: I am a straining eunuch. I wish then for 
death: yet if I died now I should die imperfect, no 
master of myself, and that is the worst failure of all. 

(Sermons, pp. 261-62) 

Hopkins suffered the self-torture of an overly zealous teacher 

who judged his own work of little conseq~ence. Since he was a 

perfectionist , he suffered the pangs of self-recrimination 

even when contributing all that his health would allow . 

Like Carlyle and other Victorians, Hopkins believed 

in the dignity of work. He was serious about his own labors. 

He thought that ·work, like prayer, gives God glory .. He saw 

nature as the work of God's great creative power , and sur

mised that as God had a purpose for His creation, so "every 

workman has a use for 2.very object he makes" (Sermons, p. 23 8) •. 

Hopkins 2J.sserted that every creation (work) should praise God: 

"It is not only prayer that gives God glory but work" 

(§~ons., p. 240) . Believing that h i s own work should give 
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God glory but not feeling that it did contributed to Hopkins' 

feelings of uselessness and . failure. 

Yet, out of apparent pain and depression came some 

of Hopkins' most enduring poems. The so-called "terrible 

sonnets" speak of a soul in deep despair and self-loathing: 

NO worst , there is none. Pitched past pitch of grief, 
More pangs will, schooled at forepangs, wilder wring. 
Comforter, where, where is your comforting? . 
Mary , mother of us, where is your relief? 
My cries h a a ve , herds-long; huddle in a main , a chi~f
woe, world- sorrow; on an age-old anvil wince and sing-
Then lull, then leave off. Fury had shrieked ' No ling
ering! Let me be fell : force I must be brief' . 
0 the mind, mind has mountains; cliffs of fall 
Frightful, sheer, no-man-fathomed. Hold them cheap 
May who ne'er hung there . Nor does long our small 
Durance deal with that steep or deep . Here! creep , 
Wretch, unde r a comfort serves in a whirlwind: all 
Life death does end and each day dies with sleep. 

(Sonnet 65) 

At times the po~: t wrestles with God in his effort to overcome 

his despair: 

But ah , but o thou terrible, why wouldst thou rude on me 
Thy wring-··wor ld right foot rock? lay a lionlimb aga i nst me? 

scan 
With darksome devouring eyes my bruis~d bones? and fan , 
0 in t urns of tempest, me heaped there; me frantic to avoid 

thee and ·flee? 
• • • • • e 

That night, that year 
Of now done darkness I wretch lay wrestl ing with (my God!) 

my God. 
{Sonnet 64.11 . 5-8; 13-14) 

At other times, the poet spea~s to his own heart : 

I WAKE and feel the fell of dark, not day. 
What hours, O what black ho~rs we have spent 
This night ! what sights you, heart, saw; ways you went! 
And .more mu.st,. in yet lonc3 er light ' s delay. 
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With witness I speak this. But where I say 
Hours I mean years, mean life. And my lament 
Is cries countless, cries like dead letters s~nt 
To dearest him that lives ·alas! away. 

(Sonnet 67.11. 1-8) 

The conflict in these poems arises from the desire for 

spiritual fulfillment and the reluctance to surrender one's 

personal indentity--the age-old struggle between the spirit 

and the flesh, between good and evil, between heaven and 

earth : 

We hear our hearts grate on themselves: it kills 
To bruise them dearer. Yet the rebellious wills 
Of us we do bid God bend to him even so. 

(Sonne t 68.11. 9-11) 

Patricia Wolfe reocgnizes in these poems the various stages 

encountered in Hopkins' attempts to resolve h is spiritual 

conflict: first, the persona is a "culprit"; next, 12 the lost 

sheep 11
; and finally, " the redeemed." In his ambiguous 

spiritual crisis cau~ed by the conflict between his desire 

to be a priest and his desire to be~ poet, Hopkins nobly 

attempts to surrender the self to the immortal self of God, 

to lose his individual nature in order to find his spiritual 

oneness with the Divine nature of God. 47 

Other critics attempt to explain the desolation that 

Hopkins felt as a natural reaction to the rigorous discipline 

of his Order. Gardner points out that The Spritual Exerc ises 

47Patricia G .. Wolfe , "rrhe Paradox of Self: A Study 
of Hopkins' Spiritual Conflict in the 'Terrible' Sonnets,n 
Victo:d.an Poetrv 6 (1967): 85. -----···---- ... 
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of St. Ignatius provide for such periods of despondency. 

Numerous scholars agree with Gardner that Hopkins' cry "I 

wake and feel the fell of dark" suggests St. John of the 

Cross and his 1'dark night of the soul." 48 Hopkins' apparent 

feelings of hopelessness, despair, and at times of total 

separation from God are characteristic of mystics and religi

ous aesthetes through the ages. Christ Himself expressed 

similar emotions in the Garden of Gethsemane and at Golgotha. 

Hopkins ' own sense of failure and of dee p spiritual unrest 

was aggravated by his physical weaknesses , his separation from 

family, and his concern for English c ivilization. Hopkins' 

feeling of alienation from God, though not peculiarly 

Victorian, since mystics have experienced it for a very long 

time, nonetheless does relate to Victorian society. 

The extreme pathos of Hopkins' sonnets is not unlike 

Carlyle's anguish in Sartor Resar1=us. ·rn Carlyle's intensely 

.. religious experience, he felt "Alas,· shut-out from Hope ." 

For him "'Doubt ha.d darkened into Unbelief'" so that all hope 

of happiness had fled: " . only this I know, If what thou 

namest Happ .ines.s be our true aim, then are we all astray ." 

Carlyle, too, felt the pangs of s elf-torture when he con

sidered his accomplishments: " .... the net-result of my 

4 8card.ner, u Introduction'~ to Poe~~, p ~ xxv .. 
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Workings amounted as yet simply to--Notlling. 1149 Other writers 

expressed similar feelings of desperation and isolation in the 

midst of religious, intellectual., and social crises. Edward 

Fitzgerald's Rubaiyat of Omar Khayyam is a commentary on the 

frustrations of a young man who cannot find any meaningful 

answers in life and who pursues a purely hedonistic existence : 

Here with a Loaf of Bread beneath the Bough, 
A Flask of Wine, a Book of Verse--and Thou 

Beside me singing in the Wilderness--
And Wilderness is Paradise enow. 

. (st. 11) :,Q 

In "Stanzas from the Grande Chartreuse," Arnold laments the 

loss of traditional values: 

For rigorous teachers seized my youth 1 

And purged its faith, and trimm'd its fire, 
Show'd me the high, white star of Truth, 
There bade me gaze, and there aspire. 

(11. 67-70) 

He has cone to the anci~nt monastery to ttseek these anchorites" 

of faith, which , having gone, leave him 

Wandering between two worlds, one dead, 
The other powerless to be born. 

(11. 85-86) 51 

49Thomas Carlyle, Sartor Resartus: The Life and 
Opinions of Herr Teufelsdrockh, ed. Charles Frederick 
Harrold (New York: The Odyssey Press, 1937), pp. 159, 160, 
163. 

50Edward Fitzgerald, Rubaiyat of Omnr Khayyam 
(Garden City: Doubleday, Dora.n-1 & Co. , Inc., 1932) , p . 4 S . 

51 Matthew Arnold, The Poetical Narks of Matthew 
Arnold, ed . C. B. Tinker and H.F .. Lowry (London: Oxfcrd 
University Press, 1950; rpt. 1961), pp . 301, 302 . 
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Hardly a work can be read without a recognition of the aliena

tion which the author suffered as an artist in Victorian 

society . There was always a conflict between the writer's 

public conscience and his aesthetic sensibilities. 52 For 

Hopkins this conflict was intensified and reinforced by his 

life as a Jesuit . 

With ch~racteristic intellectual intensi±y and moral 

earnestness , Hopkins sought for an order which would enable 

him to reconcile oppositions which he observed within himself 

and in the world about him. He exhibited a great concern for 

ideas and saw all thought as a quest for or an "effort of 

unity" (Journals, p. 83). Possessing a serious attitude 

toward ideas and learning, he thought that sensuality was 

frivolous and was to be fought against a~d suppressed. _ He 

approached serious matters--like creeds and doctrines--with 

unwavering convictions, and while he was not indifferent to 

politics and rn.ora l and social philosophy, he was more conscious 

of a larger scheme of human destiny. 

During his formative years at Oxford, he developed 

genuine beliefs about some of the most fundamental questions 

facing Victorian society. He was aware that his world was in 

a state of crisis. Old values were being questioned. 

52E . De H. Johnson, The Alien Vision of Victorian 
~o~~~_y: Sources~! the Poetic rma"glnation inrfennyson, . 
Browning and Arnold (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 
1952), pp-:-Tx~:X:-~ 
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Doctrines and creeds of the Christian Church were being 

assailed by questions from the scientific community and doubts 

from even the clergy of the Anglican Church. Religious con

troversy raged at Oxford between the Broad Churchmen and the 

Tractarians. Seemingly, England 's entire social order was 

heaving under stress and tensions too great for it to 

sustain.53 Hopkins became a Tractarian at Oxford and later 

converted to Catholicism because he believed that England's 

return to the Roman Church wai her only hope of survival . 

With the same characteristic moral earnestness, Hopkins 

followed Newman and other converts into the priesthood. While 

there are many influences that give to the Victorian Age the 

distinguishing characteristic of moral earnestness, the 

Anglican movement , in which Hopkins participated, is one of 

the most important. Charles Kingsley saw moral earnestness 

as a direct outgrowth of the Oxford movement and praised Newman 

for awakening the English people to ~uestion seriously the 

fundamental ideas concerning human existence. Moral earnest

ness required one to view life as a spiritual journey where 

everyone is called upon to struggle against the forces of evil 

wherever he finds them--within his own soul or in society 

l.. J-C"elf 54 
\.... ... ., - e Like Arnold and Newman, who saw in Victorian 

53Houghton , pp. 219-22 0. 

54 rbid~, pp. 220-221. 
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society real threats to man's spiritual life, Hopkins attacked 

nominal Christianity. For him there could be no "half-way 

house." His was not a profession of faith with a degree of 

morality, but a complete dedication and commitment to Christ ' s 

church. As Houghton points out, in Victorian society "To be 

an earnest Christian demanded a tremendous effort to shape 

the character in the image of Christ. 1155 Hopki:q.s put forth 

that effort. His conscience was always at war with the world, 

constantly battling the temptations of worldly and sensual 

pleasures. Being extremely self-conscious, he examined his 

life daily and often felt that he had fallen short of his 

calling. He practiced -self-discipline and self-sacrifice to 

extremes not required by the Jesuit order. Had he not been a 

Jesuit, he most likely would have exeicised excessive control 

and demanded intellectual and moral excellence in his life, 

for in Victorian England, even though religious dogmas lacked 

adherents, moral earnestness and a striving for self

improvement flourished.55 

Hopkins' characteristic intellectual and moral ideal

ism carried over into his po~t~ic expression. He always 

looked for a spiritual ideal within the real fact. David 

Downes contends that in so doing Hopkins "asserted a P latonic 

idealism by which every set form in nature derived from an 

55Ibid o , p. 231. 

56see r~ ht :1.oug on, pp .. 232-238r pas3im. 
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ideal reality in which the type had the highest develop

ment.1157 There was also a metaphysical basis for his Idealism, 

which was opposed to the materialistic Realism of his day. 

Materialism was based on the physical sciences, which were 

largely absent from Hopkins' education. 58 It is, therefore, 

not surprising that Hopkins resisted utilitarian answers to 

England's social problems. To a large extent, hts education 

and his faith enhanced his social awareness and contributed 

to the compassion and concern that mark his social conscience. 

57oavid A. Downes, Gerard Manley Hopkins: A Study 
of His Igna_tian Sp~ri~ (New York: Bookman Associates, 1959), 
p:- 2T: 

58 Ibid. 



CHAPTER III 

ECONOMICS: INFLUENCE AND REFLECTION 

Hopkins' education and religion contributed to his 

awareness of fundamental social issues, but to suggest that 

his poetry summarizes the economic and social unrest in 

Victorian society is to misrepresent and to minimize his 

poetic achievement. So many forces of disunity and skepticism 

were present in Victorian society that a poem, or even a 

series of poems, could not bring them all together into a 

coherent and comprehensible pattern. Hopkins had not the 

artistic temperament, not the social perspective, being to 

some extent, at least, isolated from the mainstream of current 
... 

events , to write poetry purely social in purpose. He was not, 

however, insensitive to economic, social, and environmental 

problems, nor did certain social conditions escape his notice 

and his scathing attack. Indeed, his letters reveal his deep 

interest in social conditions whicl1 his poems reflect~ Some 

of his best poen:s convey his sympathy for the socially 

oppressed, while others reflect a grave concern for ecological 

problems in the environment. As Gardner has pointed out, 

•• G the years 18 4 0 to 1880 present a grim contract . 
betwceu the strict sabbatarian piety of the well - to
do classes and the misery of the depressed poor. 
~rhough Hopkins's poetic muse was seldom directly 

82 
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motivated by it, this 'woe, world-sorrow' was 
actually implicit, subliminal, in all his mature 
work .l 

Hopkins looked with critical eyes upon the society 

that sought utilitarian answers to all of its problems. He 

deplored the wholesale destruction of the natural environment 

and looked with horror at what man was making of God's world. 

In the suffering of poor people caught up in the industrial

ization of England , he s a w the possibility of some great 

revolution , and at one time in his life he acknowledged 

Communist leanings . As a priest he might well have turned 

aside, absorbing himself in the beauties of nature and s~lf

contemplation . He might have taken the escapist route , but 

he did not. His grave concern for the misery of the poor and 

the abuse of nature's bounty found expression in his poems and 

in his letters . Like Ruskin , Carlyle, and Tennyson, Hopkins 

warned that England's moral decay was reflected in her economic 

and social unrest. 

That Hopkins thought society was deeply troubled is 

not difficult to see, for many of his poems speak of "wreck" 

and "a wor ld undone. 11 In 111l1he times are nightfall" Hopkins 

pictures Victorian society in deep distress : 

THE times are nightfall, look their light grows less; 
The tL~es are winter , watch , a world undone : 
They waste, they wither worse; they as they run 
Or bring more or more blazon man's distress . 

1Gardner, ~ Study, 2 : 12. 
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And I not help. Nor world now of success: 
All is from wreck, here, there, to rescue one-
Work which to see scarce so much as begun 
Makes welcome death, does dear forgetfulness . 

Or what is else? There is your world withinfl 
There rid the dragons, root out there the sin . 
Your will is law in that small commonweal .••• 

The view of society here . is completely dismal. What is even 

worse is the inference that "times" will be darker and "man's 

distress" greater. The poet has a completely hopeless and 

helpless attitude. He reveals his utter frustration in 

attempting to alleviate ?!man 's distress." If, then, there is 

no hope for society, what remains? For the answer to this 

question , the poet turns to the inner life, where one must 

get rid of the dragons and the sin that produce moral decay. 

Social affairs will not improve until the soul is rid of its 

sinfulness. 

Hopkins' view of Victorian society is a pessimistic 

one which finds expression in a mood of impending catastrophe 

or sense of doom and failure. Charles Kingsley expresses the 

same mood of fear and foreboding when he says, 11 I cannot 

escape that wretched fear of a national catastrophe which 

haunts ::cr.f! ni~;ht and day . " 2 John Morley expresses a similar 

fear that 

Those who dwell in the tower o f ancient fait h look 
about them in constant apprehension, misgivings, 

2Margaret Farrand Thorp, Charles !~ngsley: 1819-1875, 
p .. 125, cited by Sulloway, p. 1 58 .. 
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and wonder, with the hurried uneasy mien of people 
living amid earthquakes. The ·ear seems to their 
alarms to be full of missiles, and all is doubt , 
hesitation, and shivering expectancy.3 

As Hopkins observed man derelict in his responsibilities to 

himself, to his society, and to his God he too felt that some 

great catastrophe was inevitable. In a letter to Bridges, 

dated 1871, he confesses, "I am afraid some great revolution 

is not far off •.•. The more I look the more black and 

deservedly black the future looks" (Letter~ 1:27, 28). As he 

contemplates the evils existing in Victorian society, he con

cludes that the English people might well be heading for a 

greater catastrophe--complete hunan extinction like that 

prophesied by St. John .. Sulloway comments upon Hopkins' pre

diction in the following passage: 

But a nation so heretical, and so careless of 
God's bounty, migh~ not even be given time to slither, 
eon by eon, into a retrogressive evolution, like a 
mud-covered amphibian, draining 'fast towards man's 
fi rst slime'. God can punish ~11 or some; he can do 
so with lightning, or man can bring about his own 
slow extinction in the shape of befouled cities, 
exhausted l a bourers, and scarred countryside. And 
Hopkins was only one of hundreds of social critics 
who prophesied that the industrial revolution's 
'make and making' was almost totally destructive; it 
was ; break ing, down/110 man's 4a.st dust' [ "The Sea 
and the Skylark," 11. 13-14]. 

Hopkins ; poems that deal with· social problems are infused with 

somber warnings of calamity and greater distress tc come. 

3John Morley, On Compromise, pp . 36-37, cited by 
Sulloway, p. 158. 

4 Sulloway , ~~ 17 0. 
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~Hopkins was painfully aware of the evils within 

Victorian society. In "That Nature is a Hereclitean Fire and 

of the comfort of the Resurrection " he considers the world, 

man's place in it, and the possibility that his destiny , like 

that of a meaningless world, ends ultimately in destruction 

and death, a Heraclitean view held by Huxley and Lyell. The 

poet describes the natural world and the pagan doctrine of 

constant flux in the beautiful imagery of clouds, trees, and 

winds: 

CLOUD-PUFFBALL, torn tufts, tossed pillows I flaunt 
on an air-
heaven-roysterers, in gay-gangs 1 

glitter in marches. 
dazzling whitewash,\ wherever an 

forth, then chevy 
built thoroughfare: 

they throng; they 
Down roughcast, down 

elm arches, 
Shivelights and shadowtackle in long I lashes lace, lance, 

and pair .. 
Delightfully the bright wind boisterou~ l ropes, wrestles, 

boats earth bare 
Of yestertempest's creases 

(11'. 1-6) 

Just as the winds erase "yestertempest.' s creases" from the 

earth , Hopkins points out that man's marks on the world are 

also obliterated in nnature's bonfire": 

••••• _ • •• • ~ a in pool and rutpell parches 
Squandering ooze to squeezed I dough, crust, dust; 

stanches, starches 
Squad roned masks and manmarks i treadmire toil there 
Foot f r etted in it~ Mi l lion-fuel~d, t nature's bonfire 

burns on . 
(11. 6-9) 

Seemingly, the poet accepts the Heraclit.ean argument that man 

i~; just a. piece of nature, and that as such he inherits the 
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same impermanent, changeable existence. Hopkins cries out 

against the destruction of nature's "bonniest, dearest to 

her 11
: 

But quench her bonniest, dearestl to her, tier clearest-
selved spark 

Man, how fast his firedint, this mark on mind, is gone! 
Both are in an unfathomabl~, all is in an enormous dark 
Drowned. 0 pity and indiglnation! Manshape, that shone 
Sheer off, disseveral, a stdr,ldeath blots black out; nor 

mark 
Is any of him at all so stark 

But vastness blurs and time I beats level. 
(11.. 10-16) 

The poet cannot accept this view of man's place in the world : 

. . . . . . . . . . • • Enough! the 
Resurrection, 

A heart's-clarion! Away grief's gasping,! joyless days, 
defection . 

Across my foundering deck shone 
A beacon, an eternal beam .\ Flesh fade, and mortal trash 
Fall to the residuary worm;lworld ' s w~ldfire, leave but ash: 

{11. 16-20) 

For Hopkins the Resurrection of Christ brings comfort and mean

ing to mortal existence .. The flesh may fade and "mortal trash 

may die, but the human soul is inunortc-i.J. and transcends its 

earthly home . In this poem, Hopkins meets what Winston 

Collins sees as "the central problem of Victorian thought 

••. the possibility that man is merely a meaningless part of 

a naturalistic universe." 5 In accepting Christ, the poet 

becomes "what Christ is" : 

5winston Collins, "Tennyson and Hopkins, 0 Universi1:_X. 
£f. :J:Gronto QuarterJ;x_ 38 (1968--69): 85-86. 
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In a fla sh, at a trumpet crash, 

I am all at once what Christ is, I since he was what I am , · 
and 

This Jack , joke, poor potsherd , I patch , matchwood , 
inunortal diamond, 

Is immortal diamond . 
(11. 21-24) 

The common man--"Jack, joke, potsherd"--takes on a new d ignity 

in Christ . Unlike Thomas Hardy's creatures, who suffer and 

despair in their intelligence and sensitivity without any hope 

at all, Hopkins ' man is nortal and immortal. Although his 

body undergoes the natural physical changes, what remains is 

man ' s soul--his "immortal diamond"--which is safe from decay 

and death. In opposition to the naturalists' view Hopkins 

says man does have a purpose in the world . 

In conveying a vision of reality, ~opkins takes one 

step beyond Wordsworth ' s proposition in Book III of The ?relude 

that love of nature leads to love of man, for Hopkins proclaims 

that through Christ's love man may co~e to the love of God 

because Christ, in becoming man, enabled this mortal creature 

to breach the 9ap between the natural world and God ' s spiritual 

6 realm . As Boyd Litzinger says , 

Hopkins begins his praise of God by observing the 
beauty of nature . ri'his observation leads him to 
introduce man as nature's highest being; from man-
body relating him to nature, soul relating him to 
God--Hopkins moves to the contemplation and praise 
of his maker. The key point, of course, is Hopkins ' 
view of man; for although all created things reflect 

-------
6Boyd Litzinger, "The Pa t tern of Ascent in Hopkins , '1 

Victorian Poetrv 2 (1964) :47. -------- ---·--lih 
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their creator, man, made in the image of God, is the 
clearest reflector, the most· appropriate bridge 
between the natural and the divine.7 

Hopkins ' sensitivity to nature and his intellectual and 

religious training led him to believe that his world was 

created--not that it was the result of chance or accident-

and that the beauties of the world reflect its creator. Man, 

as the very center of God's creation, possesses to, an even 

greater degree the capacity to know, to adore, and to reflect 

God ' s goodness~ 

This vision of the world in which he lived led Hopkins 

to contemplate further the meaning of life and man's responsi

bility to use his intellect and his will in the world . In 

"As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame ," Hopkins 
'-

explores again the problem of human identity: 

As kingfishers catch fire, dragonflies draw flame; 
.As twnbled over rim in roundy wells 
Stones ring; like each tucked string tells, 

each hung bell 's 
Bow swung finds tongue to fling out broad its na.~e; 
Each mortal thing does one thing and the same: 

Deals out that being indoors each one dwells; 
Selves--goes itself; myself it speaks and spells, 

Crying Wh~t .!_do~ me: for that.!_ came. 

I say more: the just man justices; 
Keeps grace: that keeps all his goings graces; 

Acts in God 's eye what in God's eye he is--
Christ. For Christ plays in ten thousand places, 

Lovely in limbs , and lovely in eyes not his 
To the Father through the features of men's faces. 
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Just as .the lower forms of nature have a definite .activity to 

perform, so man has a personality that proclaims its individ

uality by doing that for which he was created. What makes man 

different from nature is that he has a choice in what he does . 

He has intellect and a will with which to fulfill his personal

ity. To be or not to be is his responsibility. Perfectio~ 

may be realized through the will and the intellec~ in perfect 

union with God. To act in "God's eye" is to be "God's eye ." 

Christ manifests Himself in "ten thousand places," for He lives 

in everyone 's personality. "For me to live is Christ," the 

Apostle Paul said , and this is what Hopkins says in this 

poem. Man can become Christ when he chooses, that is, gives 

his will and intellect in perfect union to the Christ in his 
'-

own being. To live as Christ does not absolve man of his 

social responsibilities , however. Quite the contrary is true : 

"the just man justices," and through the exercise of his will 

and his intellect , he fulfills his reiponsibility to God, to 

himself, and to his societyQ 8 Obviously the poet places a 

high value on personal identity and hun1an endeavors. He makes 

it clear that man is able to transcend the limitations of this 

lifs not by escaping responsibility , but by applying spiritual 

ide~1ls to society--by acting in "God's eyes" in the endeavor 

for which he was created. Far from being a meaningless 

existence, ht~an life on earth has a divine reason for being . 
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In confronting the identity problem, Hopkins found his solu

tion in identity with Christ. 

Personal identity in Victorian society had been lost 

in the dehumanizing aftermath of industrial expansion. Men 

were mere units in the working masses who had migrated to 

England 's large cities from rural areas, seeking employment 

in her factories. The profit motive all but extinguished the 

flame of humanitarianism; social progress came slowlyt and 

for some persons it came too late to relieve human misery. 

In the utilitarian point of view of the Benthamites, Altick 

observes that "man and machine tended to merge'1 and that 

"depersonalization led to dehumanization ."9 Dedicated to the 

material improvement , the utilitarian spirit in Victorian 
\. 

society denied man's essential right as a creature of intel-

lect to fulfillment of his spiritual individuality . Thus the 

economic forces that might have freed man from bondage actually 

enslaved him. This picture of suffering mankind Hopkins 

depicts in vivid detail in a poem of the poet 's undergraduate 

years entitled nsumma": 

For souls that might have blessed the time 
.and breathed delightful breath 

In sordidness of care and crime 
The city tires · to death , 

And faces fit for leisure gaze 
And daylight and sweet air, 

Missing prosperity and praise 
l'lXe never known . for fair . 

{st. 3, 11. 9-16) 

9Altick , p . 245. 
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This state to Hopkins is the tragic condition of the poor 

people congregated in the slums of England ' s industrial 

cities . 

Hopkins ' awareness of the miseries of the poor led 

him to consider various measures of social reform . In 1871, 

he wrote what has become known as his "Communist" letter . 

The boldness with which he espoused this doctrine ,has been 

the subject of much critical attention. He himself thought 

he might have offended Bridges with his "red opinions." In a 

later letter he assures Bridges that he had "little reason to 

be red": "So far as I know I said nothing that might not 

fairly be said" (Letters 1:29) . In all truth, this defense 

is sufficient . Furthermore, Gardner contends that ''it redounds 
'-

to his honor that as a young man of twenty-six he too could 

point an accusing fin~er at rottenness in the state, and even 

envisage a remedy in terms which were, for a Jesuit, unusually 

b ,~] -1 "10 
·- .1... ... In this letter Hopkins prot~sts the exploitati on of 

the laboring classes i.n England. Parts of it reveal a pene

trating insight: 

I m.ust tell you I am always thinking of the Communist 
future. The too intelligent artisan is master of the 
situation I believe. Perhaps it is what everyone 
believes, I do not see the papers or hear strangers 
often enough to know . It is what Carlyle has long 
threatened and foretold~ ~ •. Horrible to say, in a 
manner I am a Conununist . Their ideal bating some 
things is nobler than that professed by any secular 

lOG d :,ar ner, 
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statesman I know of •..• Besides it is just.--I 
do not mean the means of getting to it are . But it 
is a dreadful thing for the greatest and most neces- " 
sary part of a very rich nation to live a hard life 
without dignity, knowledge, comforts, delight, or 
hopes in the midst of plenty-~which plenty they make . 
They profess that they do not care what they wreck 
and burn, the old civilisation and order must be 
destroyed. This is a dreadful look out but what has 
the old civilisation done for them? As it at 
present stands in England it is itself in great 
measure founded on wrecking. But they got none of 
the spoils, they came in for nothing but harm.from 
it then and thereafter. England has grown hugely 
wealthy but this wealth has not reached the working 
classes; I expect it has made their condition worsev 

(Letters 1:27-28) 

In all fairness, this letter expresses what any concerned 

citizen and humanitarian would feel if he were well informed 

about the English economy in 1871. 

The middle years of the Victorian Age were years of 

prosperity , the increase in wealth being so rapid that con

trasts between the lives of the rich and the lives of the 

poor were more dramatic and striking than ever before. 11 This 

situation contr i buted to a Radicalism·such as might be found 

in Communism and Soc.ialism as a panacea for social discontent . 

The condition of Victorian society that Hopkins portrays in 

his argument realistically depicts how things actually were., 

A.t this time when · Gladstone had been elected to his first 

Ministry {1868-74)--the first distinctly Liberal victory in 

---·---·---------
11G. Me Trevelyan , History of England , 3rd ed~ , vol. 3: 

From Utrecht to Hodern · 'l:imes: The Industrial Revolution and 
!:he '._!'.Fansitio~ to Democracy_ (Garden City : Doubleday & --
Company, Inc . , 1945; Doubleday Anchor Books , 1945), p . 147 .. 
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English history12--Hopkins, unlike his conservative friend 

Bridges, espoused a liberal · social doctrine. He had not as 

yet developed the conservative political philosophy that led 

him in later years to make scathing attacks upon Gladstone's 

policies. Hopkins, like Wordsworth, gives evidence to support 

the old popularly accepted truism that today's radical is 

tomorrow 's conservative . 

Actually, aside from the label that Hopkins places 

upon himself, the opinions that he expresses in this letter , 

,as he points out, had been stated previously by Carlyle; 

however, the following statements about Carlyle's vague 

.remedies indicate that the men disagree on many points: 

But his writings are, as he might himself say, 'most 
inefficacious-strenuous heaven-protestations, cater
waul, and Cassandra-wailings'. He preaches obedience 
but I do not think he has done much except to ridi
cule instead of strengthening the hands of the powers 
that be. Some years ago when he published his Shoot
ing Niaqara (J.D67] he did make some· practical sugges
tions brit so vague that they ~hould rather be called 
'too dubious moonstone-grindings and on the whole 
impi.-acticab.le-·practical u:nveraci ties' .. 

(L~ t_ters_ l ~ 27) 

Both men recognized that England would have to take the 

"Niagara leapn of completed Democracy some d2.y_, and they WP.re 

greatly concerned about the plight of English civilization.13 
-.-.. ..._. .. _. _____ .,.,,_ .. __ , ____ _ 

12rbid., p. 235. 

l JTh ,..,. 1 l 11 Sh t . N . d oma s , .. ar .. y e, .. 100 - ing 1.ag ar a: an After?" in 
Prose of the Victorian Period, ed. William E . Buc:kler, 
Riverside Edj_ti.on (Boston : Houghton Mifflin Company, 1958), 
p. 169. 
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Unlike Carlyle, however, Hopkins had an intense sympathy for 

the common man .. 

Hopkins' sentiments are more akin to those of Walt 

Whitman, whose mind, Hopkins admits in a letter to Bridges, 

is "more like my own than any man's living. As he .is a very 

great scoundrel this is not a pleasant confession" (Letters 

1:155). Whitman, the "scoundrel" and democratic radical, 

thought of Europe in much the same terms as Hopkins uses in 

his "communist" letter. When in 1877 American workers were 

fired upon by federal troops, he thought that the crucial 

issue in the United States, as in Europe, was the struggle 

for economic equality in the distribution of wealth. 14 

Hopkins and Whitman agreed on the central issues facing 

society in the middle nineteenth century. Whereas Whi tman 

looked to Soc ial.ism f ?r solutions, Hopkins looked to Communism 

fo r answers but found them in Catholicism. 15 

When Hopkins wrote the "communist" letter, he was a 

Jesuit scholastic at Stonyhurst, studying philosophy at 

St. Mary's Hal l . As Ruggles points out, Hopkins viewed the 

world from a rather "lofty vantage point. 1116 The Hopkins 

family were very gentle folk of the upper-middle class. As a 

14F. o .. .Matthiessen, American Renaissance : Art and 
Exnression in the Aqe of Emerson and Whitman (New York: 
&{ford Univer·sity Pre·ss~ 1941), pp .. -588-sg:-· 

15..- . 
· .l. bid. , p. 5 8 9 .. 16Ruggles, p. 17. 
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Jesuit, Hopkins ministered to all classes of people. His 

background hardly prepared him emotionally to copy with the 

desperate plight of workers in the industrial cities where he 

served. All the more shocking, therefore, were the sights of 

poverty and pestilence that confronted him. But he gave 

abundantly in performing his sacred duties, and when criti

cized by Bridges for his great religious zeal, H~pkins 

exhorted his friend to a greater spiritual awareness himself, 

saying that". it is a noble thing . to give alms and 

help the needy and stint ourselves for the sake of the unhappy 

and the deserving"; "Even Walt Whitman,n Hopkins says, "nurses 

the sick" (!:i~.tt~ers 1: 64, 63). Hopkins ministered to the sick, 

administered last sacraments, and visited the workhouses 

where he witnessed the sad lot of the poor. Loving beauty, 

he was repulsed by the dirt and grime i n the city slums where 

inunorality and hie.eons crimes were spawned. 17 

In a letter written from Liverpool in 1880, Hopkins 

makes the following statement about social conditions in that 

industrial city: 

And the drunkards go on drinking, the filthy, as 
the scripture says, a.re filthy still: human 
nature is so inveterate . Would that I had seen 
the last of it. 

(Letters 1:110) 

17Mart:tn C. Carroll, "Garard Manley Hopkins and the 
Society of Jesus," in Immortal Diamond: Studies in Gerard 
Manley Hopkins, ed. Norman Weyand and Raymond Schader {New 
York: bctagoi Books, 1969), pp. 38 - 39~ 
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In industrial cities like Liverpool, drunkenness and sexual 

promiscuity had reached astounding proportions . Factory 

workers suffered a loss of personal identity , their lives 

being regulated by factory bells and a system .of rules and 

penalties. Consequently, they took no pride in their work , 

which was a product of the many. They exercised no control 

over their own destinies but were controlled by environmental 

factors and held together by their common misery.18 Hopkins• 

response is not difficult to understand. Even though his 

religious belief taught him to be his brother's keeper , he 

often became depressed , as the following excerpt from a 

letter reveals: 

My Liverpool and Glasgow experience laid upon my mind 
a conviction, a truly crushing conviqtion, of the 
misery of town life to the poor and more than to the 
poor, of the misery of the poor in general, of the 
degradation even . of our race, of the hollowness of 
this century's civilisation: it made even life a 
burden to me to have daily thrust upon me the things 
I saw. 

(Letters 2:97) 

Similar accounts of Hopkins' distress over the conditions of 

the poor in £he cities appear in other letters. So great 

became his concern for society, he says , that his "muse turned 

sou.r.," Adding to his distress was his fear that migration of 

country people to the cities would continue, thus compounding 

the apready crowded conditions: 

l8Richard Al tick, 11 The Social Background, 0 in Back
grounds to Victorian Literature, ed .. Richard A. Levine, rpt. 
from The-English Common Reader (San Francisco : Chandler 
Publishing Company, 196'7), pp .. 218-19 .. 
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What I most dislike in towns and in London in 
particular is the misery of the poor; the dirt, 
squalor, and the illshapen degraded physical 
_(putting aside moral) type of so many of the people, 
with the deeply dejecting, unbearable thought that 
by degrees almost all our population wil l become a 
town population and a puny unhealthy and cowardly 
one. 

(Letters 2:293) 

Even though Hopkins loathed "the base and bespotted 

figures and features of the Liverpool crowd" (Le~ters 1:127), 

he looked with compassion upon the lives of the common people.19 

In the eulCXJY "Felix Randal," written April 28, 1880, at 

Liverpool , where Hopkins ministered to the poor in the slums 

of that big city, the priest-poet reveals his love and con

cern for a deceased blacksmith to whom he had administered the 

holy sacraments: 

This seeing the sick endears them to us, us too it endears . 
My tongue had taught thee comfort, touch had quenched thy 

tears , 
Thy tears that tbuched my heart, child, Felix, poor 

Felix Randal . 
(11. 9-·11) · 

The priest rsflects upon the former physical strength of the 

"big-·bo.ned. and hardy--handsome" man:: 

!low· far from then forethought of, all thy more 
boisterous years, 

When thou at the random grim forge, powerful amidst 
peers, 

Did st fettle for the great grey drayhorse his bright 
and battericg sandal! 

(11 .. 12-14) 

19Austin Wa:i:rE'.:1 , " Inscape of Instress; G. M. Hopkins," 
i n Rag~ .for Order (Ann \rbor: The University of Michigan 
Press, 1959), rpt. in British Victorian Literature, ed. Shiv 
Kumar (New Yor k: :~e;,,1 "':erk University Press, 1969) , p. 164. 
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The blacksmith had been healthy and strong before his sick

ness, and the priest had ministered to the dying ·man and 

helped him to grow spiritually as he weakened physically . 

Hopkins was drawn toward anti-types--soldiers, miners , a 

blacksmith, a ploughman, manual laborers. He pictured each 

man doing a specific function with great physical intensity. 

For example, the sailor of the "Eurydice" is "st·rung by duty, 

is strained to beauty"; and in "Harry Ploughman," nHe leans 

to it, Harry bends, look. Back, elbow, and liquid waist/In 

him, all quail to the wallowing o'the plough'1 (11. 12-13). 

It is regrettable that his muse allowed Hopkins to compose so 

few poems about the people of the working classes and that 

only one of these is purely social in theme. 

'In this poem , "Tom's Garland: upon the Unemployed," 

Hopkins deals explic.itly with the conunon British worker and 

his specific role in t he Con~onwealth . The poet warns that 

unemployment and the discomforts tha·t accompany it spawn dis

een tent and create a real danger to Victorian society: 

TOM--garlanded with squat and surly steel 
Tom; then Tom's fallowbootfellow piles pick 
By him and rips out rockfire -homeforth--sturdy Dick; 
Tom Heart-at-ease , Tom Navvy: he is all for his meal 
Sure, 's bed now. Low be it: lustily he hi s low lot (feel 
That ne;er need hunger, Tom; Torn seldom sick, 
Seldomer heartsore; that treads through, prickproof , . thick 
'rhousands of thorns, thoughts) swings though. Comrnonweel 
Little I reek ho ! lacklevel in , if all had bread: 
What! Country is honour enough in all us--lordly head, 
With heaven's lights high hung round, or, mother-ground 
That rnamrnocks, mighty foot .. But no way sped, 
Nor mind nor mainstrength; gold go garlanded 
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With , perilous , Ono; nor yet plod safe shod sound; 
Undenizened, beyond bound 

Of earth's glory, earth's e a se, all; no one, nowhere, 
In wide the world's weal; rare gold , bold steel , bare 

In both ; car e, but share care-
This , by Despair , bred Hangdog dull; by Rage , 
Manwolf, worse; and their packs infest the ·age. 

In the first fourteen lines of this caudated sonnet, 

Hopkins asserts that the unskilled laborer , "Tom Navvy ," is 

content with his "low lot." Tom and Dick, "Tom's fallow-

.bootfel low," know the dignity of work . Because they a.re 

laboring, they have no identity problem, nor are they likely 

to give society any problems . Tom "swings" "lustily" through 

his life, more interested in his "meal" and his "bed" than 

in politics. He represents no threat to the Commonwealth. 

What does Tom "reek" of political affairs? He is wanting in 
\. 

social , moral, an<l intellectual strengths; furthermore , he 

cares little for affairs of state as long as "all had bread." 

In rrom ' s words to the "lordly head, 11 "Country is honour enough 

in all of ns .. 11 When the laborer's position is stable , the 

sovereign need fear no peril , may "gold go garlanded ." In 

these fourteen lines, Hopkins paints an idealistic picture of 

social stratification which he explains to Bridges in the 

following manner : 20 

~ • , as St. Paul and Plato and Hobbes and everybody . 
says, the commonwealth or well ordered human society 
is lik2 one man; a body with many members and each 

20 Hopkins was amused when neither Canon Dixon nor 
Robert Bridges could understand this sonnet. He interpreted 
it for them .. 
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its function; some higher, some lower, but all 
honourable, from the honour which belongs to the 
whole. The head is the sovereign, who has no 
superior but God and from heaven receives his or 
her authority: •••• The foot is the daylabourer, 
and this is armed with hobna~l boots, because it 
has to wear and be worn by the ground; •••• And 
the 'garlands' of nails they wear are therefore 
the visible badge of the place they fill, the 
lowest in the commonwealth. But this place still 
shares the common honour, and if wants one advan
tage , glory or public fame, makes up for it by 
another, ease of mind, absence of care; and these 
things are symbolized by the fold and the iron 
garlands. (0, once explained, how clear it all 
is!) 

(Letter~ 1:272-73) 

However low the unskilled laborer is on the socio-economic 

scale, he must function if the body-politic is to survive. 

Like Carlyle, Hopkins s~es work as a God-given right. Each 

man realizes his Christ-self in the performance of his duty . 

In this poe.m, Hopkins echoes Carlyle's assertion that "All 

true Work is sacred;_ in all true Work, were it but true 

ha.nd-labour, there .is something of divineness. " 21 Just as 

tht:! 11 lordl1r head" has divine right to his position, so the 

unskilled laborer has a divine right to his. This concept 

. causes Hopkins to be !! indignant with the fools of Radical 

Levellers" (Letters 1:273) . 

At the end of the first fourteen lines, Hopkins 

turns abruptly from what he sees as the ideal body-politic 

to what he conceives as the actually extant body-politic. 

21Thomas Carlyley Past and Present {New York: The 
Mershon Company, n. d . ) , p. - 2 7 4 • ·--· -----·--
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He explains this turn of thought to Bridges in these 

words: 

But presently I remember that this is all very well 
for those who are in, however low in, the Conunon
wealth and share in any way the Common weal; but 
that the curse of our times is that many do not 
share it, that they are outcasts from it and have 
neither security nor splendour; that they share 
care with the high and obscurity with the low, but 
wealth or comfort with neither. And this state of 
things, I say, is the origin of Loafers, Tramps , 
Cornerboys, Roughs, Socialists and other pests of 
society. 

(Letters 1:273-74) 

In the concluding coda Hopkins depicts the plight of the 

. unemployed as that of disenfranchised citizens, who, because 

they do not share in the "world's weal," revert to their 

animalistic natures. The starving masses ("packs") "infest" 

the age like a. disease. They do not shafe in "earth's glory, 

earth 's ease." They are imprisoned ("bound") and stripped 

of their inalienabl~ rights and their rightful positions in 

the social structure of society... Thus, in their "despair" 

and in thei r "rage," denied their human rights, the unemployed 

becorr.e "hangdog dull, H worthless leeches on society . Even 

worse, they b_ecome like the "manwolf," capable of unreason

able a ttack upon the Corrunonwealth. A "hangdog dull" person 

may be relatively harmless if living on charity, but a "man

r,vol f-v is half-man and hal £~-animal and therefore capable of 

ir1tense nrage." He is a real danger to society because he 

runs with the pack. 
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The rhetoric of protest, condemnation, and warning 

thunders in Hopkins' vivid images embedded in the . tangled 

syntax of this poem. But Hopkins' style, while contributing 

to the indignant and fearful tone of the poem, offers some 

. difficulties. David Daiches, however, finds the poem fa sci-~ 

nating and Hopkins' obscurity intentional, deliberately 

imposed "to prevent the reader from understanding anything 

until he can understand everything."22 Daiches' appraisal 

may be true, for Hopkins thought obscurity could be rhetori

cally effective. He explains that "One of two kinds of c lear

ness one shd. have--either the meaning to be felt without 

effort as fast as one reads or else, if dark at first read

ing, when once made out to explode'' (Letters 1:90). Deliberate 

obscurity serves this poem well s ince th~ truth that is kept 

in abeyance in the first fourteen lines and which violently 

explodes in the final coda is a truth about an explosive con

dition in Victorian society . Although the first fourteen 

lin~s seemingly extol the virtues of a well-ordered society, 

the last six lines virtually condemn that same society which 

denies large numbers of laborers their place of social useful

ness within the hierarchy. -Hopkins' stance is that of an 

aristocratic conservative, but it is nonetheless sincere, 

22oavid Daiches, Poetry and the Modern World: 
of Poetry in England bet ween i900-·andT939 (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 1940), p. 32. 

A Study 
The 
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truthful, and realistic. Working in sweatshops is n9t beauti

ful. But not being able to work at all is even more dehuman

izing, and Hopkins uses diminution skillfully in the final 

coda of the poem to show that society causes men to behave 

like animals. 

Hopkins' only solution to the problem was employment 

for all, a Victorian economic goal advanced likewise by Ruskin 

and Carlyle. Hopkins was only one of many social critics who 

knew that not all was right with the world and that to think 

so was to be blind to the real realities of human existence 

in Victorian society :J 

Moreover, Hopkins may have been prompted to write 

"r.rorn' s Garland" because of certain disruptive incidents dur-
\. 

ing the year 1887~ At that time, two strikingly opposing 

events took place: the celebration of Queen Victoria's 

Silver Jubilee in June and the riots of the unemployed at 

Tr afalgar Square in November . Jubiiati6n and pride in the 

Jubilee were chal l enged by the rebellion and hysteria on 

"Bloody Sunday," when a red flag was displayed in London's 

Trafalgar Square. These events could explain the urgent 

tone of HC:i_)kins ~ poem. Also, in the year 1887 Hopkins wit

ne~sed first hand the political strife in Ireland concerning 

Home Rule~ In view of these facts, John Sutherland concludes 

that »when therefore Tom, who is presumably in one of his 
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guises an Irishman navvying in England, bellows 'What! 

Country is honour enough in ·all us, ' he disowns Home--Rule. "23 

Obviously the poem relates to the current social and politi

cal scene, and if, as Sutherland believes, the poem was not 

completed until the . November riots had occurred, Hopkins most 

likely was inspired by them. 

Uneasiness and anxiety about the possibility of 

revolution had in fact been smoldering since the riots in 

London, Liverpool, Glasgow, and other large cities shortly 

after the revolutions burst out on the continent in 1848-

during the "hungry forties.u It is true that national 

prosperity and social reform in the fifties somewhat relieved 

the stress and tensions, yet the Hyde Park riots of 1866 
~ 

revived the threat which always lay just beneath the surface, 

especi~ll~{ in the sl~.uns of large industrial cities. 24 

.Always responding to the beauty· of the natural world , 

Hopkins J.runented the destruction brought about by such social 

upheavals, · which seemed to be inherent in the industrializa

tion and urban ization of England. As the utilitarian 

materialism of his day des troyed man's humanity, Hopkins saw 

2~ ···John Sutherland, "'Tom's Garland': Hopkins' Politi·-
cal Poem, H Victorian Poetry 10 (1971): 112. In t.:his article 
and in nThe Dating of w rrom ,·s Garland, '" Notes & Q11eries 1 8 
(1971) : 25G-59, Sutherland relates the poem directly to current 
politicdl and social history. 

24 
Houg hton , p . 58. 
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that it also polluted and disfigured the environment . He was 

sensitive to the polluted air of the cities and preferred 

life in the country, fearing, like Wordsworth , the passing 

of the rural scene. He deplored the felling of trees and the 

pouring of sewage into lakes and streams . He not only 

observed these dangers to the environment but also evinced an 

ecological concept of the balance in nature that . he thought 

should be preserved. 

In the recent study "Hopkins, the Humanities, and the 

Environmc:nt," Jerome Bump traces the emergence of ecology in 

the nineteenth century. He shows that many of the movement's 

basic ideas were set forth by Malthus, Lyell, and Darwin, but 

he contends that these ideas were expressed in more persuasive 

language by poets who, in fact , anticipated the environmental 

scientists. The most persuasive of those English "nature 

poc~b3 r :i Bump contends., is Hopkins because he was best able 

to comprehend and to communicate a vision of the "unified 

l, .ln Yf 25 W .. 0 I;.!. 

Basic to the understanding of Hopkins' ecological 

outlook is the Christian view of creation. God created all 

creatures; God created man in His own image and made him the 

steward of His creations; and God i s ever present in His 

creations. Hopkins' belief that God is imma.nent in all His 

25Jerorne Bw.-np, "Hopkins, the Humanities, and the 
Enviro:n.rnent," Georgia R~vt~ 28 (1974) ::227·-30. 
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creatu~es forms the basic concept upon which his poems on the 

physical environment rest . 

This creative presence of God in the world is what 

Hopkins refers to as the " inscape , " or the essence of being . 

In the following poem, he labels it "God ' s Grandeur" : 

THE world is charged with the grandeur of God . 
It will flame out, like shining from shook foil; 
It gathers to a greatness , like the ooze pf oil 

Crushed. Why do men then now not reek his rod? 
Generations have trod, have trod, have trod; 

.And all is seared with trade; bleared, smeared with toil; 
And wears man's smudge and shares man's smell : the soil 

Is bare now, nor can foot feel, being shod. 

And for all this, nature is never spent; 
There lives the dearest freshness deep down things, 

And though the last lights off the black West went 
Oh, morning, at the brown brink eastward, springs-

Because the Holy Ghost over the bent 
World broods with warm breast and with ah! bright wings. 

Rather than substance, the "g-randeur of God" is energy. Like 

. "shining from shook foil" its sparks "flame out" in a sudden 

burst of light. Of this "foil" image Hopkins says, "no other 

word whatever will give the effect I· want. Shaken goldfoil 

gives off broad glares like sheet lightning" (Letters 1:169). 

At other times the "grandeur of God" reveals itself slowly as 

"the ocze of oil crushed," as perhaps from an olive or some 

.other fruit. Therefore, this energy may appear with rapidity 

o:f lightning, or it may gather to a greatness and be "crushed" 

into view . 'I'he image is both kinetic and visual . God appears 

to different people in diverse ways~ "Crushedtt suggests a 
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psychic pressure, tension, or stress that is sometirnes neces

sary before one can perceive the spiritual significance of 

the phenomenon in which God resides. 26 This earth is God's 

world, and He is present in it. If God's grandeur is so 

electrifying, so apparent throughout nature, why do men not 

recognize His presence and do His will? Instead of following 

God's purpose and plan for their lives, they have turned away 

from God and gone their own ways. As Hopkins purposely chose 

the foil image for God's presence in nature, he obviously 

meant to emphasize the failure of men in the use of the pun 

on the word "reek." Men in their fallen state do not know, 

are not aware of, and certainly do not heed the "rod, 11 which 

is the wand or the staff carried by God as a symbol of His 

authority, His dignity, or His "grandeur~" If they heeded 

God's presence in nature, God would matter to them, would be 

important to them, just as they are important to Him. His 

"rod, 11 like the shepherd's "rod" or staff, comforts and pro

tects His creatures. Furthermore, men should "reek" His 

"rod" by modifying their conduct, for the irrod" may be 

employed as an instrument of punsihment or chastisement . 

Finally, men have a responsibility for taking care of God's 

world. To Hreck his rod" places the care of nature in the 

hands of m:1.nkind, for "his rod" is also a measuring stick by 

26 . . 94 Mariani, p.. • 
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which men will be found accountable and will be required to 

give a reckoning of the property which has been entrusted to 

h . h 27 t eir c arge. In lines five through eight, Hopkins points 

out that men are unaware of God's beauty and are obsessed 

with the getting and spending of money. The poet emphasizes 

what men have done for generations to the environment. They 

have so concerned themselves with material progress that they 

cannot even sense the beauties of God~ The poet regrets the 

price that generations have paid for material progress. He 

also r egrets the squalor that accompanie s industrialization 

and the loss of sensation that results from it. 28 Hopkins 

makes a serious condemnation of Victorian society and also 

na. se-3.rchinsJ criticism of a whole civilization. 1129 

'" 
But the poem is more than a condemnation of society . 

Its fullest meaning lies in its theological , not its soci-

ological , significa~ce . Man is too much with his world , the 

world of his own selfish desires , tfie world that neglects the 

~a 
the things of God • ..., Even so , God is still involved with His 

world~ 

27Thc writer used the OED for various meanings of the 
words " reck 11 and "rod ." 

28 Gardner,~ Study, 1:157. 

29v ivian de Sola Pinto, Crisis in English Poetry , 1 880-
1 940 (New York : Hutchinson's Universfty Library, 1951) , p. 64 . 

3 0Ger·trude M. White, " Hopkins' 'God's Grandeur ': A 
Poetic Sta.terrent of Christian Doct.::ine, 11 ·victorian Poe~ 4 
(1 96 6) : 28:::i-87 . 
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In his self-bent, man has "bent" but not destroyed 

nature; man has caused nature's blight as well as his own. 

But nature constantly renews itself even though man has 

defaced much of her beauty. "Deep down" the "freshness" still 

lives. Hopkins believes that whatever man does to himself and 

to nature, God still cares about His creation. While man 

follows his earth-bent inclinations, the Holy Ghost "broods" 

and hovers over the world, as a dove with "warm breast" and 

"bright wings. 11 Completing the cycle of ontological unityr 

Hopkins pictures a caring God over both nature and man. 

That God has made man to have dominion over the earth 

and has invested in him the responsibility for his environ

ment is the subject of "Ribblesdale," a strongly ecological 
\. 

poem, probably .written from Stonyhurst in 1882: 

EARTH, sweet Earth, sweet landscape, with leaves throng 
And louched low ~rass, heaven that dost appeal 
To, with no tongue to plead, no heart to feel; 
That canst but only be, but dost.that long--

Thou canst but be, but that thou well dost; strong 
Thy plea wj __ th hin1 who dealt, nay does not deal, 
Thy lovely dale down thus and thus bids reel 
Thy river, and o'er gives all to rack or wrong . 

And what is Earth's eye, tongue, or heart else, where 
Else, but in dear and dogged rnan?--Ah, the heir 
To his own self-bent so bound, so tied to his turn, 

To thriftless reave both our rich round world bare 
And none reek of world after , this bids wear 
Earth brows of such care, care and dear concern. 

Although most critics ·agree with Gardner that this poem has 

never been popular and that it exists to show the perfection 
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of nature in contrast with the moral deliquency of man, George 

Goodin contends that "it is possible to see underlying this 

contrast an equally important similarity between the two 

creatures · Earth and man. 1131 In Goodin's view, both man and 

nature are in a fallen state because of original sin. Nature 

cannot plead because she has no tongue and must depend upon 

man 's redeeming himself for her own redemption •. Goodin states 

that "The poem argues the moral similarity of man and nature 

from an observed physical similarity between motions of man 

.and river. 1132 However, man is responsible for his bending; 

the river is not. Obviously , the poem asserts its meaning on 

multilevels of understanding, one of which has been neglected . 

In this poem, written six years after "God's Grandeur" and 

following a disturbing sojourn in Liverpool during which time 

he wrote very little poetry, Hopkins seems not so sure that 

0 nature is never spent." In the first two quatrains, he 

attempts to delineate tpe relationship of Earth to "him who 

dea'it" and even now controls the "lovely dale" and "bids 

reel/rrhy river." But God also permits the "rack or wrong" 

that Earth is made to suffer. In the final two tercets 

Hopkins shows the relationship of Earth to man. In the com

plex unity of creation, Earth has no "eye, tongue., or h~art" 

31George Goodin, "Man and Nature in Hopkins ' 
' Ribblesdale,' 11 Notes & Queries 204 (1959) :453. 

32rbid., p. 454. 
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except that of "dear and dogged man," who is " so bound" and 

"tied" to his own selfishness that he drains 1.1 nature of her 

resources, giving no thought to future generations. He vio

lates the Christian concept of man as a steward of the earth 's 

resources. Disturbing the balance--the interdependence of man 

and nature--affects man's ability to enjoy the unadulterated 

splendor and magnificence of the natural world •. Man should 

live in harmony with his environment, but his destruction of 

nature's beauties and his disregard for her bounty "reave" the 

"world bare" with a "thriftless," non-caring attitude. 

The poem attacks man primarily for exploiting nature's 

bounty and warns against the consequences of man's failure to 

practice conservation of natural resources. It advocates 

conservation instead of "thriftless reave." It represents 

also Hopkins' sensitivity to his environment and his elegiac 

response to deterioration of the landscape by "man's smudge ." 

It clearly delineates the interdependence of man and nature 

and ·corrununicates the ecological concept of man as steward of 

God's creation. 

Hopkins further emphasizes the mutual relationships of 

God, Nature , and Man by delineating the complex unity of 

nature while individuating each organism. Such poems as "The 

Starlight Night" and "Pied Beauty" attest to his intellectual 

co1nprehension of many effects sirnul taneously and his 
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understanding of the interdependence of various organisms 

within the unified whole of creation. In "The Starlight 

Night," the poet bids the reader to gaze upon the orderliness 

0£ creation, to look first at the stars in the skies, then at 

the "fire-folk si.tting in the air," then at the "dim-woods," 

"farmyard," and "orchard." nrrhe world is charged with the 

grandeur of God" at night time as well as in the. daylight, 

and one can behold his light vividly contrasted with the dark

ness. The light of His mystical presence unites all parts of 

the firmament and provides a "Christ home" for Christ, Mary, 

the saints, and their harvest . The beauty reflected in the 

"stars," the "fire-folk," the "elves'-eyes 11 in the "dim 

woods," and "airy a.beles set on a flare" provides a kind of 

spiritual currency free to everyone for buying Goa. 33 Mariani 

makes a ?ertinent observation that other critics seemingly 

have missed: that in deliberately changing the perspective 

from looking up at the skies to looking down, Hopkins causes 

the· reader ''to see the unity of all creation and to glean 

Christ operative in all nature. 1134 

f rn "Pied Beauty," Hopkins praises God for the rich 

variety in nature and recognizes at the same time a unity 

wi triin dive ·r- s i ty. "Glory be to God for dappled things 11 

(l irn~ l) , · ·· poet sings. Then he meticulously catalogues 

3 3 · · ga Mar 1.an1., p.. ./. 3 4 Ibid a , p • 9 8 • 
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those ·"dappled things" that compose his environment: "skies 

of couple-colour as a brinded cow," "trout" with '' rose

moles," fallen chestnuts and "finches' wings." Then the poet 

turns from the various beauties of the natural world to the 

mark which rnan 1 s labor has left upon the "Landscape plotted 

and pieced--fold, fallow, and plough" (line 5) and then to 

"all trades, their gear and tackle and trim" (line 6). 

Hopkins discloses man's relationship to his world and hi s 

dependence upon his environment for economic well-being . 

Hopkins' knowledge of the complex ecological relation

ships of individual organisms to each other finds expression 

in this poem. Citing the rich variety in nature, Hopkins 

employs compounding to show that the wonders of nature cannot 

ba classified easily. Furthermore , he s~nses a unity in dif

fer.ences .. For example , he calls attention to the commonali 

ties of things unrelated , like skies and a cow , fish and 

r o ses , firecoills and chestnuts . 3 5 The spatial distribution 

of the various species encompasses air, land, and water , and 

the b i ological distribution includes both the animal and 

vegetable king·doms . Each organism relates to .its environment 

in a particular manner or pattern and performs its particular 

function: "rose-moles all in stipple," 1'trout that swim·, " 

chestnuts that fall , finches with wings for flying, and 

culti vated l and. It is a complex, variegated environment , 

35 Bump , PP~ 230-31. 
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composed of climatic , edaphic , and biotic factors . Although 

Hopkins has left no evidence that he ever knew the word 

"ecology," it was a term used in 1873 to designate a branch 

of biology that dealt with mutual relationships of organisms 

d th . . t 36 an eir environmen s . Hopkins developed his knowledge of 

the patterns of relationships between organisms from his 

close observation of nature . His environmental .awareness 

includes the sky (climatic factor) , the earth (edaphic 

factor), and cow, trout, chestnut, bird (biotic factors), plus 

the traditional elements--earth, water , air, fire--that make 

up the unity of the biosphere. Unity and variety sustain 

each other, and both are necessary in the order of things~ 37 

In the remaining lines of "Pied Beauty," Hopkins 

makes a universal application of his observations of "dappled 

things " in nature" 

All things counter, original spare, strange; 
Whatever is fickle, freckled (who knows how?) 

With swift, slow; sweet, ~our; adazzle, dim; 
He fathers-forth whose beauty is past change : 

Praise him~ 

All things have their individual differences, which make them 

unique. Alliteration further emphasizes their dichotomous 

relationships : "swift, slow; sweet, s our ; adazzle, dim." 

However diverse or "counter" it may be, each is a part of the 

360ED gives "ecology" as a variant of "CE colog.y 11 

and 1873 as its earliest date in usage. 

37 
Bump, p .. 232 .. 
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unified whole in some strange way. In the last line the poet 

affirms the unchangeable nature of God's beauty in His crea

tion. "Fathers-forth" declares God's continuing presence in 

His world and His protective love for "all things counter." 

God's beauty is the constant factor that permeates and unites 

all the variables.J 

If Hopkins had recognized dualisms only~-the man

versus-nature dualism, for example--what he had to say about 

nature would be of little ecological value. Bump points out 

that nthe idea of an 'ecosystem' remains indispensable--a 

special equilibrium achieved not by the levelling of individual 

variety but by promoting it, a harmonious unity of contained 

conflicts, a special interlocking of the self-seeking actions 

of individual organisms and the communal well-being upon which 

they are dependent."38 Hopkins most forcefully expresses th.is 

idea of the interdependency of various members of the living 

species in his protest against the felling of his "aspens 

deara in 1879 .. He records both his personal anguish and his 

fear of disturbing the delicate balance in nature: 

O if we but knew what we do 
When we delve or hew--

Hack and rack the growing green! 
Since country is so tender 

To touch, her being so slender, 
That, like this sleek and seeing ball 
But a prick will make no eye at all. 

( "BinseyPoplars," 11 . 9~-15) 

38 b"d 2?7 2° 1 ' 1. . , pp. " - '.)., 
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He also warns that future generations will be unable to enjoy 

beauty at all if man continues to destroy the rural scene: 

Where we, even where we mean 
To mend her we end her, 

When we hew or delve: 
After-comers cannot guess the beauty been. 

Ten or twelve, only ten or twelve 
Strokes or havoc unselve 

The sweet especial scene, 
Rural scene, a rural scene, 
Sweet especial rural scene. 

(11. 16-24) 

Hopkins was especially sensitive to the felling of 

trees, and he recorded the following impression in his journal 

in 1873: 

The ashtree growing in the corner of the garden was 
felled. It was lopped first: I heard the sound and 
looking out and seeing it maimed there came at that 
moment a great pang and I wished to die and not t~ 
see the inscapes of the world destr~yed any more . 9 

When he assumed his duties as a curate at St. Aloysius ' 

Church , Oxford, in 1879, he saw that the row of popular trees 

which had lined the river bank of the nearby village of 

Binsey had been destroyed. No doubt, Hopkins had enjoyed 

the scene many times while a student at Oxford. The sight 

of such devastation evoked a personal response of grief for 

the loss of natural beauty from the landscape. 

Destruction of nature's wildness was a grave concern 

to Hopkins. Having witnessed the results of mining on ~he 

lands cape in Wales, he said: 

'10 ....,:.1p. k J. C , A Hopkins Reader, p. 111 • 
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••• Portmadoc and all N. Wales seem to live upon 
slate, to get which they are quarrying away great 
mountains: no where I suppose in Europe is such a 
subjection of nature to man to be witnessed. The 
end is that the mountains vanish, but in the 
process they take a certain beauty midway between 
wildness and art. 

(Letters 1:226) 

In 1879 he told Bridges that he was planning a poem on the 

"decline of wild nature" (Le t ters 1:73). Donald Mcchesney 

points to Hopkins' use of wilderness as a symbol of something 

necessary to his being--a contact with the "freshness" of 

"deep down thing."40 This deep longing for solitude and the 

wild places appears as early as 1865 in "The Alchemist in 

the City": 

But I desire the wilderness 
Or weeded landslips of the shore. 

(st. 6, 11. 3-'l) 

On his first visit to Loch Lomond, when he stopped for a few 

minutes at Inversnaid , the beauty of the landscape made a 

lasting impression on his mind (Letters .3:288). It was this 

impression that led to the composition of "Inversna.id," which 

h,2 completed on 12 September 1881.. In stanza one of the poem, 

he likens the movement of the burn, Arklet Water, that flows 

namong the Trossachs and enters Loch Lomond near the hamlet of 

Inversnaia•• to the gal l oping of a horse as it races home:41 

40Dona.ld Mcchesney, A Hopkins Commentary : An Explana
tory Comrnentary on the Main Poems, 1876-89 (London:-University 
of London Press , 1968) , p. 118. 

41Milward, PP~ 76-77. 
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THIS darksorne burn , horseback brown , 
His rollrock highroad roarin~ down , 
In coop and in comb the · fleece of his foam 
Flutes and low to the lake falls home . 

In stanza two the rushing waters of the burn pass through a 

"pitchblack" whirlpool of despair : 

A windpuff-bonnet of fawn-froth 
Turns and twidles over the broth 
Of a pool so pitchblack , fell-frowning, 
It rounds and rounds Despair to drowning e 

But the dew sparkling and "dappled" hillsides in stanza three 

offer a contrast to the darkness of the pool : 

Degged with dew, dappled with dew 
Are the groins of the braes that the brook treads through , 
Wiry heathpacks, flitches of fern, 
And the beadbonny ash that sits over the burn . 

Finally , in stanza four, caught up in the wonder of the land

scape, the poet makes a plea for conservation : 

What would the wor ld be , once bereft 
Of wet and o f wildness? Let them be left , 
O let them be left, wildness and wet; 
Long l ive the weeds and the wilderness yet . 

Reading like the cry of a twentieth..:..century environmentalist, 

these lines leave no doubt as to the poet's concern for pre

serving the ecological balance. Hopkins real ized that 

urbanization was a myth, that man cannot build an entirely 

artificial environment, much less survive in one~ He feared 

the ecological consequences of urbanization, knowing ful l 

wel l that man is dependent upon nature for his mental and his 

physical health. For Malthus the great problem had been how 

to feed the starving masser;. Beyond the actual dependency of 
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man upon nature for his "daily bread" lay his need for 

spiritual sustenance. Hopkins questioned the quality of a 

life devoid of beauty. He lamented the passing of the "sweet 

rura l scene ." 

In spite of his preference for the "wilderness" and 

the "sweet especial rural scene," Hopkins lived much of his 

adult life in the industrial cities, where pollution sapped 

his energies and his spirit. Hopkins found life in Chester

field "as dark as ditch-water" and the air at Bedford Leigh 

"charged with smoke." He hated the "stench of sulphuretted 

hydrogen" at St. Helen's. He referred to Liverpool as a · 

"hellhole," where the air was so foul that he could not see 

the sun and the river was coated over with a slime. Glasgow 

and Dublin too were "wretched," "joyless," and "smoky." He 

liked London better than other cities but preferred a farm in 

the country ·where ~here were 11 glowworms" and "new milk." 

\!1n "The Sea and the Skylark·," Hopkins exposes the 

myth of urba.nizati.on in a comparison of city and country life, 

but more importantly, he exposes the myth of so-called progress 

and its attending ironie3 in his comparison of the beauties 

of the natural world and the shallowness cf "ou~c sordid 

turbid time" : 

ON ear and ear two noices too old to end 
Trench--right , the tide that ramps against the shore; 
With a flood or a fall, l ow lull-off or all roar, 

Frequenti ng there while moon shall wear and wend. 
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Left hand, off land, I hear the lark ascend 
His rash-fresh re-winded new-skeined score 
In crisps of curl off wild winch whirl, arid pour 

And p~lt music, till none's to spill nor spend. 

How these two shame this shallow and frail town! 
How ring right out our sordid turbid ticie, 

Being pure! We, life's pride and cared-for crown, 

Have lost that cheer and charm of earth's past prime: 
Our make and making break, are breaking , down 

To man's last dust, drain fast towards man's first slime. 

In the octave of this sonnet, Hopkins develops two aura l 

images which in their purity shame the artificial environment 

that man has constructed for himself. The sound of the sea 

ramping against the shore and the song of the bird pelting 

out its music are "too old to end"; moreover, by performinq

their particular functions in nature, they refresh and 

regenerate their energies. Here the sounds of "God's Grandeur" 

reach out to the listening ears of the speaker as he strolls 

westward along the shores of the I rish Sea at the small Welsh 

. . t f Rhyl. 42 m..J_ning own o Three wild things attract the poet's 

a ttention--the tide, the moon, and the lark--each by nature's 

laws bound to the other in a kind of natural choreography . 

The tide regularly beats against the shore, the moon slowly 

pursues its course, and the lark spontaneously sings its song . 

Each has a specific tempo but exhibits what Sulloway calls 

11 the legitimate energy of wild things that have not disobeyed 

their Cn~,;:1.tor .. "43 They are in harmony with each other, and 

42Mariani , p~ 104 . 43 Sulloway , pp. 84-85. 
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they are in harmony with God, even though their rhythms may 

be counterpointed . 

When the poet shifts his observation from the wild 

things to the civilized town, he recognizes the myth of urban

ization and the ironies of progress, for the town is "shallow" 

and "frail" in comparison to the wild things. Man's energies 

have somehow miscarried in the myth of progress.: "Our make 

and making break, are breaking down'' (1. 13). The purity of 

wild things shames the impurity of the town. Like the 

unhealthy town heavy with polluted air, the age is " sordid " 

and "turbid." Sulloway calls attention to the similarity 

between Hopkins' message here and Ruskinst principle of mora l 

decay: 

The sh.allm, and frail town, with its soulless 
denizens, is like one of Ruskins' stagnant pools 
or mounds of dead dust, each harbouring within 
itself the bare·ly moving bodies of moribund 
things (VII , 207). In the sestet all available 
energy is directed toward moral evolution in 
reverse,,44 

Man has spent his energies in a worthless cause. He, "life's 

pride and cared--for crown," has followed self-interest for 

monetary gain and thereby "lost that cheer and charm ." His 

times are heavy with smoke and filth and his mind is muddled 

and co~fused8 Losing sight of the realities of life in pur

suing materia l t hings , he ha.s been his own "unmaking ." Far 

--···-------------
44rb · ~ as l <...4,,, p. . . 
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from achieving success in life, he has only progressed back

ward "towards man's first slime." In the balance· of nature 

the wild things are in perfect harmony, but the town is out 

of tune :di 

And the azurous hung hills are his world-wielding 
shoulder 

Majestic--as a stallion stalwart, very-violet-sweet!-
These things, these things were here and but the 

beholder 
Wanting. 

("Hurrahing in Harvest," 11. 9-12) 

Hopkins finished out his life in the city of Dublin 

where shortly before his death he wrote: "And our whole 

civilisation is dirty, yea filthy, and especially in the 

north; for is it not dirty, yea filthy, to pollute the air 

as Blackburn and Widnes and St. Helen's are polluted and the 

water as the Thames and the Clyde and the Irwell are 

polluted?" (Letters 1:299). Ironically, such relationships 

between environmental and human deterioration do exist. 

Hopkins was keenly sensitive to social problems. He thought 

that the industrialization of England had produced slight 

benefits for any except the ruling classes, certainly none 

for the laborers. He felt the misery of the poor huddled in 

the crowded cities, and he feared the influence of radicals 

that threatened social organization. As Victorians became 

more independent of the constraints of nature, Hopkins saw 

tha t they also grew more obl ivious to her beauties~ He 
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observed that the natural environmnet was being utilized 

irresponsibly so that resources were being depleted, and air 

and water supplies becoming unfit for hu..111an consumption. 

Consequently, he judged that the human population had reached 

a point of imbalance with the environment. Thus he ques

tioned the very survival of human society a~d looked to 

persons i.n places of leadership in government fo:t:" answers 

to England's economic, social, and political problems. 



CHAPTER IV 

GOVERNMENT: INFLUENCE AND REFLECTION 

Although Hopkins was often critical of Victorian 

society and blamed governmental leaders for their failure to 

govern wisely, he was, nevertheless, a proud, patriotic 

Englishman . This fact often has been overlooked, by critics 

because other Englishmen suspected that his faith demanded 

allegiance to Rome or that Jesuits living in comparative 

isolation from the current political scene were not concerned 

about affairs of state. But Hopkins, like Newman and other 

Catholic converts, remained British in his religious life and 

recalled when England herself had embraced the true faith and 

her subjects had made pilgrimages to a C~tholie shrine : 1 

Deeply surely I need to deplore it, 
Wondering why my master bore it, 

The r i ving off that race 
So at home , time was, to his truth ~nd grace 

That a starlight-wender of ours would say 
The marvellous Milk was Walsingham Way . 

And one--but let be, let be: 
More, more than was will yet be. 

("The Loss of the Eurydice ," 11 . 97-104) 

Hopkins greatly desired that his country should return to the 

Catholic faithu Two poems end with prayers which are devoted 

to th.at end. But however much he prayed as a Catholic for 

lwarren, "Inscape of Instress," p. 161. 
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the conversion of England, he also prayed as a patriot 

Englishman for his country. 2 The ·relation that his religion 

bore to his politics was like that which he ascribe~ to the 

Irish in a letter written to his mother on Christmas Day, 

1887: 

Many hundreds come to the rail, with the unfailing 
devotion of the Irish; whose religion hangs sus
pended over their politics as the blue sky over 
the earth, both in one landscape but immeasurably 
remote and without contact or interference. 

(Letters 3:183) 

Although his pride in being English sometimes approached 

Victorian chauvinism, as in "The Soldier" and "What shall I 

do for the land that bred me," his deep and genuine love of 

country, for all her faults, identifies the poet with the 

prevailing national egoism of the later Victorian years. 3 

Hopkins was not, like Macaulay, blind to Victorian 

England ' s faults. He understood that her civilization had 

its defects, but he took irr.mens.e pride ~n her achievements, 

believing that her democratic principles represented the 

best ; " ••• Pritish freedom is the best, the only success

ful freedom, but that is because .... those who have 

d,?.veloped that freedom have done so with the aid of law and 

obedience to law " {Letters 3:367). Like Whitinan, Hopkins 

b2licved that true freedom could be attained only through 

2sulloway, p .. 7. 

3Gardner, ~ ~~uir, 2:28. 
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knowledge of and obedience to the law. 4 In politics he held 

the conservative view that control of freedom by ·1aw was both 

wise and necessary for the survival of the British Empire, 

"which now trembles," he said, "in the balance held in the 

hand of unwisdom" (Letters 3:366-67)~ Hopkins feared that 

politically Britain had not remained true to ''the name and 

ideal which would recommend and justify our Empire" (Letters 

3:367). Everywhere the cry was "Freedom," when it should 

have been "Law and Freedom, Freedom and Law" (Lett~~ 3:367). 

Hopkins realized that the crucial task for Victorian 

politicians was to bring about some reconciliation between 

individual freedom and obligation to the Empire--the par

mount aggregate. Eighteenth-century revolutions in France 

and America had caused the specter of catastrophe to hover 

dangerously close to the political horizon throughout the 

nineteenth century. There was always the sense of living 

between the old order and the new and of having lost some

thing essential to the reconstruction of a unified society. 

Victorians invented the phrase mal ~u siecle to describe 

th . . . 5 .eir uncertainties. Haunted by the fear of revolution, 

-·- -------·----
4Matthiessen, p. 591 • 
.. 
~Crane Brinton, hVictorian Political Thought: Con-

clus i ons,0 in The Makin<:r of Victorian England {Cambridge : 
Havard Univer sity Press, 1962), rpt. Backgrounds to Victorian 
Literature, edo Richard A. Levine (San Francisco : ·~chandler 
Publishing Company 1 1967), p. 264. 
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Victorian statesmen groped toward a political order that 

would accommodate social change. 

From the time of the French Revolution until 1830 the 

old Tory party had been in control of government almost with

out exception : however , from 1830 to 1874 Whig and Tory con

trol alternated , and old party labels bore less significance 

than before or after. Both Whig and Tory seemep willing to 

follow the signs of the times and to advocate what seemed 

expedient for the moment. While the Whigs had carried the 

first Reform Bill in 1832 , Whigs and Tories alike competed for 

the privilege of carrying the second Reform Bill of 1867. The 

conservative party was ·laughingly referred to in Coningsby 

(184 4) as "' Toryrnen and Whig measures.'" 6 When Sir Robert 

Peel , leader of the conservative Torie~, thought that the 

imminence of famine required repeal of the Corn Laws, 

Benjamin Disraeli attacked and denounced Peel's stand and 

called for his resignation . Peel had sought to preserve old 

institutions but to admit reform where expediency demanded 

it~ He understood the needs of his country and to a very great 

extent shaped British politics of the Victorian Age.7 

6
0. c. Somervell, English Thought in the Nineteenth 

.cr::1~tury (New York: Longmans, 1936), pp. 73-7g;- --------

7winston Churchill, A History of the English Speaking 
?e~pl~, vol. 4: Th~ Great Democracies (New York: Dodd, Mead 
& Company, 1958), pp. · 61-62 . 
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This confrontation between Peel and Disraeli came when 

Hopkins was one year old, but it was Disraeli's brand of con

servation that Hopkins· espoused as a man. Disraeli criticized 

Peel 's conservative policy because it was not conservative 

enough, was totally without principle, and in fact was "an 

organized hypocrisy ." 8 In spite of Disraeli's strong opposi

tion to what he felt amounted to compromise of ~ory principles , 

he did not emerge as leader of his party until 1868 when the 

issues of politics again became clearly delineated according 

to conservative (Tory) and liberal (Whig) policies and princi

ples.9 Disraeli served two times as Prime Minister, once in 

1868 and again from 1874-1880 until the Troy defeat in April 

of that year . 

Conservative in his own politic's, Hopkins rejoiced 

at the Tory victory in 1874, saying "The Conservative reaction 

what a reality it is! The Spectator says the Liberal party is 

smitten hip and thigh" (Letters 3:60). At Disraeli's defeat 

in 188 0, Hopkins wa s equally "gloomy" over the elections , 

saying "And I tell myself that I ought to have no politics 

and that I have burned my fingersn (Letters 3:157-58). 

Hopkins deeply admired Disraeli and thought "that he, of all 

8somervell, p . 74. 

9nGladstone, e: New ~entury Handbook of Enqlish Litera·
ture, ed. Clarence L. Barnhart and William D .- Ha isey, rev:-e"d . 
(New York: Appleton/Century/Crofts, 1956; Meredith Publishing 
Company, 1967) , p. 491a 
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eminent statesmen, was truly devoted to and truly promoted 

the honour of England; that -he, a Jew born, was above all 

things a British patriot" (Letters 3:343). 

Conversely, Hopkins disliked William Ewart Gladstone 

and lambasted his policies at every opportunity. But 

Gladstone, the "Grand Old Man" of the House of Conunons, was 

Prime Minister three times during Hopkins' lifetime. 

Gladstone 's political leadership was rivaled only by that of 

his acknowledged opponent, Hopkins' beloved Disraeli. In 

reference to Gladstone in 1885, Hopkins declared that politics 

depressed him, especially under the "present Prime Minister" 

(Lett~ 3:171). Gladstone, having entered politics in 1832 

as a Tory conservative, leaned toward Liberalism at mid

century and by 1868 became the undisputed leader of the 

Whigs .10 Hopkins, having referred to himself as a Conununist 

in 1871, also reversed his political philosophy by 1879 when 

he wrote to Baillie: "To think I could ever have called my-

self a Liberal! 'The Devil was the first Whig'" (Letters_ 

3:243). This cryptic note leaves little doubt as to Hopkins' 

sentiments toward the Whig party leader or his own party 

politics .. 

The Whigs, like the Tories, represented the landed 

classes, and they lacked effective measures for dealing with 

lOrbid .. 
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the needs of · the masses. They took serious issue with the 

Tories only on Catholic Emancipation and enfranchisement of 

the middle classes. 11 Generally speaking, they represented 

the middle classes and the Benthamite utilitarian liberal 

orthodoxy to which Hopkins was unalterably opposed. The bulk 

of the legislation passed during the middle years of the 

nineteenth century represented the influence of.the 

Benthamite formula of the "greatest happiness of the greatest 

number." So far as franchisement was concerned, Somervell 

points out that it resulted in "the liberation of legal 

restrictions of all individuals who were capable of intelli

gent and useful activity--all, let us say, who were neither 

children, lunatics, paupers, or criminals."12 Political 

power moved steadily toward the numerical majority, broaden

ing franchisement first for men, second for the middle 

classes, and finally for the working classes. As the nature 

of the electorate changed, the distribution of power shifted 

from the House of Lords to the House of Commons# as the 

influence of the aristocracy and religion greatly diminished . 

An awareness of social change and fear of revolution induced 

attitudes favorable to social legislation to accommodate 

change, but truthfully, much legislation was passed simply 

llchurchiil, 4:11. 

12somervell, p. 79. 
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to keep the lower social orders passive. Broadening the 

franchise did not fit the masses for self rule.13 

In "Tom's Garland," Hopkins deals with this issue, 

which Altick defines as "how to accommodate the nation's 

political structure and even more importantly, its culture, 

to the power now within the grasp of the conunon man. 1114 The 

concept of universal suffrage , though not compl~te, had been 

evolving over several decades but its ultimate consequences 

had been largely ignored , as Hopkins indicates in the first 

fourteen lines of his poem . With the passage of the Third 

Reform Bill in 1884, which gave the vote to agricultural and 

industrial workers, the conservative dread of bourgeois 

democracy came closer to being a reality than ever before . 

Hopkins questions what the common laborer really known about 

politics and self-rule . He had observed the misery of the 

poor, and he recognized that the working classes did not 

receive a fair share of the nation '·s prosperity. But whereas 

' 
he sympathized with the poor, his more radical views were 

altered by the conservati sm of his class and his religious 

faith . His ability to see both sides of social and political 

questions resulted in the unresolved conflicts of "Tom's 

13John M. Robson, "Thoughts on Social Change arid 
Politlc.:il Accommodation in Victorian Britain," in The Mind 
and Art of Victorian Enqland , ed . Josef L. Altholz~-- ~~ 
(Minneapolis: The Univ~rsity of Minnesota Press , 1976), 
pp. 90-91. 

14 . 
Al tick, Y.icto~~:1n People, p.. 14. 
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Garland"--how to accommodate the political, economic, and 

social structures to social . change. More to the point, he 

feared the "Radical Levelers," the "Manwolf, worse," whose 

"packs infest the age." 

Extremist Radical leaders openly supported the growing 

political agitation and gradually began to develop into a 

political movement; They blamed the government.for the social 

misfortune of the people- Both Whigs and Tories were 

frightened by Radicalism and ignorant of how to deal with 

public prosperity, and they took inefficient measures to 

relieve human suffering. Since political tradition looked to 

Parliament: to cure the evils of the day, when it did not, or 

could not, agitation demanded Parliamentary Reform. Demon

strations continued, but when leaders w~re arrested under the 

Riot Act, crowds usually dispersed. However, these alarums 

gave evidence of smoldering discontent, if not open rebellion, 

in a society already fearful ot" revolution. 15 

Th~s sense of some national, if not cosmic, disaster 

permeates Hopkins' literary works and also colors his 

response to Victorian politics. As Sulloway says, "like many 

Victorians he was affected with a tortured chauvinism, as 

ti'wu.gh troubled England was an extension of himself. 11 l 6 

15churchill, 4:10-12. 

16 11 . 5 Su oway, p. • 
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He was painfully aware of the radical changes in society and 

the test of political strength which these changes placed 

upon those in government. He examined the individual citizen 

in his world and thought him to be a misfit. He looked at 

the political structures, and in characteristic Victorian 

uneasiness, he warned of national peril: "My own people and 

born own nation,/Fast foundering own generation'.' ( "The Loss 

of the Eurydice," 11. 87-88). In 1881 he wrote to Bridges: 

"The state of the country is indeed sad, I might say it is 

heartbreaking, for I am a very great patriot" (Lett~ 1:131-

32). By this time he had grown weary of England 's failure to 

deal successfully with her problems. 

Living in Ireland as a 11 great patriot" of England 

during the five years prior to his death proved to be a diffi

cult mission for Hopkins. "To seem the stranger lies my lot, 

my life/Among strangers" ("To seem the stranger," 11. 1-2) 

calls attention to his separation from family and from 

"England whose honour O all my heart woos, wife/To my 

creating thought'' (116 5-6). Living in Ireland as an English 

patriot among Jesuits who actively supported Irish national

isra placed Hopkins in an awkward position. Daily he 

encountered Irish discontent. "We have enemies here--indeed 

~-rhat is Ireland," he asks rhetorically, "but an open or 

secret war of fierce enmities of every sort?" (Letters 3:163). 
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Ordinarily he had a strong dislike for civil disobedience of 

any kind. On one particular occasion, however, he attended 

a "monster meeting" of protesting Irishmen in Phoenix Park. 

Although he relates to his mother that the meeting was not 

very "monster" nor the people very "excited," he admits in 

the same letter to a certain "grief of mind I go through over 

politics, over what I read and hear and see in .Ireland about 

Ireland and about England." He confesses too that his grief 

is "such that I can neither express it nor bear to speak of 

it" (Letters 3 : 1 7 0 ) • 

Even before Hopkins went to Ireland to live, he showed 

concern for the "lamentable" political strife between Ireland 

and England. As a member of the Balliol Debating Society 

wh.ile an undergraduate at Oxford, he pr'"epared a "defence of 

the Fenians" (~9urnals, p. 133). Also, Schneider's argument 

that his "wilder beast from West" in "Andromeda," composed in 

1879, refers to Irish nationalism offers interesting evidence 

that he was influenced by the political situation before going 

to Ireland to teach : 

NOW Time's Andromeda on this rock rude , 
With not her either beauty's equal or 
Her i njury's, l ooks off by both horns of shore , 
Her f lower, her piece of being, doomed dragon food. 

Time past she has been attempted and pursued 
By many blows and banes; but now hears roar 
A wilder beast from West than all wr~re , more 
Rife in her wrongs, more lawless, and more lewd. 
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Her Perseus linger and leave her to her extremes?-
Pillowy air he treads a time and hang s 
His thoughts on her, forsaken that she seems, 

All while her patience, ~orselled into pangs, 
Mounts; then to slight disarming, no one dreams, 
With Gorgon 's gear and barebill/thongs and ·fangs. 

Hopkins believed Irish nationalism to be "more/Rife in her 

wrongs , more lawless, and more lewd" (11. 7-8) than any threat 

England had known in the past. At this time Hopkins was in 

England looking west to Ireland and perhaps beyond to 

America. 17 At a later date he indignantly protested America's 

support of violent Irish nationalism: 

. is Ireland , are the tenant-farmers satisfied? 
They are less so than ever before; their spokesmen 
in and out of parliament more violent, their 
champions in Ireland and America more bent on out
rage, as dynamite and laying London in ruins, than 
when the Irish were without power and without redress. 

(Letters 3 :28 7) '" 

Also, at the Phoenix Park protest incident in 1885, he 

noticed "the star s and stripes" among the banners (Letters 

3:169 ). His "Andromeda," representing the spirit of .England, 

seems to be "doomed dragon food." Hopkins points out the 

cri t ical political conflict that Andromeda suffe rs at the 

h a nds of the Irish and the Church (perhaps America, too) and 

e xpr esses much of the personal pain that comes from his own 

divided loyalties . 18 

17schneider, pp . 180- 81. 

lBibid., p. 181 . 
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Hopkins' intense "grief .of mind" arose from the con

flicts of conscience which he could not escape. A conserva

tive , middle-class Englishman, he found the "honour" of his 

country challenged by Irish nationalists whose children he 

must teach and "Kind love both give and get" ("To seem the 

stranger ," 1. 11). What was most galling to Hopkins was the 

fact that he could do very little about the situation except 

to pray. 19 In his meditation notes of March 17, 1885 , he 

reminds himself to "ask his help for Ireland in all its needs 

and for yourself in your position" (Sermons, p . 260). 

Even though his personal politics and his position in 

Ireland as a 1Jesui t priest led to frustration and "grief of 

mind , 11 Hopkins came to realize that his position also pro

vided a particularly advantageous perspective from which to 

view English civilization. In 1886 he wrote to Patmore: "It 

is good to be in Ireland to hear how enemies, and those 

rhetoricians, can treat the things that are unquestioned at 

hom.e 11 (Letters 3 : 367). Just as Hopkins realized that resent

ments smoldered among the poor "Undenizened, beyond bound/Of 

earth's glory, earth's ease" ("Tom's Garland, 11.. 15-16) of 

the starving masses in England's industrial cities, his 

sense of justice caused him to see that not all of Ireland 's 

grievances against the Crown were without ~ome justification. 

In 188 5 he noted that the Prince and the Princess of Wales had 

19Mariani, p. 216. 
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visited Ireland and were well received by the Irish people, 

considering that Ireland owed little gratitude t6 the royal 

family. He pointed out that the Queen had spent much time 

in Scotland but had visited Ireland only three ·times during 

her reign and never had lived there (Letters 3:171). He 

blamed England's arrogant aloofness for a large part of the 

unrest in Ireland. 20 

In a letter to Bridges in 1887, Hopkins reproaches 

"those • who have control of the question" but fail to 

resolve the Irish issue: =· 

The will of the nation is divided and distracted8 
Its judgment is uninformed and misinformed, divided 
and distracted, and its action must be corresponding 
to its knowledge. It has always been the fault of 
the mass of Englishman [sic] to know and care nothing 
about Ireland, to let be what would~ there ••• now, 
as fa?t as these people wake up and hear what wrong 
England has done •.• to Ireland, they, like that 
woman in Ma.rk Twain, 'burst into tears and rushing 
upstairs sent a· pink silk parasol and a box of hair
pins to the seat of war!. 

(Letters .1: 2 56) 

In this same letter, Hopkins says that nothing else will 

satisfy the Irish except Horne Rule and that it was very likely 

to come. Even with the attendant problems of "crime, slander, 

and folly," Hopkins asserts that Home Rule is the only ·way 

out of a difficult and potentially explosive political 

situation. 

20Ibid., p. 215, n. 32. 
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Hopkins supported Home Rule for Ireland even though 

he knew it would be "a blow · at England." His stand seems, at 

first , inconsistent with his conservatism in political 

matters. Whereas he ·read and agreed with Matthew Arnold's 

condemnation of the bill in "The Nadir of Liberalism" and 

thought it could have been stronger, he believed that the 

"humbling" choice then lay between Home Rule or. Irish 

"rebellion, blood-shed," and greater "dishonour" (Letters_ 

3:274). On 1 June 1886, shortly before Gladstone's bill was 

to be brought to vote on June 7, Hopkins predicted that the 

bill would not pass (Letters 3:274, n. 2). 

Irish terriorism had deepened fears, and it had also 

stirred the prejudices of opponents to Horne Rule. 

Lord Randolph Churchill accused Gladstone of self-interest 

"'to gratify the ambitions of an old man in a hurry. 1
"

21 

Hopkins labeled Gladstone a "traitor." · The bill was defeated. 

Gladstone resigned, and Salisbury took office; the period of 

Liberal Whig dominance was ended because of the distaste for 

social reform and Gladstone's conversion to Home Rule. 22 

Hopkins disagreed with Gladstone's "surrender" of 

Empire at home and abroad, but he deeply regretted the 

decision of Parliament to deny Ireland self-rule, and he 

tried to convince family and friends in England that Home 

21churchill, 4: 352 . 22 Ibid~, 4 :3 52-53. 
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Rule "is better than worse things." He thought that he knew 

the Irish situation better than most Englishmen. He saw that 

every effort to meet Irish demands since the Land Act of 1881 

had failed to satisfy and appease the Irish people. The 

problem entailed more than a struggle for land and social 

reform. He reminded his friends that accommodation and 

coercion served only to inflame the Irish passion for 

"Nationhood." He thought the Irish people were completely 

lawless and had no civil allegiance and only a very "strainedn 

religious one. "Be assured of this,'' he wrote to Baillie in 

1887, "~ u • the mass of the Irish people own no allegiance 

to any existing law or ·government." Hopkins believed that 

revolution was inevitable. Whatever the cost of Home Rule, 

it was better than revolution in Hopkin'-s• opinion: "It is 

a hopeless task: they must have Horne Rule with all that it 

may cost both them and us" (Letters 3:281-83). 

But however deplorable he thought conditions in 

Ireland were 1 he contended that 11 the Transvaal is an unre

deemed disgrace" (~3tters 1:131). He reacted to the Boer 

uprising in 1881 with shock and utter dismay. The Boer 

Republic of the Tran3vaal had been annexed by Disraeli's 

Tory government . When Gladstone's liberal government came 

into power, the Boers expected to be freed. When the govern

ment failed to make concessions, the Boers revolted and 
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defeated the British a t Majuba Hill on the night of 

26 February 18 8 1 . 2 3 Hopkins , like other Victorians, was 

appalled by the defeat and called it an "unredeemed disgrace " 

(Letters 1 : 131) and "a stain upon our arms" (Letters 3: 158) . 

He thought that British troops had been cowardly, that they 

simply "funked and ran " (Letters 1:128). 24 The British had 

sufficient forces in South Africa to retaliate~ but Gladstone 

preferred negotiation, which resulted in the Pretoria Conven

tion of 1881 and finally in independence to the Transvaal in 

1884. 25 Hopkins . violently objected to _what he considered to 

be Gladstone ' s shameful surrender of the Empire: 

Such a thing was never heard in history. The dis
grace in itself is unspeakable. Still it might have 
been slurred over by pushing on the campaign. But 
Gladstone was equal to himself and the occasion. 
He professed that the Queen's honour was by this 
dishonour vindicated, made the convention , and 
stamped the memory of Majuba in the minds of all 
African colonists for ever. What one man could do 
to throw away a continent and weaken the bonds of a 
world wide empire he did. 

(Letters 3:293) 

Hopkins admired heroic attitudes of devotion to 

country, and he detested cowardice in anyone. Britain's 

mili~ary defeat was an unspeakable disgrace, but Gladstone's 

---··---.. ·---·-·-~-----
23churchill, 4:336. 

?. 4critics say that Hopkins' judgment of the disaster 
errs concerning the cowardice of officers and men. See 
Abbott , "Additional Notes," ~urther L~tters of Gerard Manley 
Hop_lci~, 3: 444 . 

25 I Churchill, 4:336-37. 
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actions were even more dishonorable. Hopkins contended that 

public men like Gladstone were traitors to the nation's honor. 

He thought that the national scene had become a "matter for 

tears" and that nowhere were statesmen of real genius to be 

found (Letters 3:287; 1:300). 

Hopkins tended to glorify heroic virtues of duty, 

honor, self-sacrifice, and devotion to one's coµntry. He 

thought that great soldiers inspired nobility in life through 

their sacrifice of self for the glory of England . He knew 

personally a young British soldier at Cowley Barracks who had 

been ordered to fight in the Second Afghan War (Letters 1:92, 

97) and made him the hero of his narrative poem "The Bugler's 

First Communion," which he wrote in 1879. The poet praises 

the virtues of this young English soldi~r who has inherited 

the "best gifts" of an English father and an Irish mother: 

A BUGLER boy from barrack (it is over the hill 
There)·--boy bugler, born, he tells me, of Irish 

Mother to an English sire (he 
Shares their best gifts surely, fall how things will) . 

(11. 1-4) 

Then as pries t he administers the sacraments as the boy had 

requested: 

This very very day came down to us after a boon he on 
My late being there begged of me, overflowing 

Boon in my bestowing, 
Carner I say, this day to it--to a First Communion. 

(11. 5-8) 

The boy "in regimental red" receives the body and blood of 

Christ, and the priest prays that Christ will give the 
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soldier a "dauntless" spirit and truthful tongue and will 

keep him pure: 

Here he knelt then in regimental red. 
Forth Christ from cupboard fetched, how fain I of feet 

To his youngster take his treat! 
Low-latched in leaf-light house! his too huge godhead. 

There! and your sweetest sendings, ah divine, 
By it, heavens, befall him! as a heart Christ's darling, 

dauntless ; 
Tongue true , vaunt-and tauntless; 

Breathing bloom of a chastity in mansex fine. 
(11 .. 9-16) 

The priest then asks Christ to be the soldier 's "kind comradeu 

and to order his days even as the stars: 

Frowning and forefending angel-warder 
Squander the hell-rook rands sally to molest him; 

March, kind comrade, abreast him; 
Dress his days to a dexterous and starlight order. 

(11. 17-20) 

Afterwards, the pr.i(~st ponders his own service to God and 

country in serving Christ ' s " royal ration" to "just such 

slips of soldiery. 1126 

Hopkins' admiration for "our redcoats" at times 

approached Victorian chauvinism. He admitted that he wrote 

patriotic songs with great difficulty because he tended to 

"spoon or brag" (Letters 1:283). In "The Soldier," the poet 

compares the soldier to Christ, concluding that Christ would 

wish to come again as a soldier: 

26Mariani, pp. 146-49. 
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Our redcoats, our tars? Both these being, the greater part, 
But frail clay, nay but foul clay. Here it i~: the heart, 
Since, proud, it calls the calling manly, gives a guess 
That , hopes that, makes believe, the men must be no less; 
It fancies, feigns, deems, dears the artist after his art; 
And fain will find as sterling a/1 as all is smart, 
And scarlet wear the spirit of war there express. 
Mark Christ our King. He knows war, served this soldier-

ing through; 
He of all can reeve a rope best9 There he bides in bliss 
Now, and seeing somewhere some man do all that man can do, 
For love he leans forth, needs his neck must fall on, kiss, 
And cry 'O Christ-done deed! So God-made-flesh does too: 
Were I come o'er again ' cries Christ 'it should be this'. 

Though too extravagant to be convincing, this praise does show 

Hopkins' pride in those ideals of nobleness of character that 

reflect honor upon one's country. The poet would hope that 

all "men must be no less" than the "manly" soldier and "wear 

the spirit of war th~re express." While it seems inconsistent 

with the priestly role to extol the "spirit of war," yet the 

military ideals--courage, strength, obedience and self

sacrifice--apply equally to the priest as a soldier of 
2.., 

Christ . ' These are the virtues that bring honor to one's 

country. 

"What shall I do for the land that bred me" is a 

patriotic song, written for soldiers. It stresses the duty 

of every soldier to live for the honor of England: 

WHA~ shall I do for the land that bred me, 
Her homes and fields that folded and fed me? 
Be under her banner and live for her honour: 
Under her banner I'll live for her honour. 

CHORUS. Under her banner we live for her honour. 

27Mariani, p. 258. 
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Not the pleasure, the pay, the plunder , 
Not country and flag, the flag I am under-
There is the shilling that finds me willing 
To follow a banner and fight for honour. 

CH. We follow her banner, we fight for her honour. 

Call me England's fame's fond lover , 
Her fame to keep, her fame to recover. 
Spend me or end me what God shall send me, 
But under her banner I live for her honour . 

CH. Under her banner we march for her honour. 

Where is the field I must play the man on? 
0 welcome there their steel or cannon. 
Immortal beauty is death with duty, 
If under her banner I fall for her honour. 

CH. Under her banner we fall for her honour. 

For this song, Hopkins chose a straightforward martial rhythm 

and a major key. 2 8 Furthermore, he answers his own question : 

11 we live for her honour"; "we fight for her honourn; "we march 

for her honour"; and "we fall for her honour." Too obviously 

chauvinistic for modern standards , the poem portrays the kind 

of excessive patriotism and loyalty to country that marked 

Hopkins' own devotion to "the land that bred" him, for he was 

truly 11 England' s fame's fond lover .·" 

Hopkins loved England 's fame and was extremely proud 

of being an Englishman: 

By the by if the English . race had done nothing 
else, yet if they left the world the notion of a 
gentleman, they would have done a great service to 
mankindo 

(Lette_EE_ 1: 176) 

28william Graves, "Gerard Manley Hopkins as Composer: 
An Interpretative Postscript," Victorian Poetry 1 (1962) :152. 
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Believing that poets and men of art should be gentlemen , he 

se t very high s t andards for himself and his fellow 

Victorians, and he implored his friends to assume thei r 

civic responsibilities . Moreover , he bel ieved that the 

English artist had a serious duty to perform for the good 

of the country: "A great wor k by an Englishman is like a 

great battle won by England . It is an unfad ing, bay tree " 

(Lett~ 1:231). Thus Hopkins ' great pride in country 

influenced his response to literary traditions . 



CHAPTER V 

LITERARY TRADITIONS : INFLUENCE 

AND REFLECTION 

In proclaiming the "oddities" and "obscurities" of 

Hopkins ' style, Bridges contributed to the unfortunate 

mystique which isolates Hopkins from his contemporaries and 

current literary traditions. Seemingly, neither he nor Canon 

Dixon fully understood or appreciated the rare poetic genius 

of their friend, though they both valu~d his criticism, as 

did Patmore, whose poems Hopkins said brought honor to 

Victorian England. Only very recently have literary scholars 

come to recognize that Hopkins' poems reflect major 

Victorian concerns. Even less widely Accepted has been the 

suggestion that his innovative style is deeply rooted in his 

own times. Actually, what he accomplished for English poetry 

grew .out of his own assessment of the weaknesses that he per-

~eived in the works of nineteenth-century poets. "The 

strictly poetical insight and inspiration of our poetry seems 

to me to be of the very finest, finer perhaps than the Greek," 

he wrote to Dixon, "but its rhetoric is inadequate-·-seldom 

firstrate , mostly only just sufficient, sometimes even below 

par" (Le-!=-ters 2:141). Recognizing this weakness, he developed 

his own · theory of poetic rhetoric and freed himself from the 

147 
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mania for traditional conventions and techniques in search of 

a style that more nearly revealed the intelligence of his 

age. And Hopkins did contend that" ••• a perfect style must 

be of its own age" (Letters 2: 99,}. In other words, poetry 

and the intelligence of the age must . stay in touch. Further

more, to be persuasive, the rhetoric of poetry must fuse with 

intelligence to impart the emotional intensity.of human 

experiences. The poet who can best communicate the soul oE 

his age possesses a particular sensitivity to life and an 

ability to communicate through patterns of speech the special 

essence of his experiences. Hopkins possessed thoroughly 

Victoridn sensibilities . Moreover , he was , of all his con

temporaries, most conscious of the potentialities of language. 

Had he consented to publish his works,~he mi9ht have given a 

new direction to Victorian poetry , for as Leavis points out 1 

Hopkins was the rare genius ~in which technical originality 

is inseparable from the rare adequacy of mind, sensibility 

and spir it that it vouches for." 1 But Hopkins' influence in 

his own time extended only to a few close. friends. l\~fter 

Hopkins ' death, Bridges carefully withheld his friend 's poems 

from publication for thirty years. While some critics extol 

Bridges' wisdom in waiting until the intellectual climate 

might become receptive to Hopkins, others regret exceedingly 

this thirty-year loss of influence . Leavis, for example, 

1 Leavis, .p . 18. 
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proposes that had Hopkins' poems been published and had he 

received his due recognition, English poetry from 1890 onward 

would have undergone a regeneration that the later Edwardians 

failed to provide. 2 The fact is, however, that Hopkins' 

influence upon English poetry came belatedly, and no amount 

of speculation can change that. His "oddities" and "obscuri

ties" now have become virtues, and for some moqern critics 

and poets, at least, his style has provided a suitable tech

nique for emulation and imitation. It is not , however , at 

this juncture essential to assess Hopkins' poetic achievement 

in terms of modern poetry, but to relate his achievement to 

Victorian literary endeavors and to restore the poet to his 

rightful place among his contemporaries. This task can be 

accomplished most effectively through a careful analysis of 

Hopkins' own rhetorical theories expressed in his notebooks 

and letters and practiced in the writing of his own poems. 

Hopkins exhibited an unusual interest in rhetoric, 

possibly because ha recognized that most Victorian writers 

were deficient in this area and also because he taught 

rhetoric at Manresa House, Roehamptom , from 1873 to 1874. 

His lecture notes on "Rhythm and the other structural parts 

of Rhetoric," while obviously incomplete, do supply informa

tion on the development of his poetic genius during the 

period between the burning of his poems and hi s writing of 

2 rbid., p . 159. 
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"The · wreck of the Deutschland," following those seven years of 

"elected s1· 1ence." Althou h the te d t t . g se no s o no sugges a 

thorough treatment of rhetoric, they do shed some light on 

what Hopkins held to be the counterpart of inspiration in 

the writing of poetry~ 

The motivation for Hopkins ' bringing together these 

copious details came directly from his teaching, without which 

his theories of "sprung rhythm" might never have been fcrmu

lated.3 As he wrote to Bridges in 1877, 

I do not of course claim to have invented 
sprung rhythms but only sprung rhythm; I 
mean that single lines and single instances 
of it are not uncommon in English and I have 
pointed them out in lecturing •••• 

(Letters 1: 4 5) 

Hopkins continues his explanation to Bridges with examples 

which are identical to those that he used in his lectures on 

rhetoric. In a letter to Dixon in 1878, Hopkins summarized 

his thory of sprung rhythm as follows : 

To speak shortly, it consists in scanning by 
accents or stres ses alone, without any account 
of the number of syllables, so that a foot may 
be one strong syllable or it may be many light 
and one strange I do not say the idea is 
altogether new; there are hints of it in music, 
in nursery rhymes and popular jingles, in the 
poets themselves, and, since then, I have seen 
it talked about as a thing possible in critics. 
Here are instances-- 111 D1ng, dong , bell; 
Pussy's i~ the well; Wh"o put her {n?.., 
I.fittle \Jfilmny Th'in. \·vl?o pulled her out? 
crtt1e J"5.lmn_i sYout . ,-"- -- --

(Letters 2:14) 

3storey, "Preface," pp .. xxvi-xxviii . 
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Apparently, Hopkins ' attempts to explain his "new rhythm" to 

his friends met with little · success, for he tried again and 

again to "convert" them, explaining that" • the essence 

of sprung rhythm" is ·simply "one stress makes one root, no 

matter how many or few the syllables " (Letters 2:152); uthe 

word Sprung which I use for this rhythm means something like 

abrupt" (Letters 2:153); and "Sprung Rhythm ••• is the 

rhythm of common speech and of written prose, when rhythm .is 

perceived in thern." 4 When Bridges suggested that his new 

rhythm was "presumptious . jugglery" and that he would not read 

"'rl1e Wreck of the Deutschland 11 again for any amount of money, 

Hopkins retorted: "I cannot think of altering anything .. Why 

shd. I? I do not write for the public. You are my public 

and I hope to convert you" (Letters 1:46). Whether teaching 

his students or seeking to convert his fellow poets, Hopkins 

explained his system of rnertrics largely in terms of the 

principles which he formulated for·his lectures on the 

rhetoric of poetry. 

In compiling these lectures, Hopkins relied heavily 

upon classical a.uthors whon he had studied since grammar 

school. He cites specific examples from Aristotle's Rhetori_£ 

in his discussion of prose rhythm, agreeing with Aristotle 

---·----
41-Iopkins, "Author's Preface," ~ !1opkins Reader_., ed. 

John Pick, rev. ed . (Garden City, New York: Image Books, A 
Division of Doubleday & Company, Inc ., 1966), p . 188 . 
Hopkins wrote this preface in 1883 for the manuscript hook 
of his poeros that he entrusted to Bridges. 
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that speech should be rhythmical but not metrical, since a 

metrical rhythm in speech sounds artificial and "breeds dis

trust" (Jou~nals, p. 275). Verse, on the other hand, is 

"spoken sound, having a repeated figure" (Journals, p. 267). 

He also mentions Cicero and the Asiatic school of oratory 

and scans Saturnian verse "for rhythm without count of 

syllable" (Journals, p. 276) . For explanation pf the metrics 

of verse, Hopkins cites the various Greek feet and quotes 

Aristotle's Poetics for the meaning of creative art as imita

tion of nature. Obviously, Hopkins possessed a thorough 

understanding of both the Rhetoric and the Poetics, for he 

quoted freely in Greek from both works in his lectures and 

his letters as well. 

In addition to the classical masters, Hopkins cites 

Shakespeare, Thomas Campbell, and William Hamilton as "great 

masters of rhythm~' in the English tongue (Journals, p. 278) . 

He reveals, too, a thorough knowledge of Hebrew poetry as well 

as French and Italian prosody. Of particular significance to 

the development of "sprung rhythm" is his scanning of rough 

English accentual verse : 
/ I' / • / 

March dust, April showers 
I' / / / 

Bring forth May flowers 
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or 

I 
A"pril 

I / 

In Come he will, 
I / ,I / 

In May He sings all day, 
/ I 

ch~nges his 
/ 

In June He tune, 
/ I / / 
In July He prepares to fly, 
/ / / / 
In August Go he must 

or Piers the Plowman--

. / . b / , d . / / What this mountain emeneth an this derke dale 
/ / / / I / / 

And ··.this feire feld, ful of folk , feire I schall 

/ 
ow schewe. 

/ / / 

A lovely ladi on leor 

* 
/ / 

Al hou bisy thei ben 

. 1 ·/ . 1 / in innene ic othed 

* * 
/ / 

aboute the mase? 

/ . f / ( '- / The moste parti o the peple that passeth 

/ / 
nou on eorthe (Journals, p. 277). 

Hopkins observes here that the beat varies between anapaestic 

and iambic, or dactylic and trochaic , and that the syllables 

are not counted. Even the number of stresses differs from 

line to line.. "It almost seerns ," he comments "as if the 

rhythm were disappearing and repetition of figure given only 

by the alliteration •••• that beat is meascred by stress 

or strength, not number, so that one strong may be equal not 

only to two weak but to less or more" (Journals, p. 278). He 

observes also that writers like Shakespeare and Milton had 
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made · use of "sprung rhytluns." Consequently; the new rhythm 

to which he gave a name was ·deeply rooted in English literary 

tradition . Hopkins claimed that since no writer has employed 

it since the Elizabethan Age , he was the first to make it a 

scanning principle of poetic rhytlun. Actually, Hopkins was 

mistaken , for Coleridge had employed the principle in 

"Christabel." 

In concluding the section on rhyt~m in his lectur2 

notes on rhetoric , Hopkins warns against the monotony of bare 

rhytlun and suggests six ways to prevent this from happening : 

first, a change of words; second, rhythmic counterpoint (two 

figures carried at once); third, tonic accent, or accent by 

pitch or inflection of the voice to bring out the meaning; 

fourth, the emphatic accent of words to support a counter

pointed beat ; fifth, the circumflex, strong consonants, and 

other changes in vowel sounds to heighten the effects of 

rhythm; and sixth, alliteration and rhyme. These elements 

of verse effectively combat the sameness of rhythm without 

disturbing the essential unity of the organic whole. Finally , 

he points out that all of the elements of verse bear a 

relationship to each other and to the whole in particular 

r atios (g?urnals, pp. 280-83}. 

In the remaining notes on rhetoric, Hopkins discusses 

nLettering of syllables," which include s rhyme, alliteration , 

and assonance, since all of these depend upon a likeness in 
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elementary sounds. Hopkins expresses a particular fondness 

for alliteration in his letters and in his poems. In his 

lectures, he notes that it is an "essential element in Anglo

Saxon or old [sic] English verse, as Piers the Plowman" and 

that in modern poetry "one m':1y indeed doubt whether a good 

ear is satisfied with our verse without it" (Journals, p. 284). 

lk;pkins insists that assonance, when used for r};lyme, should 

always occur on the stressed syllables. He points out that 

rhymes usually end a line of verse, but that they -may also 

mark off half-li~es, bars, or clauses • . Expressing dislike 

fo r imperfect rhymes, he insists that "rhyming to the eye " 

never enhances the meaning that the beauty of rhyme may have 

for the mind. In surruning up this thoughts on the elements 

of poetry, he concludes that they may be reduced to three-

rhythm, rhyrne, and music (J<?urnals, pp. 284·-88) . 

Unfortunately, notes from the implied antecedent 

lectures have not survived, but a short fragment "Poetry and 

verse•= appears to be part of the same series of lectures. 5 

In this discussion, Hopkins differentiates between poetry 

and verse .. He defines poetry as follows: 

Poetry is speech framed for contemplation of the 
mind by the way of hearing or speech framed to 
be heard for its own sake and interest even over 
and above its interest of meaning. Some matter 
and meaning is essential to it but only as an 
element necessary to support and employ the shape 

5 . . Storey, p. XXV11. 
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which is contemplated for its own sake. (Poetry 
is in fact speech only employed to carry the 
inscape of speech for the inscape's sake--and 
therefore the inscape must be dwelt on.) 

(Journals, p. 289) 

Here Hopkins echoes his former teacher, Walter Pater, who 

insisted upon the primary importance of art. Pater also 

insisted that literary art in Victorian times was a desperate 

struggle with language itself. Style to Pater, ho~ever , was 

never an end within itself as some of his followers i nter

preted it: style must correspond to a felt truth. 6 William E. 

Buckler says that "the recurrent note in most Victorian styles 

and theories of style" is "individualism" and that Pater · gave 

this note its "most coherent and fully argued defense" in his 

essay "Style" (1888) • 7 Many of Pater's principles were shared 

with Hopkins when the young poet was a student at Oxford . 

Furthermore, Hopkins and Pater remained friends through the 

years , and Hopkins visited his former teacher on numerous 

occasions. Although Hopkins found justification for his love 

of naturB 1 s "inscapes" from his study of Scotus, he coined 

the words "inscape" and "instress" while yet a student at 

6G. s. Fraser, "Walter Pater: His Theory of Style, 
in Practice, His Influence, " in The Art of Victorian Prose, 
ed., George Levine and William Madden (New York: Oxford 
University Press , 1968), p. 22le 

7william E. Buckler, "Introduction," Prose of the 
Victorian Period, selected with an introduction and notes 
by William E. Buckler; Riverside Editions, ed .. Gordon N" 
Ray (Boston: Houghton Mifflin Company, 1958), pp. xiv-xv. 
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Oxford. 8 He found reinforcement for individuation in his 

study of Scotus, also, but individualism was the very mark 

of style most sought after by writers of the Victorian period. 

Certainly individualism is important to the under

standing of Hopkins' poetic method--specifically to the under

standing of what he meant by "ins cap(:=" and "instress." 

Hopkins' most quoted definition for ''inscapen occu~s in a 

passage in which the poet admits to a certain "oddness 11
: 

No doubt my poetry errs on the side of odd
ness. I hope in time to have a more balanced 
and Miltonic style. But as air, melcdy, is 
what strikes me most of all in music and design 
in painting·, so design, pattern or what I am in 
the habit of calling 'inscape' is what I above 
all aim at in poetry. Now it is the virtue of 
design, pattern, or inscape to be distinctive 
and it is the vice of distinctiveness to become 
queer. This vice I cannot have escaped. 

(Letters 1:66) 

For Hopkins, "i:n.~~cape u is the essential part of poetry and is 

absolute!y necessary for a distinctive beauty of style 

(Let~ers 3:373). Critics generally agree that Hopkins' con

ception of "inscape" arises from the word "landscape, 11 which 

was o:ciginal.ly a painter's term representing inland or back

g-round sc<?.nery "taken in at a glance from one point of view." 

L.1 1712 "landscape" was used as a "depiction of something in 

?.,.;m:Js," but Hopkins could hardly have been satisf it~d with so 

indefinite a term for his purposes. He requirr~d "scape" for 

81rhe words appear in Hopkins' Oxford notebooks. 
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the individual particulars of a scene or object, but he needed 

a term to particularize the - inner design or pattern which he 

perceived in nature. The prefix "in" performs that function. 

However, the Old English adverb in, "expressing motion from a 

point without to a place within certain limits," adds the 

dimension of strictness that Hopkins observes in his rhetori-

cal theories of peotic technique. Likewise, in his use of 

"instress," Hopkins lays emphasis upon inner tension, strain, 

or pressure. 9 Or as Warren says, Hopkins' ideal of poetry is 

ifto instress the inscapes without splintering the architecture 

of the universe. o to make every word rich in a way com-

-,,-t;b, · .L' mo ·e tha.n 2<lditively total poetic structure."10 .t; ·d - .1.. • ...E~ Wl d1 a ,. I ,..._ _ 

Hopkins' "insca.p(~S 11 res .f~mble closely Pater's II impressions of 

the indi vid~}a1 ,.11ind." His n instrcss" brings to bear all of 

the artificer:; of poetic cxp.ces~-;ion to grasp the distilled 

r~cstasy o f Ha single moment, g0n 0:~ while we try to apprehend 

it. " For Pater, "To burn a1~ ... mys ·with this hard, gem-

like .flame, to maintain this ec~:;tasy, is succ.~ess in life .. " 11 

Hopkins procJ.2.i.ms a similar ambit.ion in the follrn,ving lines: 

-·---·- ---------
9The OED was consulted for definitions a:nd et~/mologies 

cited in the discussion of "inscape" and 11 instress .. " OED does 
not. def in:::: the terms as such. OED does give a quotation of 
interc~s t to the use of the word II l&ndscape": 11 rl'hc feeli1:.q 
fer landscape is often described as a modern one"-·-Pater. -

lOwarren, "Inscape of Instress," p. 170. 

llwaltcr Pater, The Renaissance: Studies in Art and 
~~e\:.!:Y (London: Macmillan and Ccrnpany, 19-67), Pi) .. -23s-=-s6·:--
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While sheeny tears and sunlit mirth 

' Mix o'er the not unmoved earth,--

Then would I fling me up to sip 

Sweetness from the hour, and dip 

' Deeply in the arched lustres, 

And look abroad on sunny clusters 

Of wringing tree-tops, chalky lanes, 

Wheatfields tumbled with the rains , . 
Streaks of shadow, thistled leas , 

Whence spring the jewell'd harmonies 

That meet in mid-air; and be so 

Melted in the dizzy bow 

That I may drink that ecstacy 

Which to pure souls alone may be~ ~ ••• 

("Il Mystico," 11. 129-42) 

The young poet who then went up to Oxford found a kindred 

spirit in Wa l ter Pater. By 1878 Hopkins had learned to trans

late his sensuous responses to beauty into spiritual truths : 

This ecstasy all thro11gh mothering earth 

Tells Mary her mirth till Christ's birth 

To remember and exultation 

In God who was her salvation. 

("The May Magnificat ," 11. 45-48). 
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Hopkins' conception of poetry developed into an 

essentially Christian view of art in which God is· the only 

real creator, since He created from nothing. Man must act 

upon materials that have already undergone creition. In 

Hopkins ' view of art , the poet is a serious agent who, though 

free to deal with any subject he wishes, nevertheless looks 

beyond the appearance to the significance of being~-viewing 

the object in relation to God , who gave it reality. In other 

words, the Christian artist's perception of reality acknowl

edges God as creators In this perception, Cohen explains 

"inscape" as "the reflection of the qualities of God in 

nature, or in the soul of the artist, or in the work of art . " 

By his own activity, the artist makes a new creation from 

disparate materials . Any work of art should relfect the 

divine laws of God, for these laws are eternal . From these, 

the great poet derives.his principles of beauty. 12 Certainly 

Hopkins' religious faith and the d.:i.scipline of the Society of 

Jesus enabled the poe t to discern the things of God and to 

give expression. to God ' s goodness .. Among Hopkins ' spiritual 

writings the following passage appears: 

Aug. 7 1882-- God ' s utterance of himself in himself 
is God the Word, outside himself is this world. This 
world then is work, expression, news of God. There
fore its end, its purpose, its purport, its meaning, 
is God and its life or work to name and praise him. 
Therefore praise put bef?re reverence and service • •• 

12 Selma Jeanne-Cohen, "The Poetic rrheory of Gerard 
Manley Hopkins, 11 Phil~ological Quarterly 26 (1947):1-4, 9, 15. 
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the world, man, should after its own manner give 
God being in return for the being he has given it 
or should give him back that being he has given. 

(Sermons, p. 129) 

Hopkins ' poetic method, contained in his "inscape" and 

"instress, " names and praises God. Hopkins gives back the 

"being" in the form of poetry. 

It should not go unnoticed, however, that Hopkins' 

poetic method gains in clarity when seen in its relationship 

with that of John Ruskin, who perhaps more than any other 

one Victorian writer influenced the artistic temperament of 

his day. Ruskin was the exponent of the moral aesthetic of 

Platonic Idealism: the moral artist with noble ideas pro

duces gre~t art as opposed to the merely aesthetic. Ruskin's 

three steps in the artist's response to be~uty in framing a 

work of art correspond to Hopkins• "inscape" and 

"instress."13 First, the artist responds to beauty with 

sensuous plea.s-c.re, which is the aesthetic sense; second, 

with love of the object and perception of the kind of 

intelligence that created it, which is the theoretical sense; 

and finally, with veneration for that intelligence, which 

. h . . t' 14 is t e 1mag1na 1ve sense. "Inscape" refers to what 

Ruskin's "seeing eye" comprehends in nature; "instress" 

13sulloway, pp. 71-72~ For a complete discussion 
of Ruskin's influence upon Hopkins, consult Sulloway, 
pp.. 64-144. 

1 4John Ruskin, Modern Painters, 5 vols. (London: 
J .. M. Dent & Sons, Ltd., 1923)-;-2 :passim. 
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refers to man's love of the object and his emotional and 

intellectual response to God's plan; the poem itself gives 

voice to praise. "Poetry ," Hopkins says, "is in fact speech 

only employed to carry the inscape. " (Journals, p. 289) . 

But poetry is something more than mere verse, which 

according to Hopkins is "speech wholly or partially repeat

ing the same figure of sound'' (Journals, p. 289) .. Poetry may 

be couched in verse, but not all verse is poetry . Verse may 

be used, for example, as a memory device, in which case it is 

not poetry. Poetry repeats some figure of "granunatical, his

torical., or logical meaning" over and above its literal mean

ing~ Verse does not always carry any meaning at all , as in 

nonsense verse and choruses. Great poetry must have "inscape," 

Hopkins asserts, and the virtue of "inscape" is beauty , even 

as the virtue of oratory is eloquence. But poetry is "the 

virtue of its own kind of composition" (~our_!lals, p. 290). 

Hopkins felt, as· did Ruskin, that poetry could not 

be taught, but his one year of teaching at Roenampton forced 

Hopkins to think seriously about those "corrunon and teachable 

elements in literature, what grammar is to speech, what 

thorou<Jhbass is to music, what theatrical experience gives to 

p.1.aywrights"--those literary tools and stylistic devices that 

he called rhetoric (Letters 2:141) . His lec ture notes s how 

that Hopkins , as a teacher, was aware of the artist as a 

craftsman and that he realized the importance of rhetoric as 
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a craftsman's tool. His rhetoric was founded on the classical 

writers and illustrated by English authors. It had its roots 

in classical tradition adapted to English native tradition. 

He realized his own indebtedness to Anglo-Saxon poetry and 

admitted that he had not, indeed, invented 11 sprung rhythm." 

Moreover, he recognized that insight, or inspiration, was 

quite different from rhetoric. 15 

The title of Hopkins' notes on rhetoric originally 

read, "'Rhythm and the other structural parts of oratory and 

poetry-·· .. verse--. 111 16 Storey suggests that the implied 

previous lectures were on prose. Since Hopkins was schooled 

in the classics and quoted so freely from both Aristotle 1 s 

rhetoric of poetry included those structur~l parts recognized 

by Aristotle. Although Aristotle separated the arts of 

rhetoric and poetic, rhetoric has been closely associated 

with the analysis and interpretation o~· poetry. Indeed, one 

of the most difficult problems for students of rhetoric has 

been this differentiation. Aristotle himself observes a 

great deal of overlapping between the two verbal arts, often 

referring to rhetoric in the Poet_ics and to poetry in the 

Rhetoric. In Aristotle I s a_nalysis, rhetoric is the counter-

part of dialectic. Its purpose is persuasion. 

15Mariani, p. 315. 

16storey, p~ 444, n. 267. 

In Hopkins' 
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analysis, rhetoric is the counterpart of inspiration. Its 

purpose is to give to imitation and praise the dimension of 

persuasion. 

Missing from Hopkins ' notes on rhetoric are the 

structural elements of genre and diction; 17 however, he did 

experiment with various poetic stanzaic forms and showed a 

definite preference for the Italian sonnet. He ad~ired the 

Petrarchan division into octave and sestet, finding in this 

division the real character of the sonnet. He held that any 

departure from the set rhyme scheme caused "hernia" and 

"crippled" the sonnet for life (Letters 2:71-72) . This · is 

a particularly interesting statement in view of the changes 

that he did advocate. As Gardner points out: "Hopkins' 

most significant contribution to English v~rse morphology 

consisted in a. number of variations played upon the tradi

tional Petrarchan or Italian sonnet-forrn. 1118 By 1883 

sonneteering was in vogue in England (Letters 2 :110}, but 

there was much opposition to innovations. Hall Caine refused 

to print three of Hopkins' sonnets and robbed himself of the 

opportunity of discovering a new poet. Caine held the con

servative nineteenth-century attitude about admissible themes 

17Hopkins lists "different kinds of poetry" as sub.:... 
jects to be discussed following rhythm and rhyme on page 288 
of Journals. 
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and forms. 19 Hopkins, too, insisted upon the basic bipartite 

division of the rhyme, but he thought the Petrarchan form 

more effective in Italian than in English. Finding the 

English sonnet shorter than the Italian, even though they had 

the same inward proportions, Hopkins employed "outriding 

feet " to extend the length of the lines. For example, in the 

following lines from "Hurrahing in Harvest" marked.by Hopkins 

in the MSS , the "outriders" or " hangers " are revealed by a 

curved line under the syllable where he has added the extra

metrical effect: 20 

SUMMER ends now; now, barbarous in beauty, the stooks rise 
'-,/ '-----"' 

Around ; up above, what wind-walks! what lovely behavior 
(11. 1-2) .___., 

Rapturous love 's greeting of realer, of rounder replies? 
'------ ....__, 

And the azurous hung hills are his world-wielding shoulder ..... _ _.,,. 
Majestic~--as a stallion stalwart, very-violet-sweet! - -
~~ (11. 8-10} ....___,, 

And hurls for him, O half hurl~ earth for him off under ..____.... .....____.... 
his feet . 

(1. 14) 

The effect is like that of tied notes in music. Gardner 

observes that the "outriding foot" was not new in English 

verse: 11 It is mo.re than probable that Hopkins drew the first 

19Ibid., p . 73. 

20Gardner cites the words marked in the Editor 's 
Notes to P~, p . 269. 
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idea of it from Shakespeare or Milton."21 Hopkins acknowl

edged to Dixon that "outriders 11 could be found in Shakespeare's 

later plays "but as licence, whereas mine are rather calculated 

effects" (Letters 2:15). In his scansion Hopkins did not 

count the extra-metrical syllables of the "outrider." He 

observed, also , that the use of Alexandrines extended the 

line . In "Henry Purcell" Hopkins employs 11 outriders" in 

addition to the six-stressed line: 22 

/ / /, / / / 
HAVE fair fallen, O fair, fair have fallen, so dear 

'---' '----"' 
/ / .,,,,. . /, / . / / 

To me , so arch-especial a spirit as heaves in Henry Purcell. 

(11. 1-2) 

Believing that the decasyllabic line was the sonnet's main 

weakne ss, he replaced the iambic meter with his "sprung 

rhyt.rr::1, a and the effect was a more drarnatic and declamatory 

mode.23 He also sometimes shortened the sonnet by employing 

half-lines or by eliminating lines entirely as in "Pied 

Beauty," a curtal sonnet of ten lines and two words . He 

sometimes lengthened the sonnet with the use of one or more 

codas, as in "Tom's Garland," a caudated sonnet of fourteen 

lines and two two-and-one-half-lines codas. Gardner corrunents 

21Gardner, A Studx, 1:86. 

2 2 0 th k d II t O d II • Gardner cites e mare ou ri ers in the Editor 's 
NotE;S to Poems, p. 27 3. 

23Gardner, ~ Study, 1:74-82. 
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that the caudated sonnet is especially well suited to invec

tive. The two codas have the effect of two Parthian shots. 

Psychologically, they give the impression of an indignant 

man's extending an argument, hoping to deliver an extremely 

crushing blow. Hopkins' excuse for indignation arises from 

the plight of the unemployed . Like Milton's On the New 

Forcers of Conscience, Hopkin's caudated sonnet, employed for 

a serious purpose, proves to be "a healthy corrective to the 

dulness of serious modes in the hands of poetasters .. 1124 In 

Hopkins' hands the Petrarchan sonnet form gains in power and 

flexibility ~ 

Hopkins also experimented with poetic diction in his 

attempt t o derive a new rhetoric of poetry. From an early 

age he was conscious of the particular patterns in nature and 

recorded .his impressions with great accuracy of descriptive 

detail, a practice that he continued throughout his lifetime. 

His d iaries and journals reveal such phrases as "yellowish 

boiling- foam,H rrmoonlight hanging or dropping on treetops 

like blue cobweb," "feathery rows of corn," "chestnuts as 

bright as coals or spots of vermillion," "the Park grass white 

with hoarfrost mixed with purple shadow," and nbutterfly 

perching in a cindery dusty road and pinching his scarlet 

valves .. 11 From such "inscapes" of nature as the bluebells, the 

24Ibid., 2:106. 
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sunsets , the ash tree, or free z ing . crystals in mud, he dis

cerned the beauty of the Lord. 

Hopkins was also very conscious of proper diction--of 

choosing the precise · term . As early as 1862 he was collect

ing words in his notebooks. Among the earliest entries are 

terms like "grind, gride, grid, grit, groat, grate" and 

"crock, crank, krande, crick, cranky"--notable for · their 

harshness of alliteration and assonance. Other dialectal 

synonyms reveal an early interest in the spoken language, for 

example, "whisket" for "basket" and "grindlestone" for "grind

'stone. " In this respect, his collection of certain speech 

nuances is significant . He recorded that a laborer "dropped 

or slurred the article. 1125 Later in life he was to mention 

to Patmore that "what we emphasise we say clearer, more dis

tinctly, and in fact to this is due the slurring in English 

of unaccented syllables; which is a beiuty of the language , 

so that only misguided people say Dev-il, six-pence dis

tinctly •• ~ . The accented syllable then is the one of 

which the nature is well brought out, whatever ~ay become of 

the others" (Letters 3:327). This principle of natural stress 

was to guide Hopkins ' choice of poetic diction. 

His theory of poetic diction can be inferred from his 

own use of the language and from what he says in his letters 

25warren, nrnscape of Instress," p . 165 . 
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and essays concerning words. Most . likely, he did lecture on 

the subject, but no evidence remains of any rhetorical theory 

that he might have set forth; however, in a passage from a 

letter written to Bridges in 1879, he states his own literary 

dictum concerning the poetic diction that he advocates for 

his age: 

For it seems to me that the poetical language of an 
age shd. be the current language heightened, to any 
degree heightened and unlike itself, but not (I 
mean normally: passing freaks and graces are 
another thing) an obsolete one. 

(Letters 1:89) 

In this same letter, he says that the criteria for the poetic 

usage of words are that they must "belong to. arise from, 

or be the elevation of ordinary modern speech." For these 

reasons he would not employ"~, o'er, wellnigh, what time, 

say no!:: ( for do ~o.!:_ say} • " Nor would he use inversions in 

poetry, for they tend to weaken and destroy the earnestness 

of an utterance. In prose he might use inversions to soften 

ideas, but in poetry, he wants most to heighten the language 

to achieve compression and concentration of effect. 

In advocating for poetic diction the language of 

modern speech, Hopkins seems to echo Hordsworth's contention 

i n the Pr~l~de; how2ver, Hopkins differs from Wordsworth in 

one important respect. He does not see the language of 

pOE-?.try as the "language of prose when prose is well written ." 

In his essay, "Poetic Diction ," Hopkins contends that 

Wordsworth 's view requires modification: 
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No, it is plain that metre, rhythm, rhyme , and all 
the structure which is called -erse both necessi
tate and engender a difference in diction and in 
thought, viz. concentration and all which is implied 
by this ..... 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • QI • • • • 

An emphasis of structure stronger than the common 
construction of sentences gives asks for an emphasis 
of expression stronger than that of common speech or 
writing, and that for an emphasis of thought stronger 
than that of common thought . 26 

Shortly before writing this essay, Hopkins had criticized 

Wordsworth and Tennyson for their Parnassian language, which 

is not the language of inspiration but only that which "is 

spoken on and from the level of a poet's mind, not, as in the 

other case~ when the inspiration which is the gift of genuis 

raises him above himself" (Letters 3:216) . For heightening 

of the language so that it becomes the language of inspira

tion, Hopkins turns to Shakespeare, whom he thought to be the 

greatest poet, _and to Milton, whom he thought to be the 

greatest master of style . 

Although his poetic dictum was·"the current language 

heightened , 11 Hopkins remained close to the roots of language, ·· 

often expressing a preference for the oldest elements in 

English poetry , which included a strongly English vocabulary. 

He objected to Bridges ' criticism of "'presumptious [sic] 

juggler:l'" because, he jokingly insisted , "presurnptious is 

not English" (Letters 1:46). When in 1882 he seriously began 

----·----· 
26Hopkins, "Poetic Diction," in A Hopkins Reader, ed. 

John Pick, pp. 136-37. 
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to learn Anglo-Saxon, he marveled at its purity and thought 

it vastly superior to modern English. He said that it made 

him weep to think of what English might have become (Letters 

1:162-163) . Of the fifty-three words most frequently appear

ing in his poems, fifty belong to Old English. 27 All except 

six of these words are monosyllables, which Hopkins found 

particularly well suited to "sprung rhythm." These words, 

also, are terms that are being spoken currently. For the 

most part, Hopkins did not approve of the use of archaic or 

obsolete words. He contended that an occasional archaism 

might lend flavor, but that too much "destroys earnest" 

(Letters 1:218); moreover, the use of obsolete words is pure 

affec tation (Letter s 1:290). He did not, however, see the 

use of dialec t as affectation. Dialect, he maintained, when 

natural, heightens the effect i n a spontaneous way , although 

it may certainly narrow the poet's field of expression. 

Hopkins believed in exploring the resources of language fully, 

in exercising extreme selectivity, and in employing the 

current language of the age; however, he coined words and 

compounded freely for a poetic diction that would be lin

guistically adept and literarily perceptive . In compounding, 

27Robert J. Dilligan and Todd K. Bender, A Concor 
dance to the English Poetry_ of Gerard Manley Hopk1ns 
{Madiso'r1:------;_t,he University of ,visconsin Press, 1970), p. 303, 
list fifty-three words appearin; more than thirty times. 
The OED was consulted for etymology . 
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he always chose words that were familiar in oral speech. He 

followed a practice that is as old as the language itself and 

produced compounds as linguistically alive and energetic as 

the Old English kenning. Such compound words as "spend-savour 

salt," "b.loomfall," ;!tram.beam," "backwheels," and "wanwood 

leafmeal" heighten the language for poetic expression. If 

Hopkins needs any defense, Warren says, "His defeni5e would 

doubtless be that to compound freely was to restore to the 

English language a power it once had possessed. 1128 Hopkins' 

aim in developing a new poetic rhetoric included a heighten

ing of effect that might bririg new vigor to what seemed to 

him "a great deal of dulness, superfluity, aimlessness," 

and "poverty of plan" (Letters ,. 2:141). 

The influence of Old English upon Hopkins' poetic 

rhetoric is easily assumed, but it is not easily proved. 

Hopkins, by his own admission, did not learn Anglo-Saxon 

until 1882, yet his theories of "sprung rhythm" were well 

developed in nThe Wreck of the Deutschland," written in 1875 . 

Also, his lecture notes of 1873-1874 indicate that the new 

rhythm was already being considered and that selections from 

Old English and Middle English illustrate the principle. 

Moreoverp Hopkins' other poems written before 1882 bear tech

nica l features represented in Old English poetry. Though 

-..,--...---·;-----·-----
28warren, n Inscape of Ins tress," p.. 169. 
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Hopkins does not mention Old English in explaining his new 

rhythm in " The Wreck of the Deutschland" to Bridges, he does 

illustrate " sprung rhythm" with nursery rhymes, Milton ' s 

Samson Agonistes , and Welsh poetry, which he s tudied in 1875. 

Some of the traits that are common to Hopkins' poems written 

at this time and to Old English are also shared with Welsh 

poetry. What knowledge Hopkins had of Old English before 

this time was reinforced by his study of Welsh versification . 

Furthermore, for his lectures on rhetoric, Hopkins consulted 

George P. Marsh ' s Lectures on the English Language (1859), a 

text based upon literary examples. Marsh took his illustra

tions of alliteration from Piers Plowman, and Hopkins used 

those same illustrations in his lectures. 29 He did not, in 

fact, read the poem until 1882, and at that time he expressed 

a dislike for it. In September of 1880, he wrote the follow

ing comments to Bridges: 

I have not studied Piers Ploughmarr and so cannot 
pronounce how far triple time is bold l y employed 
in it .... The notion of pause or caesura had 
come to English versification from two quarters-
from Piers Ploughman and the older native poetry. 

---- (Letters 1:107-108) 

In October of 1882, he again comment ed on the poem in the 

f ollowing lines of a letter written to Bridges: 

')9 
w Ibid. , p. 16 6 . 
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So far as I know--! am enquiring and presently I 
shall be able to speak more decidedly--it 
["sprung rhythm"] · existed in full force in Anglo 
saxon [sic] verse and in great beauty; in a 
degraded and doggrel shape in Piers Ploughman (I 
am reading that famous poem and am coming to the 
conclusion that it is not worth reading). 

(Letters 1:156) 

However : indirectly his knowledge came to him , he was 

acute enough to recognize the greater strength of Old and 

Middle English versification , and he was resourceful enough 

to apply many of its technical features to his own theory of 

poetic rhetoric . In so doing , he g enerated a new vigor in 

his own poetry unlike that of his Victorian contemporaries . 

It would seem, as Warren suggests, that he sought to resume 

English poetry where it had been interruped by the Restora

tion, that he wished to return" to an 'English Catholic' 

poetry • ., 3 o 

The extent to which Hopkins' religion affected his 

rhetorical theories is difficult to assess . His ability to 

translate religious experiences into concrete images of human 

life more nearly relates to George Herbert and the Metaphysi

ca l poets of the seventeenth century than to the Victorian 

resurgence of orthodoxy. His sacramental point of view of 

the world relates to his doctrine, but all of his perceptions 

and experiences that he writes about are possible for every

one who is thoughtful and sensitive and who meditates about 

30warren, "Inscape of Instress ," pp. 169-170. 
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faith . 31 In the area of invention , Hopkins' faith plays a 

determining role. His works reflect Catholic doctrines which 

in some poems , at least, like "The Caged Skylark , " become 

part of the rhetorical structure. His poems are Christian 

poems, with Christian themes , and Christian resolutions . 

Those written at the time of his ordination concern the 

"inscapes" that he perceives in the natural world •. Those 

composed during his priesthood in England concern the 

"inscapes" of divine energy in human beings whom Hopkins has 

encountered in the church. His interractions with others are 

based on his status as priest. For example, "The Bugler 1 s 

First Communion , " "The Handsome Heart," and "Felix Randal" 

are about characters to whom the priestly persona has 

ministered . In those poems written during~his years in 

Ireland, his "inscapes" become versions of his own soui. 32 

To a great degree, then, his range of experience controlled 

his topics of invention, and the role of priest became the 

voice of the persona . 

In any rhetorical discourse ethical proof depends not 

so much upon the nature of the evidence as upon the character 

31Herbert M. McLuhan, "The Analogical Mirrors," 
Kenyor Revie~ 6 (1941):324. 

32Bell Gale Chevigny, "Instress and Devotion in the 
Poetry of Gerard }1anley Hopkins," Victorian Studies 9 (1965): 
142--49 .. 
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and manner of the speaker;33 therefore, the rhetorical stance 

taken by the poet as priest contributes to the effectiveness 

of the poem and is an element of poetry that must be scrutin

ized in any explication of a poem. Hopkins' particular out

look on life is an important part of his rhetoric. He is 

always personally involved with his subject in his later 

poems , but keeps a distance between himself and the people 

about whom he writes. He regards life as a struggle requiring 

moral discipline and laments the evidence of moral degeneracy 

in Victorian society. Sometimes the voice cries in righteous 

in<lignation; at other times it weeps in anguish and despair; 

et othe r times it rises in joyful praise, adoration , and 

wonder .. Always it is an earnest voice. Hopkins does not dis-, 

cuss "voice" aB such , but he does conunent '"on certain affecta

tions of style that destroy the "earnest." The priest as 

persona in Hopkins' poems is deeply sensitive to nature's 

beauties. He is a man of high moral charac ter whom any 

audience can trust. 

Apparently, Hopkins felt that the life of a poet was 

not compatible with the life of a priest. The conflict 

created by his desire to be a poet and his desire to be a 

saint produces a tension in his poems. He was both an 

aesthete and an ascetic, and he always felt the necessity 

33Aristotle Rhetoric 1, 1356a, 8-9. 
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of contiolling his aesthetic impulses . This constant 

struggle between poet and priest accounts for the tension of 

the terrible sonnets, a tension which , ironically enough , 

contributes greatly to his poetic achievement.34 Had he 

written with greater ease, his poems might not have been as 

distinguished as they are. The tension appears as a necep

sary part of his rhetorical effectiveness . Daiches describes 

the struggle as a sense of "straining against the current" 

not found in other Victorian poets, and he believes that 

Hopkins ' theory of "sprung rhytlun" grew out of the poet's 

. 35 
attempt to express complex and contradictory experiences~ 

He delighted in the beauty of young manhood: he despaired at 

the misery of the poor . He was drawn to the beauties of 

nature; b.P. was repulsed by the squalor of the city slums. He 

wrestled with temptation and suffered poor health. Appar- .. : 

ently, he was beset by contraries most of his life. 

Other Victorians found themselves caught between two 

worlds also. Arnold's "Dover Beach" with its "eternal note 

of sadness" likens man's divided mind to the "turbid ebb and 

flow/Of human misery" (11. 17-18): 

34Austin Warren, "Gerard Manley Hopkins (1844-
1889 ) ," in Gerard Manley Hopki_~ by the Kenyon Critics 
(Norfolk, Conn.: New Directions, 1945}, pp. 7-19. 

35Daiches, Poetry and th~ Modern World, p. 29. 
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The Sea of Faith 
Was once, too, at the full, and round earth's shore 
Lay like the folds of a ·bright girdle furled. 
But now I only hear 
Its melancholy, long, withdrawing roar, 
Retreating, to the breath 
Of the night wind, down the vast edges drear 
And naked shingles of the world. 

(11. 21-28) 

For Arnold the world held no "certitude, nor peace, nor help 

for pain" (1. 34) • 36 Likewise, Arthur Hugh Clough~s 

"Dipsychus" reveals the mental anxiety and tension of the 

divided mind in spiritual conflict, wandering between two 

worlds , suspending judgment, but knowing no ·peace. In 

Scene II, Dipsychus asks, 

What is this persecuting voice that haunts me? 
What? whence? of whom? How am I to detect? 
Myself or not myself? My own bad thoughts, 
Or some external agency at work, 
1ro lead me who knows whither? 

(11. 17-21)37 

To be ripped between two opposing positions or between past 

and present is to experience the drama of modern man .. 38 This 

perspective of the divided self is a striking characteristic 

of the l iterature of the nineteenth century, and those writers 

who attempted to reconcile incompatible doctrines reflect the 

36Arnold, p~ 210. 

37Arthur Hugh Clough, The Po~ of Arthur Hugh Clough, 
ed. H.F. Lowry, A. L. P. Norrington , and F . L~ Mulhauser 
(Oxford : Clarendon Press, 1951), p. 226 . 

3?T. Weiss, Gerard Manley Hopkins : Realist on 
Parnassus, rpt. of the 1940 ed. (Folcroft, Pa.: Folcroft 
Press, 1969 ), pp. 9-14. 
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anxiety and confusion of intellectual life in the Victorian 

Age.39 

The poet who can translate this tension into his 

poetry is a poet who speaks for his own age. The voice of 

Hopkins' priestly persona reveals this tension in the terrible 

sonnets with immense pathos, but in "The Wi ndhover: 'ro Christ 

our Lord'' the conflict between poet and priest finds a measure 

of resolution: 

I CAUGHT this morning morning's minion, king-
dom of daylight's dauphin, dapple-dawn-drawn Falcon, 

in his riding 
Of the rolling level underneath him steady air, 

and striding 
Hiqh there, how he rung upon the rein of a ·wimpling wing 
In-his ecstasy! then off, off forth on swing, 

As a skate's heel sweeps smooth on a bow-bend: the 
hurl and gliding 

Rebuffed the big wind. My heart in hiding 
Stirred for a bird,--the achieve of, the mastery of the thing! 

Brute beauty and valour and act, oh, air, pride, plume, here 
Buckle! AND the fire that breaks from thee then, a billion 

Times told lovelier, more dangerous, 0 my chevalier! 
/ ,,, 

No wonder of it: sheer plod makes plough down sillion 
Shine, and blue-bleak embers, ah my dear, 

Fall, gall themselves, and gash golrl ·-vermillion. 

No other poem better illustrates the principles of 

Hopkins' rhetoric than this sonnet written in 1877 and acknowl-

edged by its author as the best poem he ever wrote~ It has 

3 9 · h ' m~ D ' . d d ,.... 1 ,-Ma. s co MJ.yos _1, ... ne . i vi_ e 0e :r::: A Perspect.i vc. on 
i:rhe Li teratu.re of t!le Viet.or ia.ns (Ne•,v York: New York-Un[--·-
v-:::~1=·sit:\,-Press-; I960) . This study interprets the entir9 
Vi..ctor.ian Age from this viewpoh1t. 
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stimulated much critical analysis and raised questions con

cerning its interpretation and also concerning the author's 

intent. 40 Most scholars agree that the difficulties 

encountered in explicating the poem have been created largely 

by the critics themselves and that the poem should be explored 

more fully on its literal level. Few, however, agree on what 

the actual literal interpretation should be, perceiving 

ambiguities in the rhetorical structure and creating others 

for themselves. I. A. Richards confesses to nmany readings 

and several days of reflection" before the sense of the poem 

became perfectly clear to him. 41 He had assumed that 

"chevalier" referred to Christ, but decided that it really 

referred to Hopkins himself. Gardner clearly discerns the 

term to refer to Christ. Pick, Shea, and Schneider say it 

refers to the windhover. Even greater disagreement centers 

around the meaning of . the word "buckle." Empson says the peom 

is a "clear example" of his seventh type of ambiguity in which 

ambiguity arises from a fundamental division in the writer 's 

40The following are the most helpful critiques con
sulted for this study: I. A. Richards, "Gerard Hopkins, " 
Dial 81 (1926): 195-203; Gardner, The Poems, pp. 266-·2 69; 
William Empson, Seven Types of Ambiguity (New York : Meridian 
Books, Inc., 1955), chap. 7; F. X. Shea, "Another Look at 
t rI'he Windhover, '" Victorian Poetry 2 (1964) : 219-239; 
Schneider, The Dragon in the Gate, pp. 145-161; Milward, 
pp . 47-53 . --

41Richards, p~ 197. 
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. 42 . 
mind. These critics do agree that the poem is a sonnet in 

which a kestrel seen in flight becomes the expression of 

natural beauty which is analagous to spiritual beauty and 

that the poet's artistic self conflicts with his priestly 

life of sacrifice and renunciation. 

As Empson has pointed out, the life of the bird is 

opposite to the life of the priest, who is tempted. by "the 

thing." The ambiguity that arises from this mental conflict 

conveys a complicated state of mind beset by conflicting 

desires and a certain amount of indecision. Several refer~ .. 

ents for each image in the poem, as in "fire" which may 

refer to the "grandeur ·of God" or to the actual burning of 

Hopkins' poems, among other things, further enforce the 

Freudian concept of opposites where two things thought incom

patible are desired by two different systems of judgment. 43 

Rhetorically , the analogy presented in the poem is 

effective.. !'I CAUGHT" inunediately captures the attention of 

the persona's audience , and past tense places the experience 

to be described at an earlier time . The priest remembers 

his experience and relates it to someone else. The experi

ence took place "there"; he tells about it "here." Struc

turally, it is impossible for t t8 priest's a udience to be the 

42Empson, pp. 224-26. 

43Ibid., pp. 254-55. 
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bird or for the bird to be falling _to the earth in the sestet, 

as Pick , Shea, and Schneider claim. Besides, the· priest 

addresses his audience as "my chevalier" and "my dear" (the 

writer 's italics), and he employs the present and present 

imperative tenses in the sestet . In the octave of the sonnet , 

the priest was a spectator caught up in the wonder and sheer 

sensuous delight of watching the falcon perform his "act." 

In the first tercet, he is still joyful, but also pleading . 

In the second tercet , he faces reality with resignation , if 

not a certain measure of contentment. The persona has a 

flexible stance for the shifting moods from wonder and delight 

to the yearnings of the heart, and finally to the acceptance 

of the sacrificial life to which the priest is dedicated . 

The voice reflects the stance of the persona and presents a 

sincere ethos of one whose life is lived in complete honesty 

and acceptance of God's will. The priest himself goes to 

confession in this poem. He confesses· that in the hidden 

recesses of his being he has waivered in his faith . He 

petitions his Lord, his "chevalier," to be present in his 

life. Then he makes a reaffirmation of faith and a rededica

tion to the life of service through sacrif ice. The priest 

talks directly to Christ in a way that brings to mind two 

l ines from George Herbert's poem , "Love (III)": 
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·r the unkinde, ungrateful!? Ah my deare, 
I cannot look on thee. 

(.11. 9-10) 44 

The priest and the poet are reconciled momentarily at least. 

Two seemingly incompatible desires, reflected in and supported 

by rhetorical patterns of thought, and several referents for 

each image, paradoxically converge in the process of 

"instress " and "inscape ." The paradox lies in the. fact that 

"the achieve of, the mastery of the thing"--the "inscape" or 

the creative purpose of the kestrel--lives in the bird and in 

the pri e s t's own "heart in hiding." But the priest has put 

his hand to the "plough," s o he looks at the ashes of his 

poetic achievements and realizes that even "blue-bleak embers" 

will "gash-gold vermilion" when stirred and a llowed to "fall." 

The Christian concept of poetry, like the ~urpose of his l i fe 

as a priest, is very s imply that of St. Paul: "For me to live 

is Christ , and to d i e is gain . .. 45 

Although it is not likely that any exegesis of the 

poem will ever end the debate about the exact significance of 

its imagery or of the resolution of the conflict between the 

two selves that make up the persona, a rhetorical analysis of 

the poem does reveal Hopkins• probing attitude toward language 

and poetic expression that gives to his works their 

. 44George He7bert~ The Poems of George Herbert 
(London: Oxford University Press , 1961), p. 180. ~ 

45Phi lippians 1:21. 



distinctive qualities. Stylistically the poem achieves 

intense unity through extreme compression of thought in dic

tion and various grammatical and figurative word patterns. 

By eliminating passive words like relative pronouns, Hopkins 

achieves compression of thought in which every noun paints a 

picture and every verb becomes an action. 46 In his poetic 

effort to discover the precise term to represent tpe kestrel 

in flight, Hopkins turns to medieval French for "minion," 

"dauphin," "Falcon," to contrast with the humble, dutiful 

priest. The bird is glamorous and free; he performs his ''act" 

before the woild in royal splendour. The priest's ''heart in 

hidingn is humble and obscu:ce, yet it somewhat envies the 

"brute beauty" and the "mastery" of the bird that dares to 

defy the wind. Strong verbs re-enforce th~ kinetic sense of 

violent, m2.j es tic movement: "caught," "riding, 11 "rolling," 

"striding, 11 "rung," "wimpling," "sweeps," "hurl," "rebuffed," 

"buckle," "breaks," "makes," "shine," ''fall,:' "fall ," and 

"gash" intensify the emotional experience .. Se eing Christ as 

a hero, Hopkins selects "chevalier" from French medieval 

chivalry to represent the attributes of "royalty, knighthood, 

heroism , gentleness, beauty and valour" which he associated 

46samuel c. Chew and Richard D. Altick, nThe Nine- · 
teen.th Century and After (1798-1939)," in~ Literary Histo~ 
of England , gen. ed. Albert C. Baugh, 2nd ed. (New York: 
Appleto·n~Century-Crofts, 1948), p. 1538 . 
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with his Lord. 47 In the "brute beauty" of the "Falcon" the 

poet catches a glimpse of the splendour of Christ that leads 

him to contemplate upon the greater, though often "more 

dangerous," spiritual beauty in sacrificial suffering. 48 The 

"blue-bleak embers 11 of Hopkins' burned manuscripts represent 

a part of that suffering and conflict that he attempts to 

reconcile in this poem. As Patricia Wolfe points out, 

"Throughout his paradox-tortured life, the poet searched for 

an over-all order which would enable him to reconcile opposi

tions he observed in the universe . 1149 His choice of poetic 

diction contributes to the tension by its extreme concentra

tion and compression of thought. 

In addition to heightening the language, Hopkins 

employed rhetoric to extend the Petrarchan~octave-sestet 

while maintaining its essenti al f orward movement. Elizabeth 

Turpin explains t.hat through "careful compression of syntax, 

inversion , and figurative p a tterning, as well as figurative 

language , Hopkins also employed rhetoric to 'enlarge ' the 

sonnet, giving it weight (in conjunction with the additional 

syllables from the sprung rhythm) and texture more nearly 

47McChesney, pp. 66-67. For Hopkins' sermon in 
which he presents Christ in these termG, see Sermo!ls_, p. 35. 

4 8 Ibid. , p. 6 6. 

4~wolfe , p. 86. 
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equating the allusive complexity of the Italian sonnet."50 

The metre of this sonnet is · "sprung rhythm," having five 

stresses per line and several "outriding feet" of extra

metrical syllables: 
X / X / >< ,,,. x ,, 'I< / 

' I caught this morning morning's minion , king-
x X / X // X X X: "' X // X 

dam of daylight's dauphin, dapple-dawn-drawn Falconi 
~ '----'""' 

• >( .'>( / '>( 
in his riding 

>( X // )( °" x / >( .11 X X X / ·'< 
Of the rolling level underneath him steady air , and 

. - ~ 
~ . >< striding 

// ..1 ,,., X " X X / X X ; X / 
High th;re , h;w he rung upon the rein of a wimpling wing . 1 51 ....___... 

This flexibility in rhythm contributes a sense of freedom and 

power to Hopkins ' style and brings new life and vigour to the 

sonnet form. Mcchesney notes that in these lines "both the 

sense and the metre have to be carried on from line to line, 

the effect being to reproduce the continuous swoop and hurl 

o f the falcon 's flight ." 52 

Also as a corrective for what he thought to be a weak-

ness in rhetoric , Hopkins employed rhetorical devices in "The 

50Elizabeth Rice Turpin, "Rhetoric and Rhythm in 
Twentieth-Century Sonnets by Hopkins, Auden, Frost, Cununings, 
Thomas, and Merrill Moore" (Ph.D. dissertation, Texas A. & M~ 
University, 1972) , p. 124. Turpin's title is erroneous in 
ascribing Hopkins' sonnets to the twentieth century. 

51Gardner gives Hopkins ' looped "outrides," but the 
r~etrical markings are Gardner's from Editor's Notes to Po~, 
p. 266. 

52McChesney, p. 19. 
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Windhover" for compression, emphasis, and unity of thought. 

In this poem and other sonnets as well, he favors anthimera, 

the altering of the · basic function of a word for rhetorical 

compression and emphasis. 53 He uses "the achieve of" for 

"achievement" or "achieving" while retaining the effect of a 

strong verb. He uses apocope in the same phrase when he pur

posely omits the last syllable of the word. He al~o employs 

the Welsh practice of extending figurative meaning through 

imagined word clusters, a device known as cynghanedd , in 

which beginning consonants chime , and internal rhyme 

(assonance) adds to the rhetorical texture: 
A \3 B B A B 

dapple-dawn-drawn Falcon 
T 2i T T 

A /\ A A 
blue-bleak embers 
T T T 

A A \3 B tl A C.. C B 8 C 54 
Fall, gall themselves, and gash gold-vermilion 

2 ,2 3z· 5" T3 Tz 2. 

In combining words into compounds for particular meanings, 

Hopkins makes use of the Old English kenning with outstanding 

effectiveness. The title of the poem is such a compound 

describing the act of the kestrel in flight that captures 

the poet's fancy. The unique quality of the bird is not 

so much that it can fly but rather that in rebuffing the 

53Turpin, p. 117. 

54Recurring vowel sounds are marked above the line 
and recurring consonants below . 
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force of the wind it can appear to hover motionless in the 

air. Thus, the name "Windhover" captures the bird in flight. 

These innovative rhetorical devices employed by 

Hopkins represent the new range of techniques that he brought 

to English prosody. Obviously, he struggled for the perfec

tion of his art, probing into the linguistic possibilities 

of the language, and striving for special artistic, effects 

that would revitalize English poetry. These rhetorical 

structures are those :· "teachable elements" of poetry that 

Hopkins himself thought of as rhetoric. Moreover, they are, 

for the most part, devices that he would have known from his 

study of classical authors and more specifically from 

Aristotle 's Rhetoric and Poetics , which he studied and taught 

in Victorian schools . His theories of rhyihm hark back to 

the Anglo-Saxon Period when alliteration on stressed syllables 

marked the strong, forceful beat in poetry . In his own theory 

of poetic expression, intelligence must fuse with rhetoric to · 

impart the emotional intensity of human experiences through 

certain patterns of "speech framed for contemplation of the 

mind by the way of hearing." Because he stressed the impor

tance of sound to sense , he maintained that his own poems 

should be read with the ears and not with the eyes only • . If 

the moral purpose of the earnes1:, sincere ethos of the 

persona fails to persuade, Hopkins would say as he did to 

Bridges, 
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My verse is les s to be read than heard , as I 
have told you before; it is oratorical , that 
is the rhythm is so . I think if you will 
study what I have here said _you will be much 
more pleased with it and may I say? converted 
to it . 

(Letters 1 : 46 ) 

Bridges was not, however, converted to his friend ' s 

verse , and Hopkins did not always accept Bridges ' criticisms 

gracefully . In fact, he held tenaciously to his own style 

and to his theories of poetic rhetoric . Certainly his read

ing and observation of literary works of Victorian authors 

contributed to his own theories--by contraries at times--for 

he sought to establish a vigour that he thought had been 

missing since the Reformation. Truthfully, rhetoric had 

declined in England since the time of Milton. But in a 

society that still looked askance at the eKercise of free 

judgment of reason, Hopkins questioned and examined tradi

tional literary values and decided crucial issues for himself 

while the average Victorian was much more likely to defer to 

the authority of traditional models. He was not careless of 

tradition b~:i.t thought every age was due its own mode of 

expression and every writer his own style. As Cohen says, 

Hopkins ' pot.~try 11 has illustrated the conflict between freedom 

and discipline, between innovation and tradition, that is the 

essenc<~ of what poetry is all about." 55 

55 · · · Cohen, p. x1.1.1 . • 
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Of the traditional literary movements of the nine

teenth century that may have influenced Hopkins, ·the most 

significant were the "Wordsworthian , the Nee-Romantic or Pre

Raphaelite , the Nee-Classical, and the Nee-Metaphysical one

man school of Patmore. " 5 6 Both Pa trnore and Hopkins belong to 

the Christian tradition, but Hopkins avoided the new meta

physical poetry of Patmore and wisely developed his own 

extremely Catholic version of Wordsworth 's nature-mysticism. 

He was completely opposed to the trend toward agnostic 

poetry, and he avoided what he thought to be a "creedless 

Christianity" of Tennyson and Browning . He read Arnold's 

Essays in __ Criticism but said that Arnold was often very wrong 

(!Jetter~ 1:172) . Although he never met Ruskin, he admired 

Ruskin 's moral aesthetic and was greatly i~fluenced by his 

works and by the Pre-Raphaelite Brotherhood, who had been 

encouraged by Ruskin to "forsake the Old Masters for the Old 

Mistress, Nature ." 57 R. W. Dixon, one·of this group, exerted 

a major influence upon Hopkins ' formative years from 1855 to 

1865, and in his notebooks he copied poems by D. G. Rossetti 

and Christina Rossetti, whose works he continued to admire in 

later years~ Surely to this group, as well as to Ruskin, 

Pater, and Wordsworth, Hopkins was indebted , for they 

56 Gardner, 2:25. 

57 Ibid., p. 37. 
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contributed to his belief that 11 all art should create beauty , 

should provide a spiritual and cultural orientation. 11 58 

Hopkins' artistic achievement cannot be understood 

fully apart from the cultural configurations in which it took 

shape. The literary traditions of his day, as well as the 

writers themselves, influenced the content and style of his 

poetry, for he was actively involved in literary Cfiticism 

throughout his lifetime. He conunented upon his age in his 

journals and letters and was highly critical of the styles 

of writing among his contemporaries . "A perfect style," he 

said, "must be of its age" (Letters 2: 99). He thought that 

the rhetoric of his contemporaries showed a "spiritual lazi

ness," and he called for a fresh, vigorous, energetic style 

to capture the tumultuous temper of the Vi'Ctorian Age. But 

HopkiDs ' early readers were so startled by his innovations 

that ttey failed to see how deeply his roots reached into 

literary traditions. For, in truth, Hopkins is both tradi

tional and revolutionary , and he transcends mere poetic 

idiosyncrasy to speak of vital Victoria! concerns. 

58 Ibid. , p . 4 0 • 
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Several months before his death, Hopkins summed up 

the rewards of his life in the cause of Christ in the follow

ing sonnet, "Thou are indeed just, Lord": 

THOU are indeed just, Lord, if I contend 
With thee; but, sir, so what I plead is just. 
Why do sinners' ways prosper? and why must 
Disappointment all I endeavor end? 

Wert thou my enemy, 0 thou my friend, 
How wouldst thou worse, I wonder, than thou dost 
Defeat, thwart me? Oh, the sots and thralls of lust 
So in spare hours more thrive than I that spend, 

Sir, life upon thy cause. See, banks and brakes 
Now, leaved how thick! laced they are again 
With fretty chervil, look, and fresh wind shakes 

Them; birds build--but not I build; no, but strain, 
Time's eunuch, and not breed one work that wakes. 
Mine, O thou lord of life, send my roots rain. 

~ 

Likewise, in the sonnet "To R. B. 11 Hopkins concluded that his 

cteative inspiration was dying: 

THE fine delight that fathers thought; the strong 
Spur, live and lancing like the blowpipe flame, 
Breathes once and , quenched faster than it came, 
Leaves yet them.ind a mother of immortal song. 

Nine months she then , nay years, nine years she long 
With in her wears, bears, cares and combs the same: 
The widow of an insight lost she lives, with aim 
Now known and hand at work now never wrong. 

Sweet fire and sire of muse , my soul needs this; 
I want the one rapture of an inspiration . 
o then if in my lagging lines you miss 

The roll, the rise, the carol, the creation, 
My winter world, that scarcely breathes that bliss 
Now, yields you, with some sighs , our explanation. 

192 
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These two poems sum up and conclude the life and works of this 

Victorian priest and poet. His greatness, to be sure, has 

been strenuously debated by those who trust or distrust his 

theories of poetic rhetoric. His place among the poets of his 

own age has been questioned by those critics who see him only 

in terms o f his innovative style, which is, and ever has been , 

to a great degree, an individuation of a poet's imagination, 

and by those who reject or choose to ignore his character~ 

istically Victorian assu..rnptions about life and art in the 

nineteenth century . 

In every historical and cultural context, Hopkins' 

artistic achievement developed within limits, which, while 

narrow from the perspective of the whole evolution of society, 

provided for and controlled, more or less aaequately, the 

expression of his full creative energies and aspirations . 

When placed within the societal structures, functions, and 

processes of his age , Hopkins' literary accomplishments 

r ef lect vital Victoriail concerns. His life and work are, in 

large measure, a compendium of the innumerable conflicts and 

paradoxes that marked this extraordinary age. 

At no other time in the history of English literature 

have both prose and poetry revealed so great a concern for 

the burdens of society as in the nineteenth century . The 

shifting moods of optimism and distress that attended social 

change were reflected in the works of writers who witnessed 
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the breakdown of traditional values in Victorian society. 

Protests against expanding industrialization and the conse

quent loss of personal and cultural wholeness were voiced by 

sensitive men like Carlyle, Arnold, Dickens, and Ruskin . Like 

them, Hopkins lived in this society that wai being forced to 

adapt itself to new values as old traditions crumbled and dis

appeared, and he, too, suffered the strains, stresses, and 

conflicts that contributed to a growing weakening of personal 

identity and a self-consciousness that characterize the works 

of Victorian writers. Furthermore, as developments in science 

and technology challenged the traditional authority of the 

church, Hopkins was caught up in the religious traumas of his 

time, and like so may others, questioned old religious values. 

Finding his answers in Roman Catholicism, 6e turned from the 

church of his family and of his own childhood to become a 

Catholic priest. As a Jesuit he ministered to the needs of 

the poor in industrial cities and beca~e thoroughly acquainted 

with some of England's most difficult economic, social, and 

environmental problems. His warnings on the moral decay and 

the ugliness of the cities echo the words of other thoughtful, 

sensitive Victorians : 

••• We, life's pride and cared-for crown, 
Have lost that cheer and charm of earth's past prime : 
Our make and making break, are breaking, down 
To man's last dust , drain fast towards man's first slime. 

( "The Sea and the Skylark," 11. 11-14) 
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Hopkins' vivid insights into the England of his time and his 

suggestions for improvement combine to make his works of out

standing historical and sociological significance. 

More significantly, however, Hopkins' art reflects 

the literary traditions of his day. He walked and talked 

with Victorian authors. He read and criticized the works of 

Victorian authors . He would be extremely surprised to find 

his poems alongside those of another age, for they are expres

sions of Victorian anxiety, love of nature, love of country , 

love of people at work and at play. Besides his advanced 

social consciousness, Hopkins possessed an extreme sense · of 

duty and a self-consci6usness that bordered on eccentricity. 

But it was partly because of this great sensitivity that he 

detected what he held to be a weakness in ~he rhetoric of 

Victorian poetry and created new forms of poetic expression. 

Al though his poems appear to be extremely non--tradi tional, 

their basic sensibilities are, as Mize·ner suggested, 

nvictorian sensibilities"; furthermor e., his style, t hough 

different from that of his contemporaries, ha s its r oots in 

western literary tradition. Surely it is t ime to =ecognize 

that Gerard Manley Hopkins is indeed a Victor i an poe t~ 
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